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Exchange St., Portland.
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ENTERTAINMENTS.

THE PRESS.

Booksellers and Stationers.

fTIHE undersigned having taken the stand of HarJL low & Hunt, will continue the business at

P 0 R1 L A NR 31U S E L5I.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JAN. 20, ’75

HOVT.A FOGG
T. P. McGOWAN,

WM. A.

tgUBLlsH1K0

Ill Exchange St.
Exchange,
SMALL A 81IACKFOKD, No. 35 Float
No.

Co,

____—--

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEV A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

done

to

Clapp’. Block
SHEKBV,
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

at

ocl5

No 104 Fore street.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNEK LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

MERRILL A CO., ISO Middle St.

J. A.
J. A.
_____

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

Carpet-Bags.

171 Middle

J. B. Dl'RIN A CO..
IIS Federal Streets

and

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. BAB BOCK, 450 Fore Street, Cor. o!
€roM* Portia ad.

BERRY,

Photographers,

^anl ffiiudei,

and

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. II. I.AMSON, 154 Middle St.,eor. Cross.

No. 37 Plum Street.

JAMES MII.LEB.No. »1 Federal Street.

CHARLES H. KIMBALL,
Street.

Roofers.
J. N. McCOV & CO., *8 Sprin., Street.

(Boyd. Blooli,)

8.
doPlans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every
dec28tf
ription of building.

C. ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,

OF

0. P. BABCOCK.

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,
Franklin Family School
Topslinui, ITIe,
Rt. liev. H. A. Neely, I>. D., Visitor. Oscar L.
Billings, B A., Rector. Send for circular. oolOtf
Removed

_d&wly

Book, Card & Job Printer

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lewest prices

Unsurpassed advantages. Inquiry solicited.

ao22___
J. H. HOOPER,

U I? ET O LSTERER
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

MISS M. FRANC

—

AT

neatly«™-co'?"

BROWN,
EDGAR
Coonsellor at Law.
All collections promptly attended to by E. A.
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

MIDDLE ST.,]<i
FEDERAL STREET,

103

5 Doer, East of

TtAIITE.

PIPING.
MACHINE WORKS
Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.
MANUFACTURERS OF

MARINE. STATIONARY AND PORTARLE STEAM ENGINES.
Alcott’s Turbine Water VYliecl,
Elevators. Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

INJECTOR

BEE’S

TOR

AGENTS

H19 COITETIERCIAE STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALS—One New
built to order.
apH

roriaoie

w

rmgiue,

mure

by-laws

in the

It is

now

_____

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

FRKSCO

OUicc al Schumacher Brollicrs,
DEEBISe

5

BLOCK.

the public that I have taken
Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
I shall enpromptly to ail jobs entrusted to me.
deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so
I
the

respectfully inform

business ot

“"^XttCHC.nACHEB.

CARD.
A.
MTT"Wm.
I take great pleasure in recommending
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
in Portland, ami have no doubt that Mr. Wra. Schuduramacher will execute all work entrusted to him
bly,
3 and satistactorily.
y’ tastily
____

CHAS.

J.

SCHUMACHER,

Ecclesiastical Decorator.

no21tf

W.

L.

KEILEli,

!

edged

that

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ]CE

Dry Air Refrigerators
fu all Styles, Grades and Sizes.
Tlio Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called

jvlf

It is unsurpassed
Simplicity, Enwe of Mauni'cuicnt, Durability, Dryucn* and fi*urity
of Air and ECONOMY©# ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN' ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buyin

Salesroom 9*VB Fore Nt., J. F.MERRILL.
Manufactory. Rear of No. 10 Crow* Ns.
POKTL AN D, MAINE.

ES

Merchants and Shipmasters.

after the first
hereby notified that on ar.<l
new regulations
dayot September, 1874. thei
ot
of the
prescribed by the Governinrat
lees willtakc effect.
Spam in regard to Consularvessels art as follows.
The fees for clearance of
For Vessel, with Cargo*

YOU

are

^public

Celt Hying Manifest.
For

®1f'nn-S19 0

Vessels witlioul Cargo:

.®I'2L.«il

Certifying

"t!

n

Health.
,.
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul
se2dtf
Bill of

Locust

Treenails.

100,000 best Itift Locust Treenail.,
Oak do.
110.000 best Ha well White
Utters
20,000 best quality Canada
—ALSO—

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges
AT

LOWEST CASH PRICES

L-

TAYLOR,

178 COMMERCIAL STREET,
mbl2’74

Cheapest

PORTLAND.

ME._dtt

11 <> exchange street.

or

Friday Evening, Jon ‘i!lil.
Admission 25 cents. (See small bills.)

DR. HEBBARD
where be may be consulted
ease*

fice

dtf

We have with a great deal of care and expense,
lected and have on hand a largo stock of the

se-

••Dr. Hebbard is a Boston Physician of high repute.”—Burlington, (Ft.) free Press, Jan., 187*.
“A Physician of thorough science, of extended
knowledge, and large practical experience.”—Hon.
Wm. Edsall, President of Young Men’s Christian
jal3tf
Association, Brooklyn, E. Y.

“HAMBURGS.”

CxENTS’ NECK WEAR.
EMERSON, LELANI) & €0.
A? Mr-l.loii Street, Boston.

_(13m
85 TUBS

uol6

Choice

Vermont

lO Iti Is. New Orleans
—

D,
fl««S

FOB SALE

Butter.

Coal

60

COMMERCIAL ST.,

0pp.
Nearly
decll

New Custom House

_^

ATPliH

IS. RICKCH
GO.,
185 FORK STREET.
(It*

1-2,

S3,00 per yard.

MOORE,

OWEN

CONGRESS ST., COR. BROWN.
jaU_dtf_

Your Turn Next.
Baker & Johnson,
JAMES H. BAKER,
Have

filled their principal orders for

GClA-Ij,
arc now

“waitiDg to be gracious” to bid and
friends who wish tho best

Xj
O wellO A
screened,
picked

and

at

new

,

CURRENT_PRICES

!

JAMEM II. BAKER may be found at the
Old Miami to counsel 1'ustonicrs.

198

COMMERCIAL ST.,

Head ol Richardson’s Wharf.
*3w
jal8

STREET. SOMETHING

CAN

Self-Folding Tucker

ar.d
ble Hemmer.

BUY

flie mott

A Plush Lined Single Sleigli with
shitting Trimmings Silver Plated
Handles, and ot oar own Manntaeture tor

soo.
Sleighs at Prices
Eiitrimmed
Lower than the Lowest. Call and

JOHN

/

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
hand, thereby making a great saving of time ana
labor. It will tuck any thickness of goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth. The Hemmer attached will
hem any desired width from one fourth to two ami a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appreciated.
,,
Reduced IPrice S3.50,

RUSSEIA,

(111* STAIRS.)

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,
Mole

dtf

Medical.
CLARK would respectfully inform his
friends and patrons that he has returned home
his office, Cor.
and may be consulted professionally at
2 to 4
Pa ri, and Con gress St reets.Cfflee hours from
p.m.
jalotf
Jan.
15,1875.
Portland,

DU

A

useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

IhJouly one which ha* a Folding Slide,
which keeps the tuck or hem perfectly even,

511 1-2 Congress Street,

G

Adjusta-

_

examine.

ja8

NEW!

FARRAMO’S IMPROVED

dCm

XX

which

which is built and that

part

re.

completed, 2000 miles in all, at
the rate of §50,000 per mile, amounting to
§100,000,000. Ot course to guarantee the. i lterest is to pay it and this will require $7,000.
000 annually, which in forty years wil1
amount to $280,000,000 when the government will be obliged to redeem the bonds,
making §380,000,000. If the §7,000,000 is
considered as an annuity as it should be, the
amount required by Mr. Scott’s little scheme
will be as large as the present bonded debt
of the nation—a billion and a half of dollars.
That is precisely what Congress is asked to
do for Tom Scott. The Northern Pacific is
also a supplicant for further aid. Thousands
are mieresieu

in

mis

suueuie,

ueeuuse mem-

sands have been deluded into

purchasing the
nearly worthless bonds of that premature enterprise. Can the Northern Pacific be
passed by aud the twin humbug of the
South aided ?
Can it be possible, we repeat, that Con"
gress can be so unworthy of the country as
to spend an hour in the consideration of this
subject? Already it is necessary to increase
the taxes to pay the current expenses and
meet the obligations of the nation. Is it,
then, a time to impose a further burden of
year for nearly half a century ?
When this prayer of Tom Scott is granted,
can there be any excuse for refusing to relieve the Northern Pacific and voting the
people’s money to every scheme that specu-

$7,000,000

a

lators and stock gamblers may bring forward?
It is said that the Republican leaders are

anxiously inquiring what they can do to save
the party. We trust that this is so, and that
iu the principle of doing right always, they
will conclude that safety is alone found. Begin by snubbing Tom Scott and voting down
his job. If not, the Republicans who vote
for the measure will have the responsibility
of ruining the party. There is but oue sentiment in the best part of the country on this
subject, and that one is hostility to any subsidy to railroai or other corporations.
Mr. Gladstone and His Successor.
The retirement of Mr. Gladstone from the
leadership of the Liberal parly in England
not to have been wholly unexpected,
for he announced his intention to do so last
March. But his actual resignation appears
to have astonished bis followers, and has

struck them with dismay. They did not believe that he would persist in bis determination. and thought his unquestioned devotion
to the principles of progress entertained by
his party, and a love of public life born of
custom would combine to induce him to re-

leadership.

tain the

hasty
asking him
more

Their

disappointment

not without anger, and the
and inconsiderate of them are

are

to

resign

his

seat

in

parlia-

ment.

It is understood to be Mr. Gladstone’s
wish to devote the remainder of his life to
literary pursuits, a wish which men of letters
will hope may be gratified. In that case he
will not desire to retain his seat in the
House of Commons, for it would be almost
for him to refrain from mingling
iu the conflict that would be continually
raging about him. Very likely a place in
the
may be offered to him, but it is

peerage
doubtful if he would accept it. He retires in
His great
fame.
a eood time for his
and praiseworthy achievements during his

noble
him
a
leadership have given
of his country, and the
in
the
history
position
defeat of his party caused by the Irish University Bill has been more than atoned for by
the famous anti-Vaticau pamphlet which has
infused new life into it and brought it many
recruits from unexpected quarters. He could
not, with any satisfaction, retain the leadership, for his convictions, temperament, trainings and surroundings would impel him to
move forward, and the English people, eminently conservative, seem minded to stop and
look about them for a while, and test the reforms already made before proceediug to oth-

He surrenders his power at an opportime moment for his own reputation.
But into whose hands the leadership will
which distresses the Liberal
fall is a

ju30tt

NO.

Agent for Portland,
137 OXFORD STREET.

For Sale.
BOARDING and Lodging House, containing 17
rooms, in a good location and full of good payand will sell
Dg boarders. Proprietor is going West
at a bargain. Enquire at No. 4 Oak Place, Boston.

A

jalB

question

Chiefs. Manifestly Mr. Lowe, or Mr. Harcourt or Mr. Goschen or the Marquis of Har

tington

are

lw

out ol the

question.

Mr. Forster

available man lor the
appears to be the only
distasteful on some acAlthough
position.
counts to the radical faction of his party, he
is
popular, is a man of acknowledged

generally

ability, of liberal thought, and of courteous
address, and is well qualified by temperament
and training to lead the opposition in the
House of Commons.

His selection will be

particularly gratifying to Americans,
friendship

SUCCESSORS OF

Manufacturer of-

FORE

that

mains to be

^RMS 8S.0U PER ANMM

1875.
The latest field for the romances is the big
bonanza over which all California and
Nevada are going crazy.-' Stories, surpassing
in splendor and extravagance those told for
the delectation of the Arabian Caliph are
related. Fortunes have been made with a
celerity that surpasses that of Monte Christo.
We are told that all the employes of a large
clothing firm in San Francisco have made so
much money ;since the discovery of the
golden hoard that they have resigned their
positions and have set up as millionaires. A
San Francisco school teacher who had man-

aged to
that

up $500 of her salary invested
mining stock, and sold out the
other day for $300,000. It is per-

save

sum

slock the

unnecessary to add that she has now
many admirers. These are but a taste of
the many wonderful stories told of the

haps

bonanza and the fortunes it has made.

The method of collecting fares on the
Pennsylvania rail road, seems eminently sensible. The collecting is put into the hands
of a special collector, and this leaves the conductor free to devote his whole time and

for the United States has

for his

long

been

fort of the passengers. It is too much to ask
who is charged with the responsibility

a man

of the lives of several hundred passengers to
bother himself with the duties of a ticket
collector and a cash

The danger of taking one’s own prescription has just received a signal illustration in
Chicago. John Ottier owned a small lunch
saloon in that city. It appears that a majority ot his customers were defective specimens
of humanity, and were subject to epi'eptic
fits. It entered into the head of John Ottier
one day that there was money in this infirmho
ity of his patrons. So he announced that
found
had
he
a
made
discovery;
great
had

herrings

were a sure cure

for

With- a-solid column of the late Confederate army advancing from the Democratic
South, and the fire-in-the-rear leaders coming back from the Democratic North in the

next Congress, there is every prospect of the
old war issues being forced on the country
again in a very unpleasant and very dangerous

shape.—Philadelphia Press.

POKTLA1VD dfc OUDEASUl'KU KAILISO AD

Annan! -Merlins of Ihe Stockholders.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company was held yesterday morning at ten
o’clock, President Anderson in the chair.
The meeting adjourned until next Tuesday
without an election of officers, owing to the
fact that by the laws of the Legislature of
New Hampshire it is necessary that all rail-

roads running through that state should have
a New Hampshire director, aud as the laws of
Maine permit ouly nine directors to the Ogdensburg, a special act of the Legislature must be
obtained to allow them to have ten.
The following are the annual reports in full:
Annual Beport of the President and
Directors.

Stockholders of the Portland and
Ogdensburg Pailroad:
Gentlemen,—The Directors respectfully
submit the following report of the progress of the work on the line during the
past year, with a statement of the receipts
and expenditures since the opening of ttie
first division of the road, together with
the reports of the Engineer, showing the
condition of the road-bed to the present
terminus, the amount of work done upon
the line beyond, and the result of the trial
of the locomotive
Carrigain upon the
heavy grade between Bemis Station and
Frankenstein, accompanied by a letter from
the eminent civil engineer,Benjamin H. Latrobe, Esq.; also the financial statement of
the Treasurer.
The section of road from Upper Bartlett
to the Old Crawford House, now Bemis
Station, a distance of six miles, was opened
for business on the 31st day of August;
too late in the season for the full benefit
arising from the summer pleasure travel
and consequently adding but little to the
receipts of the year. Beyond this station
the track has been laid to Frankenstein,
three miles. Although this section of the
road will not be opened till the track is
laid through to the Notch, it was deemed
advisable by your Directors, upon the recommendation of your Engineer, to lay
the iron to that point the past fall in order
to facilitate the
building of the trestle at
Frankenstein and of aiding in the construction of the road upon the mountain side
oeyonu, access to wmcn,irom me rngnway,
is very ditticiilt and expensive on account
of its great elevation, and also as a measure of precaution in protecting the roadbed already constructed to that point.
It will be noticed by the following table
that there has been a slight falling oil' in
the receipts from passenger business during the past year, in comparison with the
year previous. This decrease in travel has
been shared by your road in common with
most of the other railroads of the country,
particularly those at all dependent upon
pleasure travel. The derangement of business consequent upon the numerous and
extensive failures of banking-houses and
of manufacturing and mercantile establishments in the latter part of the year 1873. had
a marked effect in depressing the trade of
the country throughout a lar<re part of the
past year, thereby restricting travel to
much closer limits than have pertained to
of railroad traffic for
that department
several years past. It will be seen however, that there has been a very satisfactory increase in the freight traffic, notwithstanding this, and the small demand for
lumber, the carriage of which now forms
an important part of your local
freight,
this increase amounting to more than
thirty-six per cent in the receipts therefor,
and iii connection with the earnings from
all other sources showing in gross an increase of tioenty per cent.
Statement of Operating Jieceipts and Expenditures from the Opening of the Iioacl
to November 30, 1874:
To the

to
to
to
to

Dec. 31,1871,
Nov. 31, 1872,
Nov. 31, 1873,
Nov. 31,1874,

montho

fo

non 31. 1871.

$66,083 05
50,607 47
67,256 15
66,436 81
-$250,984 08

FREIGHT.
in

30,1872,
30, 1873,
30, 1874,

11 months to Nov
12 months to Nov
12 months to Nov

*53.070

71

-$283,423 16
$1,581 47
3,184 48
3,071 00
2,497 93
-$10,334 88

EXPRESS.
16 months to Dec 31,1871,
11 months to Nov 30, 1872,
12 months to Nov 30, 1873,
12 months to Nov 30,1874,

$1,695 04
2,062 50

2,240 00
2,250 00
-$8,257 54

MISCELLANEOUS.

[$ 126

16 months to Dec 31,1871,*
11 months to Nov 30, 1872,
12 months to Nov 30, 1873,
12 moutha to Nov 30,1874,

16 months to Dec 31, 1871,
11 months to Nov 30, 1872,
12 months to Nov 30,1873,
12 months to Nov 30, 1874,

53

303 22
112 90

2,287 38
$2,730 02

and in the bank account of Mr. John Ottier.
stricken
In course of time John himself was
with paralysis. Apparently he had come to
believe in his own remedy, for he fell to eatthirst seized him.
ing herring. An insatiate
The more herrings he ate the more water he
drank, and he soon came to resemble the
Broadboy of the old fairy story who could
drain a lake at a single draught. In a few

days he drank himself to death, and passed
into history as a melancholy instance of a
who died because he took his own
medicine. Let his memory be cherished by
the faculty as a frightful warning.

physician

The printing of official records, Federal
and Confederate, of the great rebellion, is reported as making satisfactory progress. But
it’s sad to think how many reputed Miltiades
and Napoleons will be thus remorselessly
transformed into Falstaffs and Bourns, for
the daws of posterity to peck at.—N. X.
Commercial Advertiser.

$11,136 70
13,095 61
12,896 29
14,485 54
-$51,614 14

TRAINS.
16 months to Dec 31,1871,
11 mouths to Nov 30, 1872,
12 months to Nov 30, 1873,
12 months to Nov 30, 1874,

$11,452

00

10,715 15
13,464 87
16,645 13

\

$.>2,211 lo

ENGINES.

news

shop to purchase herring
came to his
It does not appear that there war any
decrease in epilepsy, but there was a decided increase in the consumption of herring,

$19,892 &4
19,049 91
22,697 50
28,584 19
-$90,224 44

STATIONS.
16 months to Dec 31, 1871,
11 months to Nov 30, 1872,
12 months to Nov 30,1873,
12 months to Nov 30, 1874,

16 months to Dec 31,1871,
11 months to Nov 30,1872,
12 months to Nov 30, 1873,
12 months to Nov 30, 1874,

$ 820 68
2,526 53
5,142 59
5,092 93
-$13,o82 >3

CARS.

$1,910
4,544
7,506
8,463

16 months to Dec 31, 1871,
11 months to Nov 30, 1872,
12 months to Nov 30* 1873.
12 months to Nov 30, 1874

52
29
74
91

$22,425

46

-$3,304

95

-;SHOPS.
16 months to Dec 31, 1861,
11 months to Nov 30, 1872,
12 months to Nov 30, ls73,
12 months to Nov 30, 1874,

$ 840 47
487 53

1,241 17
735 78

FUEL.
16 months to Dec 31,1871,
11 months to Nov 30,1872,
12 months to Nov 30, 1873,
12 months to Nov 30,1874,

$ 8,560 00
10,650 88
15,675 00
19,172 64
-$54,058 52

OIL AND WASTE.
16 months
11 months
12 months
12 months

to Dec 31,1871,
to Nov 30, 1872,
to Nov 30, 1873,
to Nov 30,1874,

$ 012 57
1,638 92
2,197 41
2,171 43
-$6,620 33

SALERIES, INSURANCE, TAXES AND INCIDENTALS.
10,169 66
12,414 40

16 months to Dec 31, 1871,
11 months to Nov 30 187’Jf,
12 months to Nov 30, 1873,
12 months to Nov 30, 1874,

15,085

71

17,192 84

_

Total Receipts,

Total

Expenditures,

Net Income,

during the year:

embankment upon the steep incline, which is
well advanced towards full completion, and
the grading is following it as fast as the wall
is completed. There is but very little masonry along this part of the line now to be built.
The abutments at Cow brook are finished and
for about a mile north of this last point both
comthe grading and the masonry are
pleted. At the brook Kidron, at Moore’s,
and at Willey brooks the masonry is yet to
be built; that of the last cannot be done until the spring season arrives, on account of
of the ledges
the precipitious character
through which this mountain torrent rushes,
some eighty-five feet below the grade of the
railroad, und the masses of ice that cover the
shelving rocks there. But from the brook
Kidron, for the mile and a half to the Willey
brook, a very large part of the grading and
masonry is done; while of the rock cutting
just at Willey brook there is but about one
thousand cubic yards to be taken out. From
this point along the southerly face of Mt.
Willard most of the slope wall, there indispensably necessary to hold the banks, is built
and the grading well advanced to completion.
On the easterly side of Mt. Willard, from the
turn towards the north for half a mile, the
grading is about half done and being pushed
forward by a suitable torce to secure its completion in time with the work at either end of
it. The heavy slope wall upon the brow of
the shelf just back of the Dismal Pool, to
hold the high embankment of rocks from
slipping out and falling over one hundred
feet into that abyss, is fast approaching completion. The deep cutting of rock at the
southern end of the gate of the Notch is now
being pushed forward most vigorously. This
has always been deemed by your Engineer the
master key of the work and, but for a different belief on the part of the contractor,
might have been farther advanced, still there
is contract time enough to get it through—
and the excavation of the last month is an
earnest of the contractor's intention to do
this: Of about ten thousand cubic yards
remaining to be done on the first of December, during that month there was excavated
Of the
two thousand three hundred yards.
ledge at the north end of the Notch gate there
are but three thousand yards
yet remaining
Of the long earth cutting at
to be taken out.
the summit off against the Orawford House,
there remains to be excavated less than a
dozen rods in length.
the Crawford House and the
Between
Fabyan House, four miles, all the light work,
where frost might cause trouble in its excavaA
tion, and all the masonry are completed.
large force is at work in each of the deep cuttings, which in most instances, upon the Ammonoosuc or north slope of the mountains,
prove to be sand with very little loose and

nearly

tion of the engines while that station continues the terminus of the road. Additional wood sheds have been built at several
points on tlie line, with a new water station
at Hiram.

The contract entered into with Messrs.
Fuller & Harding, on the 2d day of May,
A. D. 1872, was, by mutual agreement,
cancelled on tlie 1st day of August last,
and a new contract entered into with them
to construct tlie road-bed of the railroad of
tiiis company from tiie Mount Crawford
House, Bemis station, to Fabyan’s, four
miles beyond tlie Crawford Notch, and the
present terminus of tiie White Mountain
railroad; the work to be completed by tlie
first day of June, 1875; to be paid on
monthly estimates of tlie Engineer of the

*M».729

$54,862 ('1
<»

348,.io<

$206,759 35

XlUOUll
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VUUllgV

the terms of the original contract one half
of the monthly estimates were to he paid
for in cash and one half in the bonds of the
company. At the time the contract was
made it was supposed there would be no
difficulty or delay in the negotiation of
these bonds, the amount to be put upon the
market being so small compared with the
cost and value of the road already constructed and the whole amount of means
required to complete it and otherwise provided for. But the failure of certain railroad companies in different parts of the
country to meet the interest on their indebtedness affected very seriously the
credit of all railroad securities; while
assertions
reiterated
the
constantly
utter impracticability of conof the
structinz a railroad through the Crawto
ford Notch, or, if possible, only
be accomplished at an outlay many times
greater than the estimates of the company's Engineer, created such suspicion in
the minds of capitalists that, not only did
it become impossible to negotiate the bonds,
but this distrust equally served as a most
effectual bar to obtaining the means for
carrying on the work from loans based
upon these securities. Had it not been for
these obstacles the road would undoubtedly have been completed ere this and a large

interest, paid upon sums exportions of the work commenced but not finished, would.have been saved
amount of

pended

on

scarcely any solid rock.
The grading and masonry throughout

to the company.
Under these difficulties the contractors
were unable to
procure the necessary
satisfacfunds for an energetic and
tory prosecution of the work of construction. It was therefore thought advisable,
both by your Directors and the contractors, that the old contract should
be cancelled and a new one agreed
upon w'hich should limit the Held of work
to the Fabyan House, thereby securing the
completion of the road through the Notch,
establishing its practicability by actual acA new scale of prices
complishment.
w'as then prepared, to be paid in the proportion of eighty per cent in cash and
twenty per cent in bonds of the road, and
under this arrangement the work is now
progressing in a manner satisfactory to
yonr Board of Directors and with every inHouse in

lwailiM"

AAntnlnfpll

season

for the

tA

■

i

tVin VllllVfin

the provisions as set forth
in the report. At the same time a contract
with the companies under the control of
the Vermont Division of this road and the
Canadian interests forming the through
lines to Montreal, in place of the one mentioned in the last report as entered into on
the 21st day of November, 1873. and containing like stipulations and agreements,
was executed by the several parties in interest. In accordance with the terms of
these contracts a connection for the interchange of business has been made with the
Eastern Railroad branch at North Conway,
and on the 15th day of June the trains of
this company commenced running to and
from the Eastern Railroad depot in Portland. On the Vermont Division five miles
ot iron, from Hyde Park to Johnston have
been laid, and the road opened to the latter place. The work on the Canada portion of the through line is progressing
very favorably. The trains now run tilteen miles and the grading is done on
twenty-two miles additional. The whole
of the grading on this part of the line can
be completed in two months time.
In behalf and by order of the Board of

[

ing substantially

Directors.

Sam. J. Anderson, President.
Engineer’s Report.
Portland, Me., Jan. 5, 1875.
President and Directors:

Gentlemen,—During the past year the
road-bed and track of that portion of your
road under operation, has been kept in excellent condition, many of the unfinished places
tllv

lUiUltl

uevn

lumj/nnu.

,1

ties and about eighty tons of new rails were
laid in the main track and most of the iron
thus replaced was put into sidings, many of
which have been lengthened to accommodate
the demands of the steadily increasing busiA new siding has been constructed at
ness.
East Baldwin. A new station has been
erected near the confluence of the Ossipee
and Saco rivers, in Baldwin off against the
thriving village of Cornish, distant about one
and one-third miles, with a long through siding and the grounds suitably graded. The
trestles, by which the siding at Sebago Lake
was extended over the ravine west of the station, have been filled, together with the area
between the siding and the main track and
the wood shed formerly standing on the lake
side of the latter has been moved over to a
more convenient position between the two
tracks and extended about one hundred and
eighty feet. The long trestle near Centre
Conway has been filled and well replaced
with solid embankment of sand, the material being taken from the road-bed on the opposite side of the river and obtained by lowering the grade throughout the river bank to
the summit, ns was contemplated when the
grading was first done, and mentioned in the
report of 1872, page 17. The trestle work
crossing of the westerly, stream of the East
Branch of the Saeo has been partially filled
up with stone; the main channel of this river
was cleared out, deepened and
straightened,
and a substantial levee constructed across
the low place in the cast bank below the railroad to aid the proprietors in protecting their
interval meadows from the encroachments of
future freshets.
All traces of the great freshet of Oct., 1873,
have been obliterated from that portion of
your road west of Conway, and the only remaining marks of it upon any part of the
railroad are the two gaps in the bank near
the outlet of Walker’s pond in Conway,
which have not yet been filled, but the track
is securely carried across them by good trestles. The several culverts aud other structures of masonry disturbed by this flood, esSaco
the
piers under
pecially the
river bridge and Burnham bridge abutments
have been most thoroughly and substantially
repaired and protected from future encroachments, and the embankment along by the El'
lis river has been raised about three feet
higher than it was originally made, so that
the track here, as elsewhere, is now believed
to be above the reach of any flood.
Between the Glen station and the one at
Upper Bartlett a large part of the fencing has
been done and more ballast has been placed
upon the road-bed, to quite a heavy amount
on the two miles east from the Bartlett station. West of Bartlett two lnrge and admirably good bridges over the Saco and a similar one over Sawyer’s river have been erected
hy Messrs. Kellogg and Maurice of Athens,
Pa., and the track has been extended about

the
thirteen miles from the Bemis Station to the
Fabyan House and a connection if desired
with" the Boston, Concord and Montreal Railroad, have now advanced so far as to give assurance of their entire completion within the
time specified in the contract, namely, June
first of the present year, and altogether
with a much less amount of loose and solid
rock than was apprehended even after the
work was opened. And—equally beyond expectation—it is found that there will be an
abundance of the very best quality of gravel
for ballast throughout the entire mountain

pass.

next summer's

business.
The agreement alluded to in the last report of your Board of Directors as having
been made with the Eastern Railroad Company. was put into contract form and executed on the 25th of February, embody-

U1

59,326 46
72,292 21
98,733 78

MAILS.
16 months to Dec 31,1871,
11 months to Nov 30, 1872,
12 months to Nov 30, 1873,
12 months to Nov 30, 1874,

run

79,OCX!
train,,
33,309
By mixed trains,
23,470
By freight trains,
30,117
By ballast and construction trains,
On the 12tli of August, -Murray
was killed by falling from an excursion
train while standing or seated upon tlie
platform steps of tlie car.
On the 22d of September, engine Saco
exploded her boiler white running on a
ballast train, killing U. C. Smith, engine
driver, and slightly injuring several others
upon the train.
A new station house has been erected in
Baldwin, near the terminus of the new
road leading to Cornish and the business
of the station moved from tlie old Baldwin
depot to that place. A new turn-table has
been put in at Bemis station, with an engine house tor the temporary accommoda-

RECEIPTS FROM PASSENGERS.
1G months
11 months
12 months
12 months

place—the track across this brook is now
resting upon trestles. At the end of the
track and superstructure laid, just south of
Frankenstein, the foundations for the trestles
of a viaduct about five hundred feet long,
over
a
depth
gorge seventy-five feet in
below
the
of
the
railroad,
grade
are well and solidly constructed.
The rock
excavation of Frankenstein Cliff is being vigorously worked and is all out but about four
thousand cubic yards. North of this point
along the face of the mountain, there is a
considerable extent of slope wall to hold the

Bv passenger

X lie

Sixth

lett.
Between Bemis' station and Frankenstein
are two small bridges, one over Davis brook
of forty-eight feet in length, which is in place
erected; the other to be erected over Bemis’
brook, fifty-eight feet long, is in process of
being framed and nearly ready to be put in

company.

ANNUAL BKPOBTS.

epilep-

of the discovery was soon
sy.
noised about, and many of the afflicted
The

boy.

EXPENDITURES FOR TRACK.

conspicuous.

out that

at-

tention to the care of the train and the com-

beyond the Bartlett station, to n
south of Frankenstein’s Cliff and to
within less than six miles of the notch summit. The road has been ballasted, quite full
for about one and one-half miles, to the first
Saco river crossing above Bartlett and partially to Bemis’ station, six miles from Bartpoint just

next summer.

Number of miles

IN

nine miles

The equipment of tlie road has heeu iiicreased during the past year by the addition of 1 first-class freight locomotive,
Mogul pattern, 2 smoking cars, 15 hay and
10 platform cars, and 1 large snow plow;
making the equipment at date: 7 locomotives, 13 passenger, 3 smoking. 1 observation, 3 baggage, 1 baggage and smoking
cars, 2 brake vans, 45 box, 25 hay, 70 platform, and 1 crane cars, and 3 snow plows.
'The freight business lias increased so as to
tax the rolling stock heavily, rendering
necessary a large increase for the coming
year, and when the road is completed to
tlie Fabyan House some additional accommodation for tlie pleasure travel of tlie

in

ers.

especial attention

to
tliis lot. as the patterns are all
new, and include some of the finest and broadest ever offered less

thaij

We give special attention to tlio preparation of our
Coals, ami will ceil at the lowest cash prices.

37

50,621-2, 75c, $1.00 and $1.25.
We invite

NEVER FAILS TO SEIF.

Molasses,
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FOLLOWING PRICES:
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Hamburg Edgings
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satisfaction: they are
For parlor Stoves and

ernment shall guarantee the interest on the
bonds of fhc -Texas Pacific Railroad, both

impossible

INSERTIONS

I’AKFII,

Gray’s Norwich Moulded Collars,
Elmwood aud Warwick Collars,

Boston.

that are mined for Winter use.
onr

Tom Scott’s Little Game.
The statement of a Washington correspondent that there is a possibility that Tom
Scott’s Texas Pacific Railroad scheme wil*
secure the favorable attention of Congress, is
too astounding to be credited. With the
coiruption incident of the building of the
present Pacific railroad *and the scandal of
the Pacific Mail subsidy, fresh in minds, it
cannot be possible that Congress will inaugurate another operation prolific in fraud and
What is this scheme of Mr.
corruption.
Scott’s? Simply that the United States gov-

and dismay

one

AND

Harleigh Lehigh

DtsUI-

hours, 10 to 4 o’clock.

very best coals

We will warrant them to give
durable and lree from slates.
Furnaces, tne

Hotel,

professionally on all
requiring Medical or Surgical Treatment.

er very

WHITE SHIRTS,
Kent,

Falmouth

is at the

We shall open this

For Cooking Stoves and Ranges, try

Blurt

“So many of our sex can be so highly benefited by
advice.”—ISlrs E. H. Cobb, President Ladies

St.,
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notice.
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Cheapen!, ami the Bent
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REDUCED PRICES.

111 Federal Street.
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biUs.)

and

&T DODGE,
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has been delivered to large and intelligent audiences of Ladies, with universal approbation
and commendation, in nearly all the principal cities

This'lecture

—

tor

244 Middle

No.

Only,

priately illustrated.

...

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases
indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty ot
good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

ought

ot the most skillful Surgeons and
New
competent Medical Advisers in this country.
Haven, (Conn.) Palladium, Jan. 31,1868.

GIFTS.

HOLIDAY

Only

Private Lecture to Gentlemen

The Doctor is

31 ACHIN EIX. Y.
SPER3I, EAHI>.
BURNING, AND WOOL

W it rrante J.

ALBERT COLBY’S SOYS,
Publishers and Bool^ellersj
»g3U

taste,

STYLES

Especially adapted

Disease,

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate
countersigned bv Stanley T.
Pullen. Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will conlei a favor upon us by demanding
credentials ot every person claiming to represent our
ournal, as we have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such frauds.
with

a

Saturday Afternoon at3 o’cl’k, Jan. 113.
Tlie whole subject will be thoroughly and appro-

And Dealer in

Book Store in the World.

100,000 Books without regard to cost.
IJooil Clocks, Wrntche. and Jewelry cheap.
done: and
Repairing nud Cleaning well

better

in

at

—

Private Lecture to Ladies
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A,

Ul'ldOOCK’S A!VI> HANS

ON

Health and

Physiology,
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will be in attendance after 2 o'clock

Lecturing each evening, except Tuesdays,
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3 tickets 91-00.
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VARNISHES

FLOUR
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Randall & McAllister

THE PEERLESS.
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35 cents,

deThe beard,

universally acknowthere is nothing more

NEW
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Portland Me.

CHANDLER.

BY

Mechanic*’ Building,

eodlm*

St.
Residence Cor. Market & Congress

22d,

Evening, Jaa.

A Committee
P. M.

now

POKTLAND.

.9011*. M. 1'KCK.

>0. 16 MARKET STREET,

HALL,

CITY

Square,

which gives more pleasure, than a
finely executed Photographic Portrait prcttirly framed, as a holiday
to a dear triend or relative.

New

I have purchased of Mr. Geo. E. Collins all of his
interest in the Photograph Rooms which he has occupied for the past five years, including his Negatives. I hav3 made a great addition to the light,
which gives me tbe finest light in the city. I now
have facilities lor doing Photography in all its various branches.
My rooms will be open MONDAY,
January 18th. I now invite my friends and customers, also those who have patronized Mr. Collin?, to
call and see for themselves what l can do in the linn
of Photography. Pictures inadefrora Carte de Visiles
All negato life size and*finished in Ink and colors.
tives neatly retouched, by which all imperfections
of the skin are removed in the picture.
Copying of
all descriptions done with neatness and despatch.
Extra inducements offered to clubs. I shall keep in
stock a goood assortment of Frames, Matts and
Cases.
Ferreotyping will receive my attention as

FRESCO PAINTER,

Samaritan Entertainment

Admission

518 1-2 CONGRESS STREET.

ial5

PAISTER,

ADMISSION ONE DOL-

MUSIC

Silver Plater,

stairs.

nimroniiate.

of the

Photograph Gallery,

Directly Opposite

First appearance of the youug American Prima

FOR

Eloyds.”

usual.

power,

Prices.

PHOTOGRAPHS

J. M, PECK S
New
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Onlv Grand Concert!

LINE,

Call and examine the

SPECIAL^ NOTICE
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Thursday Evening, Jan. 21st,
THEO. THOiUAS’

AT

gilt

CHARLES W. FORD, Att’y.
Association.
dtd
January 7th, 1875.

WATER

THE

IN

decll__

Annual Meeting of the subscribers to the
‘‘Portland Lloyds” will be held at their Office,
No. 42
Exchange Street, Portland. Maine, or.
THURSDAY, the twenty-first day of -'anuary, 1875.
at half past three o’clock, p. m., in accordance *ith,

specified

!

Presents

Christmas Gifts.

ANNEAL MEETINGS.

and for the purposes

Temple St.,

GAS AND

MUSIC,

opens Tuesday, Jan. 12th, 1875. For Circulars and
further information address the Principals.
DIB. & Mi. IV. Cl. GOODEVOIV.
deod2w
ja8

“Eortlaisd

The only organization which, when traveling, gives
and
their Concerts with the same number of Artists,
Bosin the same style of perfection as in New York,
ton, Philadelphia; etc.

will deliver

TERM

WINTER

formers.

ja20

THE

W. €. CLARK,

and

Hold

—

PARniVCTIIlV.

Wedding

RIPI.BV.

WILLOWS,

THE

IMstingnislied Per-

60

PRICE
LAR, including Reserved sent.
this
The sale of reserved seats will commence
Store, where
morning at Stockbridge’s Music obtained.
the Programme of the Concert can be
Doors open at 71, to commence at 8.
Steinway & Sons* celebrated Pianos exclusively
jalldiut
used.

A. H. ATWOOD,

for Girls

Family School

—

together with the
Unrivalled Orchestra aud other Eminent
Soloists.

elegant

the

Ecasonablc

dtf

MANUFACTUKEB OF

OF

—

and will be sold at

58 PLEASANT ST., NEAR HIGH ST.

Parlor

80

see

EVERYTHING

dtf

OF VOCAE

TEACHER

Unequaled Concert Organization

MISS EMMA CRANCH,

27 Market

Piano,

de3

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
licDonongh Patrnl B«l Gounges, En-

aud

Holiday

up

PORTLAND.

dell

Theodore Thomas’

--

J

SILVER WARE

FRED. TER LINDEN,

Instructor of Violin and

hall.~

refreshments solicited.

JANUARY 11th, 18 75.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
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ATWOOD'S

FOR BOVS.

AMBROSE P. KEI.SKV,
Farminylon, Maine,
janleodlm

103 EXCHANGE ST.,

repliriI!g

Christmas is Coming !

Family School,

WINTER TEKVI BEGINS

MARKS

M.

subscribers have formed a copartnership
der the name of SIMONToN & LADD, for the
business in Hackpurpose of carrying on a general
matac Ship Knees, Masts and Soars and ship TimW. H. SIMONTON,
ber 8generally.
J
C. R. LADD.
ja5d3w
Portland, Dee. 1st, 1875.
un-

to

Abbott

81 OO, admitting Gent and two Ladies.
Single Lady Tickets to the floor 25 cents.
Music by Cbnmller’s Quadrille Bund,
Tickets

ALL THE NOVELTIES!

EDUCATIONAL.

PORTLAND, ME.

WM.

lalSdlw_T.
Copartnership Notice.

paitable for

MCDIJFFBE,Cor. MidtU

J. IV. & II. II.
& l: nion Sis,

Guards,

—

HALL,
Wednesday E7ening. Jan. 20, 1875.

OF

JOBBER,

H'nlcli and Chronometer Maker*’ Tool*,
Mathematical, Optical and Philo*ophical In»tnin»eiit», Wchool
Appnratua. Arc.,
56 Market Wired. Printer* Exchange,

myl9

I. P. BUTLER.
The business will be continuedundertbetirm name
&
CO., Win. Nash and T.
of MORGAN, BUTLER
w. Stanwood being admitted partners._
A. P. MORGAN,
Jan. 2,1875.
I. P. BU 1 LER,
\VM. NASH,
W. STANWOOD.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

P. BABCOCK,
MANUFACTURER

mutual^consent.

a! P.' MORGAN,

Street.

I.IBKV, I.o. US* Fore Street, cor.
C'roB* St., in Delcno’s Mill,
li. I.. HOOPEli, Cor. Fork * Mnple
Htreetii

MAINE.

MODEL MAKER &

Smith retires this day from the firm of
by

A. M.

MR.Smith, Morgan & Butler

AT

"city

Notice.

jaMly

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABHBB IiOWELI,, 155 Middle

B. F.

prael ico in Androscoggin and Oxford Counts
•leSeodtf
C.

OFFICE NO. 166 FORE STREET.
eod3w

Copartnership

—

Tickets can bo bad of Committee of Arrangements
and at the doer.
ffl3F*Grand March will move at 8J o’clock sharp,
<i6t
jalt

ja6

aud

(in Canal Bank Builling,)

Will

F.~TUESER.

Stair Builder.

88 MIDDLE STREET,

ps>

THE

tUIU UCIUIC

vul\i;. No. loa Fore Street.

S.

PORTLAND.

subscribers have formed a copartnership under the firm name and style ot J. W. MUNbhR
& CO. for the purpose of catrjiog on the geueial
Marine Fire and Lite insurance
PHIL.

THE

CITY

Copartnership Notice.

Portland Jan. 1,1875.
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Donna

Sign and Awning Hanging.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

_ja!9d3t

X, 18T5.
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STIIEET,

niDDLE
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Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

ARCHITECT,

Portland,

,w„
this

suspended during

Montgomery

Portland

firm ceases this day.
«. MATHEWS At CO.

11HE

Plumbers.

oc20

of Sb O. DOB1IAI7 Ac JT. JL.

THEFOGG, inJ.

50,25, and 15 conts. Evening,

dcc24_atr
—

Notice.

A- KEITH.

MSREH.J,.

Admission. Matinee

75. 50 and 35 cents.
fl^TThe free list positively
engagement.

our

0

No.

NEW

Third Annual Ball

COPARTNERSHIP.
interest

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

-MiYIINK.

YTfTIIXTAM ROSS, Treasurer of the Portland,
7 7 Bangor ami Machine Steamboat Co.,lias removed lus Office frcim 170 Commercial Street to Railroat.
Wharf at tlie lauding of the Co’s Steamer.

order.

Hair Roods and Toilet Articles.

By S.
Sheers,

Law,

oc2dtf

<$ool} J'ob

SCENERV INCLUDIIVC
FIRE AT FIVE POINTS.

WALTER COBEV A CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
GEOBGE A. WHITNEV, No. 5» Exchange St.
Cpholstering of all kindB

Horse Shoeing.
Voting A Co. Experienced Hoisc

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

STEPHEN

au12__

mar23

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

STREET,

84 TWIDDLE

Streets of Wew York !

Removal.
I

THIS AFTER NOON AND
EVENING,

iiakcr & Co.

J. PERKINS manufacturer o<plain
nud fancy Candies, *87 Congress St,
Portland Me*

J. F.

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

at

Confectionery.
I,

BUSINESS CARDS.

Counsellors

Where the public will find New and Second Hand
Spring Beds, Mattrasses,
Furniture,
Lounges,
Looking Glasses, Book Cases, Ac.
Repairing of all kinds neatly done.

HALL.

CITY

THE

OPPOSITE

128 and 130 MIDDLE ST.,

Book Binders.
QVINCV, Boom 11, Printer’*

a

Kates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily lirst week; 75cents per week
nflt-r; three insertions, or less. $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or Icsb, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third add i Jonah
Under head of “Amusemen rs,” and “Auction
Sales.” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
r less $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Tress” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the Stale) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square lor each subsequent nsertion.
A*1'liras aU

No.OI Middle street.
454 Congress St.

Street.

$2.50

‘20,

REMOVALS.

THF MAINE STATE PRESS
is published every Thursday Morning at
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

JANUARA^
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Your railroad will be not only safe, substantial and secure in its position upon the
mountain side, with—it is believed—ample
water ways, as a rule) (these points have in
each and every case received the especial
personal attention of your Engineer as well
his assistants), but, from tnese
ot
as that
ample deposits and the exceptionally good
quality of the gravel, will certainly obtain as
under
goi d surface as the portion already
operation, which is acknowledged by all to be
of the best in this respect.
Nearly three miles of the track are now
laid continuously upon the maximum grade
required for the passage of your road through
this White Mountain Notch, namely, 2 2-10
to 100—or about 116 ft. per mile, upon which
an
experiment was tried in
interesting
November last with the locomotive Carrigain,
built by the Portland Company for service
between Portland and the Lawrence Place,
near Sawyer's
river, where the maximum
grade is one third lower.
The Carrigan is a locomotive of the mogul
pattern, weighing 67,000 lbs., (of which 55,500 lbs. bear upon three pairs of driving
wheels four and a half feet in diameter, and
11,500 lbs. on the leading trucks), and with
cylinder, 17 in. x 24 in. The load taken on
this occasion was the pushing ahead two
fifty-six seat passenger cars tilled with a
large party of ladies and gentlemen
and drawing nine
platform cars loaded—six with iron rails, two with gravel,
and one with cross ties—aggregating a gross
load, besides the tender, of> something more
The Carrigain
tons.
two hundred
than
worked this train over the grade of 116 ft.
per mile for about three miles, or nearly to
Frankenstein Cliff, in a perfectly satisfactory
Neither the track nor the engine
manner.
were in the best condition, the latter
having
been taken from its regular freight or mixed
been
had
train as it
running through the
summer, having come out of the shop about
the first of May, and the former had nol only
not been surfaced up, but the ties were just
loosely laid upon the sub-grade and the rails
in places covered with snow.
While so surprisingly gratifying in the
special object of investigation this trip gave
tilt;

^Ursis

the
divide is

serve

ui

me icau an

uu-

facility with which this mountain
being surmounted and overcome by

railroad, and a foretaste of the sublime
of an outlook from its cars in the paswill
sage, the wonderful interest of which

a

beauty

surely increase at an even pace with every
one's onward progress until it culminates in
the grandeur of the immediate approach to
the gate of the Notch, where the line passes
along the face of Mt. Willard upon a shelf
cut into the solid cliff of so sheer a precipice
and at such an elevation above the Saco that
the only practicable mode of opening the
was by suspending a staging of plank
against it from above for the ledge-men in
using their drills, powder and dualin.
Mr. Latrobe again made a short visit to the
Notch the past season, going upon the line at
His expressions were so
several points.
warmly appreciative and positive respecting
the exceeding impressiveness of the constant
succession of striking views and mountain
scenery along the line that I ventured to urge
him to repeat them over his signature, that I
might make them a part of this annual re-

work

to you, and it is with extreme satisfaction and pleasure I am able to submit with
this a letter from one so well qualified in all
respects to institute a comparison between
the surpassing attractions of your road and
those of the many others over which he has
travelled both before and after their construc-

port

tion.

llespectfully submitted,

John F. Anderson,

Engineer.
Sept. 11, 1874.
Chief Engineer

Chief

Baltimore,
John F. Anderson, Fsq.,
and
Portland
Ogdensburg
Dear Sir,—I have recently

Railroad:

had the pleasure
of a visit to the line of your road from Fortland to Crawford Notch in the White Mountains, in the company of Gen. Anderson,
President of the Company, and I am glad to
express my favorable impressions in regard
to the location, construction, and progress towards completion of your important work.
I -was particularly pleased to find that the
system of gradients which, four years since,
I had recommended for your approach to the
“Notch Summit” at the head of the Saco
Valley, had been found to fit the ground so
well, notwithstanding its broken precipitous
character. I had a good opportunity of ob-

as the President and myself exthe
amined
graduation upon this part
of the line at a number of different points
where excavations were being made and the
preliminary clearings showed the position occupied throughout by the line upon the slopes.
I could scarcely have hoped from my earlier
views of the ground, that so favorable a line
and cost of construction
as to curvature
could have been obtained, and which has rewarded the skill and care of yourself and
Engineers in staking it out. The loca-

serving this,

your

tion at Frankenstein Cliff

is

deserving- of

^

of

special notice and the view of the Summit
Mt. Washington which opens on rounding
Indeed,
the curve is particularly striking.
from every prominent point of the heavier
the
grade all the w'ay up to the “Notch Idoprosand
not
pect is of the grandest character
hesitate to say that no railway on this side of
the Rocky Mountains at least, can compare
with yours in the magnificence of its moun-

tain scenery, or its attractiveness to the traveller, seeking enjoyment from such a source.
The Pennsylvania and the Baltimore and
Ohio have a right to boast of fine mountain
views and their principal summits are higher
above the ocean level than yours, but in their
approaches to them and the loftiness of their
surrounding peaks they fall far short of your
road. You have also the advantage of them
and especially of the latter in the length of
your extreme grade in that appioach, which
of that of
is but
about two thirds
the Pennsylvania and one-half that of the
Baltimore and Ohio. The perfect safety and
success with which these roads have been
operated upon these grades must give every
assurance upon that point to your company.
I was pleased to see that in your necessary
excavations at the “gate of the Notch,” you
had laid your line so as to avoid interference
with the travelled road or with the picturesque
beauty of this remarkable pass, and that in
your summit cutting at the Crawford House
you had spared the buildings, while admitting a convenient position for the station.
With best wishes for the success of your
line and sanguine anticipations of its prosperity, I am truly and respectfully yours,
Benj. H. Latuobe,

Civil Engineer.
Treasurer’s Report.
Poetland, Jan. 13, 1875.
To the President and Directors of the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad Company:
Gentlemen,—I have the honor to submit
the unnual report of this department for the
year ending November 30, 1874, embracing
exhibits of the construction and equipment,
and operating accounts for the year, and trial
balance showing financial condition of the
company November 30, 1874.

Respectfully submitted,

W. H. Andekson, Treasurer.

OPERATING ACCOUNT.

For twelve mouths ending November 30,1874.
jceeeipis.

$00,436.81
98,633.78

Passenger Traffic,
Freight Traffic,
Mail Service,
Express,
Miscellaneous Receipt?,
Track,

15,485.54
16.1H5.13
5,092.93
8,463.91

Engines,

Cars,

Shops,
Taxes,

17,192.84
-$112,554.39

59,661.51
EQUIPMENT ACCOUNT.
For the year ending November 30, 1874.
$ 5,455.44
Depots,
Road Building,
258,604.41
2,164.91
Lands,
45,334.80
Engineering,
447,299.41
Grading,
95,589.45
Bridging,
2,782.54
Fencing,
To Income

account,

CONSTRUCTION AND

Shops,
Equipment, Locomotive,

150.00

80,794.49
1,161.25
-$939,396.70
Loss amount charged to Construction
bevond North Conway in 1872 and
1873, as per annual reports of th06C
years, and now distributed to proper
accounts as above,
$412,407.40
and Cars,
Incidentals,

$526,989.30

TRIAL BALANCE.
Dr.
Construction

and Equipment

4,367.99
200,716.77
8,268.90
122,854.49
43,290,00
147,484.29
4,104-37

Sundry accounts,
Cash,

-$3,561,823.69

Cr.
Stock

paid in,

Bonds Nov. 1,
$ 800,000.00
1870,
Bonds, Nov. 1,
1871,
1,121,000.00
Bills Payable,
Income account,
Sundry accounts,

$1,019,246.31

1,921,000.00

208,118.82
137,595.15
182,833.11

-$3,561,823.69

Letter from Farmington.
Farmington, Jan. 18,1875.
OUR NORMAL

SCHOOL.

The examination and graduation exercises of
this stale institution, attendant upon the close
of the winter term, took place at the school
last Thursday, in the presence of a large
The dignity of the
number of our citizens.
Btate was represented hy the educational com"
mittees from the Senate and House of Representatives, also State Superintendent Hon.
room

Warren Johnson. The school loom was gracefully decked in evergreen by the scholars. 1
The examination of the several classes in the
forenoon was, to nse

a

stereotyped phase, “per-

fectly satisfactory.” As usual, the scholars’
amount of knowledge was drawn out.com
mented on and criticised by Mr. Johnson, and
pronounced “sufficient.” The exercises were
interspersed with teaching exercises by Misses
Emma S. Small and Juliette C. Haines, and
select readings by Misses Lizzie H. Ellis and
Julia S. Talbot, all of which were very fine inSeveral pieces of music were finely renhy the school, under direction of Mr. C.
A. Allen, teacher of music.
The graduation exercises took place in Normal Hall, in the afternoon, in the presence of
deed.
dered

a

large number of spectators, aud

ducted

as

were

con-

follows:

Prayer by Rev. E. Adams of Farm ington.
Essay.“The Developing Method in Education.”
Martha B. Wyman of New Sliaron.
Essay.“Education through the Senses.”
Juliette C. Haines of Livermore.

Essay. .“Educational Value of the Study of Nature.”
Nellie A. Prescott of Ne w Sharon.
Select Reading.
Georgia R. Holden ot Sweden.

Teaching
Essay.

Exercise.
Martha B. Wyman.
...“The Relation of Rousseau to Modern

Education.”
Georgia A. Ellis of Farmington.
Essay.“The Free School the Nation’s Hope.”
Emma S. Small of Waterville.
Conferring Diplomas by Rev. Dr. Teflt.
Doxology and Benediction.
The essays were well written and finely delivereb, especially may'this be said of Miss Small’s
essay. Prof. Rounds, in his usual short-and-

to-the-point style addressed the graduates.
the evening a social gathering was held in

In
the

which lime and place the customary
words of cheer were spoken, and adieus said.
OITB SLATE QUABRY.
Contrary to expectations Messrs. Abbott &
Belcher are hard at work on their slate quarry.

hall,

Hung, etc., etc.

_

[Special

tlio Pross.]

to

Augusta, Jan. 19.
Tlie commission to revise the constitution
met in the Council Chamber at 2 o’clock this
But six members were present,
afternoon.
viz. Messrs. Kent, Talbot, Haines, Robins,
Rust and Kimball.
Judge Kent was made
temporary chairman and Gen. Kimball secrewere
tary pro tern. Messrs. Talbot and Robins
a committee to wait upon the Gov-

appointed

request him to present the commission with any suggestions be might have to
make. Gov. Dingley came in and in an inforand

ernor

mal manner said that tbe suggestions be should
make were rather those of members of the
Legislature than bis own. In general it was
desirable to consolidate tbe amendments made

be engrossed.
Bill to amend the charter of the P. & O.
R. R. Co. was, under suspension of the rules,
passed to be engrossed in concurrence with the

passed

to the constitution from time to time, and take
out portlonsjwhich in the changed condition of
the affairs of the state were useless and cumbersome. The general opinion so far as be had

138
Whole number,
84
Hannibal Hamlin,
John C. Talbot,.49
3
Sidney Perham,
1
J. L. Chamberlain,
1
Wm. P. Haines,
-----

1876, and thereafter members of Congress must
be voted for in November.
Second—Shall elections bo held annually or

biennially?

...

Third—Shall Secretary of State and other
chosen

state officers be

as

now

or

by the

■fl.II

peo-

Ullfl'-B

w

j^ivv.11

according

to

I*

HIJUIOI.UIU

population

or

not?
Fifth—Shall the Governor be authorized, to
veto a part or an item of an appropriation bill
while approving the balance?
Sixth—Shall special legislation be prohibited
and all corporations, etc., bo required to organ-

luey

uavv met

wuu

suuu

suu'jcbb

that they have decided to continue work through
the winter. They now have ten men at work,
seven blasting, two splitting and one cutting
the slate. I am unable to state the amount
In the spring great
thus far manufactured.
additions will be made to the working force,
and a powerful engine will be placed in position. The quarry is now a positive success.
ITEMS.

The great event this winter with ns waf the
“Old Folks’ Concert,” held at the Old South
church last week. The church was packed full
The choir numMr. C. A. Allen conducted.
bered some thirty, and the old time songs were
is
the concert
rendered.
It
hoped
very finely
will be repeated.
Jacob Abbott, LL D., is living in retirement
at his residence called “Few Acres.” in this
village. He is looking very bale and hearty.
Rev. EJward Abbott, nephew of Jacob Abbott, is spending a few weeks at “Few Acres.”
I learn he is desirous of writing a history of
this, his native town.
The inquiry is often made: Where is the
Wendell Institute ball? Afina bell was purchased for the school building a year ago, but it
has never been placed in position; hence the
Jack.
inquiry.

national issues in the election.The several topics
were the subject of comment between the Governor and the members of tbe commission
Tbe subject of suffrage was alluded to, but
only incidentally. In conclusion the Governor
suggested that tbe Judiciary Committee and

by Robert Spears, filled with bloaters,
totally destroyed by fire last night.

_

Hews and Other Items.

Kingsley is dying.
Prince Leopold has had another hemorrhage
and is weaker.
The Union Bank of Jersey City is to be
Canon

coldest yet.

Brunswick, Jan. 19.—This is the coldest
morning of the season. At six o’clock the
mercury stood 19 to 24
location.

oujecting to me communication careiuuy consider it they will find it altogether a sensible

Annual

wound up.
Mrs. Sarah It. Bean of

Lowell,

died sudden-

ly yesterday.

The burglars who entered Hosford’s store in
Lowell have been bound over.

.1

yesterday
The Rhode Island Assembly
and Governor Howard delivered his message.
Messrs. Corcoran and Raupp went bail for
met

the sentence, were
Richards, Warren and Williamson. Those
voting for it were Messrs. Buffum and Perkins.
Several of those voting not to commute or
rather for the carrying out of the sentence, are
understood to oppose capital punishment, but

Reid.

George F. Putnam has accepted the chairmanship of the New Hampshire Democratic
state committee.
The commander of the Spanish squadron before Clarons has been instructed to inflict severe punishment upon that town.
It is reported that the Centennial Commission Executive Committee has addressed a letter to Col. Forney, asking an explanation of
his connection with the Pacific Mail subsidy.
A young
Chicago precocity is wonderful.
gentleman in the employ of that city as a
lamplighter never lights a lamp, but he gets
double pay. He lets out each lamp to a small

Collector of
The refceipts of the poultry exhibition in
Portland were $4,147.06; the expenditures
were $1,795.99. Officers elected to-day:
President, Albert Noyes of Bangor.
Vice-Presidents, C. H. Haskell, E. Dana, jr.,
Portland: W. P. Atherton, Hallowed; H.
Leavitt, Skowhegan; J. P. Walker, Bangor;
G. D. Steadwell, East Eddington; W. S. Tilton, Togus; F. C. Nutter, Cape Elizabeth; R.
L. Boardman,
S.
C. Pingree, Lewistou;
Augusta; W. G. Davis, Portland.
Directors—Fred Atwood, Winterport; R. O.
Conant, Portland; John A. Lord, Kennebunkport; W. W. Harris, Portland; B. H. Lewis,
Deering; E. L. O. Adams, Portland,
It was voted to pass e ver the election of treasurer and secretary, us it was thought these of-

Continuation of Moulton’s Cross-Examination.
Niw York, Jan. 19.—The same crowd filled
the Biooklyn City Court room this morning as
on previous days of the trial, and the coua sel
were all early in their places, Moulton and the
plaintiff in the suit comiug iu together. Mrs.
Field, Mrs. Tiltou. Mrs. Shearmau and Mrs.
Rossi ter \V. Raymond occupied their accustomed seats. The defendant and wife came
into court as the bauds of the clock pointed to
the hour. They were accompanied by Mrs.
Frederick Beecher, the defendant’s son’s wife.
When the jury were called, all answered to
their uames but the fifth juryman, W. H.
Davis, and the court had to await his arrival,
which did not take place until seven minutes
after the hour. Moulton was then replaced on
Lbe stand and his cross-examination continued
by ex-Judge Porter.
Witness—Beecher was in the habit of visiting
tne|about twice a day duriug our intimacy, but
rilton was oftener in my house. Tilton and I
went frequently on fishing excursions together,
mil visited watering places; visited Narraganiett with him in the summer of 1868 and 1869.
We did not go west together, nor visit WashI was in sympathy with
ugton together.
ilium in the woman’s rights movement, and
risited Newport to attend a meetiug with him.
1 acted as counsel for Tilton In bis dealiugs
with Bowen. The contract between Tilton

boy in the neighborhood, who for the privilege
of being allowed to light the same, pays him a
his own matches. This
penny a night and finds
incident illustrates aptly the passion of tlio
It
American citizen for municipal honors.
will also explain to wondering mothers in Chitheir son’s pautaloous al.
cago bow it is that
wear

out sooner

ways
leg than elsewhere.

on

the inside of

the

Press.)

Augusta, Jan. 19.
House papers disposed of in concurrence.
The Secretary of State laid before the Senate
the report of the Joint Special investigating
Committee on the affairs of the state treasury
in 1874.
Senator Haskell presented a bill to increase
the capital stock of the Presumpscot Park Association to $50,000; also a bill to amend the
charter of the Portland and Ogdenshurg Railroad Co., so that their number of directors
may be increased by one, who shall be a resident of the state of New Hampshire, and that
five directors shall constitute a quorum for
business. Under suspension of the rules the
tu uc euaeveu.

1.

Adjourned.

The report of the

committee of

Legislature, investigating
presented.

the last

the State Prison, was

Petitions, etc., presented and referred—Of A.

3. Ellis to build a wharf in tide waters of
Rockport; for same at Bar Harbor, East Eden;
of Ezra Staples, et als
to incorporate Silver
Co.; to legalize the doings of L. M. Partridge,
a Justice of the Peace; of
J. H. Kimball for
incorporation of state association for protection
3f fish; of several parties for lien on bark; re-

Seat

TIIE SCANDAL.

SENATE.

HOUSE.

of the

inu

iiowen

was

seiareu

iue

.jjii.uuu.

Tha

none

Esnminfttiou of C. A. Wetmore.
Washington, Jan. 19.—In the Pacific Mail
investigation to-day, C. A. Wetmore, a correspondent of the California papers, testified that
he had no personal knowledge as to how the
subsidy was obtained. He said he based his
assertions in certain despatches upon circumstantial evidence.
Wetmore was examined at great length, but
he could not name any person who had made
as to
the payment of
any direct statement
and stated that his
money for the subsidy bill,
statements were grounded on deductions drawn
by him from what he considered the course of
the members of the Committee.
Mr. Beck excitedly interrogated Wetmore at
great length as to what authority he (Wetmore) had in connecting his (Beck’s) name
with the subsidy business.
Witness said he was told a check was traced
to Beck, by a party whose name he did not
recollect, but thought it could be verified.
Mr. Beck demaude.il tbe name of tbe man,
but tbe witness, notwithstanding being urged
by Messrs. Niblack of Indiana, Kasson of
Iowa, and other members of the committee,
declined giving his name until be saw the party
or until to-morrow.
Mr. Beck said the statement was a lie, and
Chairman Dawes said they would not give the
witness until to-morrow.
Witness declined, and Mr. Beck demanded
that he be brought before the hat of the House.
Subsequently the committee concluded his examination.
VOO

kjvwm**

UVIJ'.’I viti

SENATE.

Washington, Jan. 19.
A resolution providing that during the pressession it shall be iu order at any time to
movo a recess and
pending an appropriation
bill to move to confine the debate on amendto
five
on the
thereto
ments
pending motion,
and such motion shall be decided without debate was agreed to.
Mr. Sherman from the Committee of Conference in the House bill to amend tbe existing
customs and internal revenue laws, and for
other purposes, made a report which was read
He said the report was substantially tbe same
with exception
as that presented last session
of the duty on hops which had been raised to 8
cents a pound. The House proposed a duty of
10 cents per pound, but the committee agreed
upon eight. The two sections relating to tobacco and tbe sale of bonds, etc.. which were
tbe principal subjects of disagreement last
Ueport was
year were now both stricken out.
ageed to.
Mr. Sargent moved that the rule adopted
this morning in reference to limiting debate,
&c., be applied to tbe legislative appropriation
bill. Agreed to.
The Senate then resumed tbe consideration
of tbe legislative appropriation bill, pending
the amendment being that of Mr. Boutwell to
strike out the first part of the amendment proposed by the committee which provided for the
organization of a bureau of commerce and
statistics, and it was agreed to—yeas 29, nays
21.
The question then being upon the second part
of the amendment proposed by the committee,
to continue the present bureau of statistics, was

agreed

an

c

iuui

to May, 1873, I received various
from Beecher, iu all about $6000 or $7000,
l think. I have met Mrs. Beecher three or
our times; never visited her.
My acquaintince with her was
slight. 1 have met Mrs.
Morse several times. VVe were not unfriendly
I met Mrs. Hooker once in
n our relations.
Richmond, in March, 1871, while I was acting
friend of these parties. Mr.
is the mutual
Beecher sometimes acted on my advice, and
Tilton
sometimes
Mr.
against it. 1 did not hear
if the biography of Victoria Woodhull from
L’ilton before it appeared, and did not approve
if it.
Counsel read a letter received by him from
Mr. Tilton, written to a complaining friend. It
1 knew
vas deposited with mo by Mr. Tilton.
Mrs. Woodhull; met her first iu the spring of
at
her
house
in
her
first
New
I
met
871.
Ifork. The next meeting was at Theodore
L’ilton’s house, shortly after April, 1871. I
:ould fix the time ot my meeting w ill her by
he card published in the World. It was
Before
1 hortly after the card was published.
bat interview I bad never seen her. Before
took
a
lie second interview
.place,
day or two
ifter the first, I had a conversation with her in
fheodore Tilton’s presence. 1 saw her after
hat from time to time; the last time was in the
ipriug of 1872; think it was at their house in
6th street. When I met her Tiltou was with

June, 1871,
lums

Mr. Beecher asked me if I remembered that
lart of the seen*! with tbs pistol, referred to iu
he statement; l told him 1 did not, and he
mswered that neituer did he; I had no couveriation with Vlr. Tiltou about Mr. Beecher’s
iresiding at the lecture to be delivered by Mrs.
iVcodhull, and never told Mr. Tiltou that her
etter to Mr. Beecher came at my request; I
hiuk 1 was at Theodore Tilton’s house on two
iccasions when Mrs. Woodhull was there. I
lever found Mr. Tilton there when be did not
:ome with me, and he generally left with me;
; disappioved of the Bacon letter and opposed
I advised against Theo
ts being made public.
lore Tilton’s second statement, the one generthe
sworn
called
statement; I do not know
illy
Mrs. Woodhull got the pistol story out,
low
iut do know the affair never occurred; I retorted what occurred at Mr. Beecher’s on that
iccasion to Mr. Tilton; I condemned Mr.
Seedier for obtaining the retraction of Mrs.
'■ Jiltou; I do not remember of ever advising
J dr. Beecher not to see Mr. Tilton nor to communicate with him through me; I advised siI i-nce on the part of Mr. Beecher iu relation to
Woodhull publication; although I never
t lie
) ead it. I had a full knowledge of its contents,
vliicliT obtained from people who bad read it;
1 only read a portion of it, all that portiou pre-

The

Stocks:

Yci-U.

nally

at
Ocean

New Yokk, Jan. 18.—In the State Assembly at Albany to day, Francis Kernan, Democrat, received 71 votes for U. S. Senator,agaiust
In the Sen52 for E D. Morgan, Republican.
ate Kernan received 13 votes, Morgan 17, and
A. C. Beach 1.

bbls flour, 45.070 bush wheat, 13.>65 (Kish corn, 14,130 bush oats. 2600 bush rye, 676S
msh of barley: 2964.2 dressed bogs.
Shipments—5732 bbls Hour, 19,194 bush wheat 14,)91 bush corn, 4918 busu oats, 731 bush rye, 1250
jush of oarlev; 7710 dressed hogs.
uinoiknati, Jan. 18.—Pork is nominal at 18 50@
18 75. Bacon—jobbing sales oi shoulders at 8$c; clear
ib sides at 10$c: clear sides at life. Sugar cured
lams at 13$ @ 14c. Cut Meats steady; sales of slioullers at 6$c;clear rib tides at 9$ @ 9$c; clear sides at
>3 @ 9$c. Lard is in fair demand; steam tendered at
3$ v£t> 13$e. Live Hogs are active and lower at 6 55;a>
; 75 for medium fair; good 6 80 (a) 6 95; 7 CO (a) 7 50 for
hoice; receipts 3349 head. Whiskey—sales at 94c,

Toledo, Jan. 19 —Wheat is dull and a shade low
;r; No 2 White Wabash at 1 12; No 1 Amber Michigan at 1 13$ seller April. Corn is dull; high Mixed
it 69$e asked;69$c bid; low Mixed at 69c bid. Outs
lull and unchanged; Michigan 57o; No 1 at. 58c; No l
Clover seed nominal. Dressed Hogs at
iVliito 59c.
00$ @ 7 50.

Pennsylvania, Senate: Allison,29; Wallace,
18. House—Allisou, 88; Wallace, 107.
In Teunessee Jobnsou led iu both House and
Senate, but there was no election.

Senate—Ramsey, 18, Davis.
House—Ramsey, 42; Don-

Receipts—5,900 bush Wheat, 68,200 bush Corn, 5,-

00

10.

bush Oats.

Shipments—4700 bush Wheat, 32,500 bush Corn,
0,500 bush Oats.
Detroit, Jan. 19.—Flour-nothing doing. WTheat

MBTEOKOLOUICAL

09$ m 1 09$.
Receipts—621 bbls Hour, 5,27G bush

sTo 1 White 1

TWENTY-FOUR

HOURS.

tush corn, 4301 bush oats.
Shipments-470 bbls dour, 1693
tush corn, 41,591 bush oats.

wheat, 6632

bush wheat, 000

Milwaukee, Jan. 19.—Wheat is firm; No 1 Milwaukee 934c; No 2 Milwaukee at 89$c for cash; 89$c
f or seller Feb; 90Jc for seller March. Corn is steady;
i iigh Mixed at 66c. Oats are steady; No 2 at 51c.—
is firm; No 1 at 97c. Barley steady ; No 2 Spring
J

barometer, north or west winds, slight 1I
< lianges in
Lye
temperature and clear or partly
weather.

IIOl

Receipts—90,800

In Other Stales.

loudy

of

ruary.

Adams, 16; Phillips,2; Bullock, 2; Gaston, 1;
Deveus, 2.
Tbe result of the vote was encouraging no
Dawes' friends. As compared with last yeat
Dawes has gained 15; Hoar has lost 16; Ab
bott gained 10 over Curtis’ vote.

|
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Chicago, Jan. 19.—Flour is (lull and unchanged;
Bhippilig extra at 4 00 ® 4 50; Minnesota 4 50 ^ 5 50.
Wheat tinner at 88$ @ 88$e tor cash; 89 @ 89$ seller
for Feb; 90c seller March; No 3 at 83$c. Oats lower
and quiet at 52$c cash and seller January; 52$ @ 523
geller for February; 52$ @ 53e seller for March; and
nominally at 56$c seller May. Corn quiet and easier
at 65$c cash and seller for Jan ; 66c for seller February; 67 seller March; 72c seller May; rejected 61$c.
Rye is quiet and saleable at 97c; offerings are light.
Barley is dull at 1 25$ cash; 1 26 @ 1 26$ seller February. Whiskey is nominally at 94c. Provisions—
Pork is active with large sales; closing steady at
L7 80 seller for February; 18 10 seller March; 18 35
seller April. Lard is active and lower at 13 28 cash;
13 25 seller for February; 13 45 seller March; 13 70 for
seller April. Cut Meats are quiet; shoulders at 6$c
for March; short ribs at 9$c cash. Dressed Hogs are
irregular, dull andllower at 7 25 for light; 7 75 (s 8 00
for heavy; Pigs offered at 7 00.
Freights are unchanged at 40 for grain, 45 for
neats, 75 dressed hogs to New York.
On the call of the board m the afternoon—Wheat
]uiet and firmer at 89$ @ 89$c seller February; 90|c
for seller March. Corn dull at 65$ (eg 66c cash and
>cller January; 66$c seller February; nomnally at
52$
f2§c for May. Oats quiet and unchanged at 52$
•ash and seller January; 52$@52$e seller for Feb-

island.

Eiiglnoil,

37$c.

15$e.
’,,1.1

iTInosnchiiscitw.

For New

84$

1

,t l 30.

230 Commercial St.,head Brown’s Wharf,
PORTLAND.

jal

Indorsed V»y all the Aledical .Journals as the most Agreeable,
Convenient, Kffeotive and

—

SALE

OF

—

Housekeeping Goods and Ladies and
Children’s Underwarc.

or Sixty Nine Cents

HEAD

may

Joshua Nye,
D. B. Randall,
G. O. PAYSOH,
F. E. Shaw,
Henby Tallman,
L. P. Call,
1875.

January 4th,

State
Temperance
Executive

In House

jalldtf

.vice'. iu

tuc

_. —_

_

Inhalation.

<J. MORSE, M. D.
73 FREE STREET,

EM

business.

AND

DRY

sold

IMMEDIATELY
—

AT

CHANDLER, LEADER.

D.

H. Chandler, C. M. Richardson, F. W. Buxtou,

Prompters.

oe29

TUCKER'S

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, will be continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,

115 EXCHANGE STREET.

orders, eithe
prompt attention
All

Entire stock will be sold at a discount to such
desired.
WAIT !

GREEIVOIJGII.

OUR STOCK

JOS. II. POOR & BRO.
andtf

ja9

A

Cou.nmptivrs, Take Notice.
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, aud much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Dr. Scbenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for consumption, tar exceeds all that can be brought to support the pretensions of any other medicine. See Dr.
Scbenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates of

v.;

....

IUUUJ {iciouua

New York, ldg.
Ski fm Trinidad 14th inst, barque Shawfbut, Tucker, foi Zaza: brig J W Spencer, Thomas, do.
Ar at Cienfuegos 15th inst, brig Jas Miller, Parker,

Vi

o

viguesu

restored to health, after being pronounced incurable by physicians ot acknowledged ability.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, aa
these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted bv the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. These
additional remedies arc Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be
cured.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
m the following Wednesdays, from 9 to 3 o’clock:
Tan. 13th and 27th, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March
10th and 24tli. Consultation free; but for a thorough
'xamination of the lungs, with tLe Kespirometor, the
price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal ofSc*?, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters ol advice must be
addressed.

been

New York.
Cld 14rh. brig Ida. O’Brien, Portland.
Ar at Havana 16th, barque Cardenas. Sundberg,
New York; sell Hattie G McFarland, McFarland,
Liverpool; 17th, sch Cassie Jamesou. Jameson, Portland; Agnes I Grace, Smalley, Philadelphia; 18th,
Nellie Bowers, from Pictou.
Sid 18th, brig Sarah Gilmore, Clifford. Matanzas.
Arat Matanzas 15tl», barques Jas E Ward, Lie-'sell Eva C
ang, and Cientuegos, Shepard, Havana;
Yates, Cardenas; 17th, barque Ada Carter,

Yates,

of Hat-

tCAr at

Cardenas 13th. brig Clytie, Dow, fm Port au
Prince; sch Lahaina, Simpson, St John, NB; 18th,
barque Ellen Dyer, Clapp, New York; T L Carney,
from Wiscasset.
Ar at Sagua 14th inst, brig Loch Lomond,Gilchrist,
Havana; schs Clara Leavitt, Lombard, do; S P Hall,
Turner, Havana.
Cld at St George, (Bermuda) 8th inst, brig Helen O
Pliinney, Boyd, Gloucester.
At Bermuda 14tb inst, brig Mary C Itosevelt, from
Boston for Wilmington, repairing.
Sid lltli, brig Helen O Phinney, Boyd, (from Cadiz)
for Gloucester, having repaired.
Ar at St John, N B, 18tli inst. schs Carrie, Bonnell,
ami Volunteer, Smith, Portland.

eod&wlysnll

mb 12

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers,

Canvass

F.

SPOKEN.
Dec 30, lat 27 04, Ion 71 05, ship California, from

LEAVITT.

mc3

Why Will Von Cough?
v„
w>)0 has used Dr. Morris’ Syrup of Tar
will be without it. Af»
WiM Cherry and Horebound,
aud lung diseases, cure lor
» remedy for all throat
it has noequal.
of
consumption
preventive
t«>
in whooping cough it acts like a charm. Contains
bottles
10 cents.
Trial
to
take.
is
and
pleasant
u.ium
T.
(1.
Loring,
For
by A. S. Hinds, Preble House;
Fxchange and Federal St.; C. L. Holt, 653 Congress
c. It- Woodman, Saccarappa; A. T. Keen, Gor& Co.,
lam; E. P. Weston, Fryeburg; W.F. Phillips
Wholesale ageuts. Morris & Heritage, Philadelphia

Litchfield

Regularity bring;** Vigor.
Local Irregularities p; oduce weakness of the entire
system. In order, therefore, to re-establish health
iud strength upon a sure basis, these irregularities

“lie

en-

deavor to reform them by remedies which address
themselves merely to the symptoms, without affecting the cause. If such individuals were to use instead
Hostetler’s Stomach Bitters, they would speedily appreciate the difference bet ween a medicine which pal-

oclOeodtf

.roprietors.

7ten
■

restores

:
«

per cent, interest.

si ,1.000. COOK COUNTY ILLINOIS. 10 per
cut. School District Bonds. Coupons payable Jan.l,
a New York, or at our office -$500 each; also other
even, eight and ten tier cent, municipal securities.
'Iiese represent the first claim on the entire propel ty
ml tit" combined wedth of Cities, Towns, Counties
ml School Districts; well selected; no loss; security
bsolute. Bought and sold by GEOKGE WM. BAL-

Banker,
j ,OU,
particulars.

1 »r

receive

jy24dttsn
sailors

or
can

slightly,

by addressing

a

Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late
Surgeon in United Slates Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St., New York City. Communications promptly answered.
oc28snly

EIROPEAN

COCCSU

TBV

TO

FAIL

BALSAM !

BOTANIC

Only 35 cents* An unfailing Remedy fur
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the Throat, Chest and
Lungs, and all diseases
leading to Consump-

$5000 FOR
From

AN

INCURABLE

Disiingninhrd

a

Lawur

CASE

of Boston.

Mr. Frank Kinsman: Dear Sir—I desire to say a
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. 1
have been a sufferer from a very severe cough from
the first of last November, trying a great many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
improvement, until the middle ot March, when a
friend brought this balsam to my notice. 1 tried the
small sample bottle which Mr. Goodwin gave me,
and I had no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from taking the first dose the cough
entirely left me. Toe result seemed little leas than
miraculous. 1 have sent more than a score of sufItijrs te Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover 8't., lor the
remedy, and, so far as 1 learn, in every instance with
marked success.
Respectfully yours,
CHAS. C. NUTTER.
[Firm NiiUer & Squire. Attorney and Counselorsat-Law, 27 Trcmont St ]

[From

Alonzo S. Weed, publisher cf Zion’s Herald,
35 Bromfield St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam have been used in my family with ths most grutifi ind ri>£iilta

U',t

nct.uun

it-

uf

<ia

In*

itf

medicines.

$5OO0~ GOLD.
Special

Notice.

OF

BEWARE

COUNTERFEITS

AND

IMITATIONS
The high reputation gained by ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM for the cure ot Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding ot the Lungs and Consumption, has given ripe in spurious com p >unds. The
genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protoct yourselves from imposition, examine the bottle and see that ihe words “F.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta, Maine.,* arc blown
n the gl IBs of the bottle.
$5u00 for a better article.
DON’T

FAIL

TO

TRY

IT.

fallowing are a few of the names of those who
have used this remedy: Mrs.Gov. Cony, Mis. Hon.
James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Ooveruor
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lambard, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lang. Hon. J. J. Eveletb, Mayor of Augusta; Rev*. Dr. Ricker. Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C. F.
Penny, Rev. Wm A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood, Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of state; Hon. *1. T. Woodward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, Presilent First National Bank: Hon. B. H. Cushman,
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane. Secretary ot Senate; Wairen L A Men, Bangor; Charles
3. Nutter, Esq., 27 'Fremont St., Boston; Wm. 11.
Taylor. Beacon St., Boston; Emory Cook and many
>thers in Providence: W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
ind tifty thousand others too numerous to mention.
The

EXCHANGE STREET.,

A.

will

NOTICE.—All

Letterings,

Decorations, Ac.
49 1-2

by mail,

tion.

is still quite ample for a
very large trade. We respectfully cull the
nttenfion of the PUBLIC nnd PATBOIVTO THAT
PUKUUASEliN
AGL of
FACT. Our facillitics for the deliver* nnd
putting iu of COAL are complete ns run
be, and complnints caused by faulty Coni
or from inattention or carelesnes* of our
TRUSTY AMD FAITHFUL. TJKAJl8I EUNARE KXCEPTIOWSjANONOT
SEE BULK.

Ar at Beltast, Ire, 18th inst, ship Casikia, Pike,
New York.
Sl(l fm Gravesend 9th inst, barque Josephine, for
Pensacola.
A at Cape do Verds —, barque Jennie CushmaD,
Smalley. Boston.
Ar at Pernambuco prev to 16th 111st, brig Martha
A Berry, Berry, New York.
At Zaza 25th ult, brig L M Merritt, Herriman, for

or

officers,
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured
PERSONAL
injured in
the late
however
obtain

sntf

dec 2

tt,

personal

ADAMSON'S

Best Stand in Portland for Parties Wishing to Engage in this Business.

Savannah.
Ar at London 17th, ship E W Stetson, Moore, from
New York.
Ar at Liverpool 17th inst. brig Castalia. Wluttemore. Mobile; 18th. ship Triumpuant, Libbey, Sau

HOUSE

SUFFERERS,

buy your wife or daughter a
nice Paiitlfy Shawl or Dress at half price
for a Christmas Present.

&

sneodGmMWF.

PRINTING

—

Come and

GO WELL

—

Office 27 Market Square.

Come au*I get your Winter’s Supply !

DON’T

AND

ORCHESTRA.
II.

».

DON’T

—

,em.

—

BARGAINS.

Ar at Barcelona —, barque Sarah, Tilley, fm New
Orleans.
Sid tin Messina —, brig F I Merriman, Lecraw,
New York.
Ar at Geuoa
inst, barque Ironsides. Taploy, fm
Baltimore.
Ar at Havre 17th inst, brig Lizzie M Merrill, Minot,

of bodily disturbances
the derelict organs to an uninterrupted and
icaltliy perJormance of their various duties, whereby
done the system can recover its lost tone and vigor.
Hostetter’s Bitters arc a tonic medicine, but they aro
toaic which regulates ere they strengthen the sys-

sntf

BAND

CHANDLER’S

well-known remedy is still tbo
best remedy known for the cure of obstinate and long
standing coughs, and Pulmonary diseases in general
Many persons, who for months had been emaciated
by coughing, night sweats and raising of blood, have
been speedily eared by the European Cough Remedy
For sale by druggists generally; $1.00 per bottle, six
de21deod&weow52tfon
or $5.00.

GOODS

FANCY
to he

FOREIGN PORTS.

physical disa-

HOURS, 8 to» A.M. 1 ■•4P.H,

CC21

CLARKE’S

—OF—

son, Newcastle. Del.

removes

Residence, 32 1-2 High Street.
OFFICE

RE in EDIT .—This

WORTH

$30,000

_

liates, and one which entirely
tdlity. That prime regulator

DR. SARAH W. DEVOLL,

Rebellion,

snd&wSm

of

going oft

BOSTON—Cld 18th, schs H L Wliitton, Rich, for
Mobile; City of Chelsea, Goodwin, Charleston.
Ar 19th, schs Kossuth, Dodge, Calais; E J Clark,
rendleton, Belfast; Aurelia, Sullivan. Bucksport.
BATH—Cld 19th, barque St Lucie, Wilson, for
New .York.

CALL.

Regular Practitioner ot .Vlediciuc,
formerly of Newton, Mass., ofler9 her services to
Women and Children.

Pension

POltTLAND. .TIE.
no7

EDGARTOWN—Ar 16th, sch Ada Ames, Adams,
New York for Portland.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 17th, sch Leoutine, Clark-

A.

T7S

A

—>0..——

*1

In Senate, Jan. 13,1873.
Read, House amendment adopied, and passed in
W. LANE, Soc’y.
SAMUEL
concurrence.
A true copy. Attest:
L
SAMUE W. LANE, Soc’y.
sudtd
ja15
There are hut few cases of Consumption but what
are preceded by “Catarrh,” as the air which is
breathed over the Infected surface, becomes “Impregnated” with the “taint,” aud deposits it
upon the “Throat” and^I.nn*.,’’ laying a foundation for that fearful disease. And the only way of
reaching and removing it is through the medium of

New York.

WOOD

162 COMMERCIAL STREET.
snti
jal2

be published in the Daily Kennebec Journal, EastArgus, Portland Press, Bangor Daily Whig, and
Bangor Daily Commercial, until that date.
Road, amended by adding Lewiston Evening Journal, and passed.
Sent up for concurrence.
S. J. CHADBOURNE, Clerk.

Frost, Elizabethport.
NEWPORT—Sid 16th, sch Ned Sumpter, Pinkham,
Newcastle tor Belfast.
In port 16th, schs Grand Islaud, Hodgdon, Newcastle, Del, tor Hyannis; Freddie Walter, Allen, Portland tor Virginia; Adrian, Ginn, from Providence for

OF
the city.

to

Order, promptly attended to.

GIVE

ern

sch Ab-

persons

found

to be

All

ALSO—

LOT

BEST

THE

Representatives, Jan-13, 1875.

of

Ordered. That the Senate concurring, all petitions for legisldtion, except those for redress of
w rongs and grievances, which may be presented to
this Legislature after Wednesday, the 27th inst, bo

son, Boston.
Ar 16th sch Clara G Loud. Welt, BosIod.
PHI LADE I jPH I A—Ar 15th, sch Joseph A Clark,
McIntyre, Bridgton, NJ.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 18th, brig Ida L Kay,
Haskell. BluehiU.
NEW YORK—Ar 17tb, sch Cook Borden, Lunt,
Savanna-la-Mar 28 days.
Cld 18th, barque Thos Goddard, Smith, Yokohama;
Henry L Gregg, Handy, Havana; brigGuidiug Star,
Moore, Sagua; sch Izetta, Smith, Demerara.
Passed through Hell Gate 17th, sch Bengal, Titus,
Port Johnson tor Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 16th, sch Will Wadsworth,

Many

ACADIA COAL,
—

Committee.

STATE OF MAINE.

SATILLA MILLS—Ar 7th, schs Satilla. Rivers,
Portland; Geo E Young, Marshall. Charleston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 17th. sch Frank G Dow,Crowell. Bull River tor a Northern port.
Cld 13th. sch Lilly. Cole, New York.
CITY POINT, VA—Ar 15th, sch A F Bonney,
Kennedy. Wood’s Hole.
FORTRESS MONROE— Passed in 17th, barque
Emma & Alice, Gibbs, from Calais tor Baltimore.
Passed out 17th, ship Rhine, tor Antwerp; brig S N
Martiin, for Demarara.
BALTIMORE—Cld 19th, sch J T Manson, Man-

permanently

FURNACE COAL,

be expected.

I

Cld 14th. brig Pedro, Bahrs, Cienfuegos.
ST AUGUSTINE, FLA—Ar 16th, sch Early Bird,
Reed, New York.
SAVANNAH—Cld 16th, sch Anna Jones, Jones,

must be

the best varieties of Coals

of

CUMBERLAND COAL,

o’clock, forenoon, for the purpose of rein present
viewing oar work of the past, ot rejoicing
future that will
success, and to devise means for the
enable us to advance 6ur cause to its final triumph.
The usual reduction of fare on the several railroads

Cork.

overcome.

some

EGG COAL,

at eleven

PENSACOLA—Cld 13th, barque Olivia, Evans, for

Calcutta for Boston.
Nov 16, lat 4 N, Ion 28 W, harque E C
from Bruuswlck, Ga, for Rio .Janeiro.

hand

NUT COAL,

The people of Maine, of every religious denomination, political party, an 1 temperance association, are
invited to meet in Mass Convention at
meoniau llnll, in Augusta, on Thurndny
Jan. 121, 1875,

Jackson, French,

Simmons, North

on

State Temperance Convention.

bot Devereux. Rich, Bostou.

A berg, Baltimore.
Sid lGtb, brig Cascatelie,

WIINRF.

UNION

OF

STOVE COAL,

5 FREE STREET, PORTLAND,
sntr
ja!3

Philadelphia.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 10th inst, sell Vernal, Ricker,

\IIUl

WOOD,

162 COMMERCIAL STREET

yard.

E. T. ELDEN & CO.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 18th, barque Midas, Oliver,
New York tor Portland, O. (put in tor provisions.)
Cld 18th. ships North Star, Thompson, Liverpool;
Leonora, Griffin, do.
MONTERY—Ar 8tb, ship Jas A Wright, Morrison,

Teel, Stockton;

CO.,

&

AND

COAL

We have

be sold at auction.
Barque Midas. Oliver, Irom New York June 1st for
Portland, O, which has been reported missing and
supposed to be wrecked near her port of destination,
put into San Francisco 15th inst short of provisions.
Had been up to Columbia River Bar, but was unable
to get over.
Brig Onalaska, from Boston, arrived at Queenstown
17th inst with loss of boat and some damage. Capt
Wheeler was washed overboard and lost.

New York.
Sid 16th, schs Seventy-Six,
Cook, Cook. St Marys.

:

mined, viz:

The wreck will

Sid 10th, brig Shannon, Sawyer, Havana;

equal.

WOOD

COAI. !

ALL AT THE LOW PRICE

MEMORANDA.
wreck of steamship Georgia, ashore on the
Triangles, lies id about 15 feet water and is breaking
in pieces. The machinery is nearly all broken out

Gaheston.

no

—

361-2 Pieces Thibets and Cashmeres
Worth from $1.14 to $1.39 yard.

PORTLAND.

Buenos Avres for San Francisco.
GALVESTON—Ar 16tu, sch C E

have

DEALERS LX

The

lUllUM-U,

Lozenges

Trial nox«» 30 c. large Ho*« * tfOr. Mat
by mail free of poMtage to any addre**.
For sale by E. S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremnnt
seDsnoodly
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggist*.

NEWS

fur olil iron.

cause no

SHURTLEFF

_

■

palate,

and for
just the

laxative these

BLEACH AND BKOWN COTTONS.

20.

for

require increase of dose, do
elderly nersons, females

never

$2.75 pair

for

Squautlcook

SPECIAL

OUR CORRESPONDENT.
BOOTHBAY, Jan 13—Ar, sch Promenader, Davis,
Windsor, NS for New York; Lizzie J Clark, Pendleton, Lineolnville for Boston.
Jan 14—Ar, sell Sargent S Day, McFarland, Belfast
for Baltimore.
Sid. sch Ruth Darling, (from Calais) for New York.
Jan 17—Ar, sell Oregon, Dunton, Portland.
Sid, sch Starlight, Reed, New York.

pyppnt.

.Remedy

pain,act. promptly,
not exhaust, and
and children, aru
thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
Warranter! in all cases of
once the next morning.
the Piles ami Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all svmntoms of DYSPEPSIA, sueli as
Oppression After Eatino, Sour
stomach,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
Coated Tonguk.Billiousness,Liver Coeplaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
AND ALL I u« EG CLARITIES, NEURALGIA, FAINTNESS &c.
Travellers find the Lozenges iust what they need,
as they are so compact and inodorous that they may
be carried in the veet packet, and as an aperient or
Pleasant to the

It Pairs Assorted At About 2*3 the
Tost of Production,

[FROM

ic

HA.RRISO N’8

PERISTALTIC

Ulniiiifnclurer** Price 83.49.

Sell Buena Vista, Rines, Wiscassct.
SAILED—Barque Sami B Hale, and soli B J Willard.

o«,l

stiff

COSTIYEMESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,

29 Pairs

erson

of

Freights—The Engagements have been as
fallows; to Liverpool by steam 8000 bush grain, select room, at 10$d; to London 500 bbls flour at 2s 6d.
Tlio Cotton market is steady; Middling uplands at

Boston, Jan. 19.—Tbe balloting for U. S.
Senator in both branches of tlio Legislature
commenced to-day,and great interest was manifested in tbe result, crowds thronging the State
House unable to gain admittance to the ball.
The first ballot in the Senate resulted as follows: Dawes, 18; Abbott, 14; Hoar, 4; Adams,
A
1. It. H. Dana, Jr., 2; N. P.
Banks, 1.
second ballot was taken with the same result.
In tbe House the result of tbe first ballot was
declared as follows: Whole number of votes,
230; necessary for a choice, 116; Hon. Henry
L. Dawes, 83; Heu. Joseph G. Abbott, 70;
Ho.'. E. R Hoar, 52; Hon. Charles Francis
Adams, 14; Hon. Charles Deveus, Jr., 2;
Alexander H. Bullock, 2; Weudall Phillips,
22; Wm. Gaston, 1. The second ballot in the
House was: Dawes, 93; Abbott, 71; Hoar, 43;

I ligli

closing quotations

New York,Jan. 19— Evening.—Breadstuffs—Flour
—receipts 13,057 bbls; exports 14,780 bblsjsaies 15,510
bbls; Winter Wheat Hour generally dull with a fair
business in shipping extras near tho close at lull
prices; Rye flour dull; Buckwheat flour in rather
better request; Southern and Missouri slow. Grain—
Wheat—receipts 22.940 bush; exports none; sales 10,000 bush; car lots Winter at 1 25; parties apart; 1 06
@ 1 06$ bid for No 2 Chicago Spring in store; 1 08 for
No 2 Milwaukee Spring in store; that bid for ten
loads, but sellers held at full yesterday’s prices; 1 07
@ 1 08 in store for No 2 Milwaukee; 119 @ 1 22 for
No 1 Spring; Amber Winter 1 28; White Winter fair
to extra 1 25 @ 1 30; the market opened and closed
with parties apart and lower to sell. Com—receipts
59,200 bush: exports 86,262 bush; sales 45,000 bush at
86$ @ 87$c for White Western; 86 @ 87£c for new
Western Mixed; nominally at 93 @ 94c in store lor
old Western Mixed; the market closed firm at 86$c
for new Western Mixed. Oats—receipts 34,125 bush;
exports 270 bush; sales 50,000 hush at at 68 (a} 68c for
State on track; 68$ @ 69c for Chicago; 68 @ 68$c for
Western Mixed afloat; the market closed quiet. Barley-receipts 7080 bush; no exports; sale none ;market
dull. Inactive and nominal; parties apart. Rye—no
receipts; no exports; no sales; Canada iu bond held
at 1 00; State and Pennsylvania 93 @ 95c;Western at
90 @ 93c; the demand is limited to local milling requirements. Corn Meal—receipts 600 bbls; exporrs
27 bbls; sales 100 bbls at 4 75 for brandy wine; 4 20 @
460 for Western Yellow; 4 15 @4 30 for Western
White; 4 00 @ 4 30 for Jersey aud Pennsylvania Yellow per bbl; 1 45 per one hundred pounds for Yellow
Baltimore coarse in sacks; city sacked, quoted coarse
1 62; fine sifted at 1 66; bolted Yellow at 1 75; bolted
White at 188. Barley Malt—receipts 6200 bush;
market is quiet and parties apart. Oatmeal is quoted at 7 62$ @ 7 75 for Western; 7 75 @ 7 87$ for city;
8 00 @ 8 25 for Ontario $■> bbl. Seeds—receipts of 650
bags; export of Clover 1256 bags; Ohio and Indiana
held at 11c; State at 11$ @ 12c; Timothy nominal at
2 75 @ 2 85 P1 bush. Whiskey—receipts 911 bbls; sales
550 bins at 98c regular. Pork is nominal at 19 50 @
19 75.
Lard easy at 13$c seller February; 14c seller
March. Tallow quiet at 8 15-16c.
Coffee—sales 5175
< at
bag
18$ @ 19c; 5500 do reported at 18$o; prices
steady. Raw Sugar quiet and steady; sales yesterday 118 bhds 158 boxes; refined Sugar firm; staudard
crushed 10$c; powdered l«.,c; granulated at 10$c;cut
loaf tl$c. Petroleum is dull, crude in bulk at 6c; R
S W at 12c; cases at 16$ @ 17c: Naval Stores—Rosin
firm: strained at 2 05 @2 10. Tar quiet; Wilmington
nominally at 2 37$. Turpentine quiet; Spirits nomi-

row.

j

-ne

Domestic Markets.

>j.

War Deb’t, Office Chief Sional
Officer Washington, I). C.,
Jan. 20, (1 A. M.)

were

19
20
21
21

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Arat Havana 18th, barque Harriet S Jackson,
Bacon. 3oston.
Ar at Matanzas 17th lost, brig J F Merry, Bradley,
Portland.
Ar at Cardenas 18th, brig E H Williams, Tucker,
Portland.
Ar at Moville 19th, steamer Scandinavian, Portland lor Liverpool.
Ar at Queenstown 17th, brig Onalaska, lrora Boston, with damage and loss of boat. Capt Wheeler
was washed overboard and lost.

purchasing else-

Agent. Price S3 30.

—

..

Sinking Funds.

Senatorial Contests.

NEXT

lollowing

will do well to call on me before
where. Remember the number,

47 Pairs Holland Blankets for $4.50 pair

Tuesday, Jan. JO.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Moravian, (Br) Graham, Liverpool
passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
U S steamer Dallas, Chase, troxn Rockland.
CLEARED.
Sell E A Hayes, Smith, Baltimore—Bunker Bros.
Sch Almaretta, Merrill, Providence—Berlin Mills,
and Holyoke, Benson & Co.
Sch P S Lindsey, Johnson, Boston—Orlando Nick-

Michigan Central...79$

POLITICAL.

THE

uun,

Lake Shore. 73$
Illinois Central, ex-div. 97
Chicago & Northwestern.44$
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.59$
Chicago & Rock Island..... lt>2$
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.94
Union Pacific.91$
Union Pacific land grants.91g

The House then went into committee of the
whole, Mr Poland iu the chair, on the Indian
appropriation bill.
Wetmore was brought in but asked till to
morrow to consider whether he would answer
or not.
Pending decision Houso adjourned.

'ROBABILITIES FOR

PORT OF

WOOD.

_SOFT

facility for handling Coal cheap,
and parties wanting
Coal by the Cargo or Car load
have every

now

Sure

rises.7.25 I High water.9.45 AM
sets.4.58 I Moon sets.. 7.00 AM

MARINE

—

LOZENOES.

Hayti,&c. ...Jan 22
Liverpool.Jan 23

Almnuac.January

AND

HARD
I

BLANKETS

MILL

ALSO

ifirie.28$
Erie preferred.30
36$
Union Pacific stock.

Providence, Jau. 19,—Tbe General Assembly, in convention at 12 o’clock to-day, took the
twenty-second ballot for a U. S. Senator, with
the following result: Whole number of votes
194, necessary for a choice, 53; Burnside bad
43; Nathan F. Dixon, 27; Amos D. Barstow,
10; W. P. Sheffield, 7; W. Spr3gue, 3; scattering, 8. Another ballot was ordered, when
Burnside bad 43; Dixon,31. Baastow, 15; Sheffield, 7; scattering, 3. Adjourned till to mor-

]

Miniature
San
Sun

for open Gratis.

ALSO

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.

...

Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.73$
Pacific Mail.34
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.101$

tempt.

lelly, 41; Davis,

lO'*')

SPICING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
WHITE AND BED ASH,
I.OBERRY, and
LYKENS-VAULEY FRANKLIN C UAL
CUMBERLAND COAL,
for Blacli.initli or Strain purpose.,
CANNEL,
CARBONITE aud
ACADIA COALS

SALE.

At One Price, No Variation.

Jan 23
Elvsia.New York. Glasgow.Jan 23
Merrimack...New York. Rio Janeiro... Jan 23
America.New York..Bremen.Jan 23
Oceania.New York. .Liverpeol.Jan 23
City ot New York.. New York. .Liverpool. ...Jan 23
City of Merida.... New York .Hav&VCruz.Jan 26
Manhattan.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 26
Jan 26
Nevada.New York.. Liverpool.
Russia.New York.. Liverpool.Jan 27
City of Vera Cruz. .New York .Havana.Jan 28
Peruvian.Portland... .Liverpool.Jan 30
Colon.New York. .Aspinwall... .Jan 30

United States 5 20’s, 1867, ex-div.118*
United States 5-20’s, 1808, ex-div.U8g
United States new 5’s.114
115$
United States 10-40 coupon.
118$
Currency 6’s ex in.

aud detention of Whitelaw Reid of New York,
at the suit of Alexander R|Shepherd while
Reid was within the District of Columbia uuder a subpoena from a committee of the House.
Mr. Butler of Massachusetts, opposed the
resolution on the ground that, it was au attempt
toexteudthe privileges of the House beyond
the Constitution. He did not think the House
should interfere with the administration of
If Whitelaw Reid should
criminal justice.
send into the District a package of poison by
which a man receiving it should receive injury
in his person, he would be liable to be brought
into the District and tried criminally for the
act, but it was claimed if a mau only sent a
package of malicious falsehoods by which the
good name and reputation of some citizen of
the District was struck down, he might do so
day by day without any animadversion.
the resolution was advocated bv E. R. Hoar
and Kelley, and Dawes said no public man had
suffered more from au unbridled public press
than himself, but when he felt himself compelled to appeal to law rather than bis own life
aud character for vindication against the false
charges in the pre9s, he should feel he had sunk
so low that his character would not be worth
any such resuscitation as the law could bring to
it, aud he should cousider it quite a work ot
supererogation to take auy trouble about it.
The Committee of Ways and Means looked
upon the arrest of Reid as unlawful, unwise
and impolitic.
At the close of the discussion Mr. Butler
moved to lay the resolution on the table. Negatived, 45 to 102.
The resolution was then adopted, yeas 187,
nays 44, and the Speaker appointed as such select committee Messrs. E. R. Hoar of Massachusetts, Hale of New York, Orth of Indiana,
Clyrner of Pennsylvania, and Sayles of Ohio.
i'he House ordered Charles B. Wetmore to
be brought to the bar of the House for con-

In Minnesota;
!; Donnelly, 12.

Etna.New York
Moravian .Portland.

New York. Jan. 19—Eremina.—Money was easy
at 2 @ 3 per cent, on call.
Sterling Exchange quiet
ana steady at 486} @ 486} for 60 days and 489} @ 490
tor demand. Exports for the week §4,659,275. Gold
declined from 112} to 112}; the rates paid for carrying were 3 to 1 per cent. The customs receipts today were §208,000. The Assirtant Treasurer paid
to-day §134,000 in interest aud §6100 iu redemption
of bonds. Operations of the Gold Exchange Bankgold balances, §1,534,900; currency balances, §1,730,556; gross clearances §33,001,000. Clearing House
statement: currency exchanges §92,719.707; currency
balances §4,483,153; gold exenanges §7,562,117; gold
balances §1,526,366. Governments firm. State bonds
Stocks during
dull. Railroad bonds dull and firm.
the day unsettled and irregular. The market opened
weak and fell off 1} @ 2 per cent. The lowest prices
were made at the second call; Lake Shore fell from
73} @ 73}; Western Union fr6in 72§ @ 72}; Wabash
from 17} @ 15}; Pacific Mail from 34} @ 333; later in
the day the market strengt hened uuder large purchases to cover shorts and advancing from a } @ 1}
per cent, and closed firm though feverish. The decline in Wabash was based on fear that there would
be no subscription to bonds offered under the recent
circular. There were heavy sates of Lake Shore on
the fact that Judge Tap pen reserved his decision on
application lor au injunction against the payment of
A reference has been asked in the case.
a dividend.
The total transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 273,000 shares, including 69,500 Western
Union, Lake Shore 52,700 shares, 43,500 Ohio, North
Western 19,409 shares. Pacific Mail 27,200 shares,
Union Pacific 17.300 shares, Wabash 16,100 shares.
St Paul 8300 shares, Erie 4200 shares, Rock. Island
3300 shares, York Central 1600 shares.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon G's, 1881,ex-div.118}
United States 5-20’s, 1862.114}
116}
United States 5-20’s 1864.
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.118}
s,

HONE V.BROOK,

DR.

China.Boston.Liverpool....

_^

to

In

Celtic. New York .Liverpool.Jan
Part Ida.New York. .Liverpool.... Jan
Caniina.New York. .Bermuda.Jan
Crescent City.New York.. Havana.Jan

MINED,

us

a

CLOSING

G1

of t lie

HAZLETON,

aged

_

U11UUU Hiatts

such

—

reward of Five Hundred dollars for
the detection, conviction and punishment of the par
in
ty or parties charged with the crime of arson,
firing the premises situate at No. R Bradford street,
Geo.
1).
of
frame
the
dwelling
Portland. Me., being
Jost, on November 10th, and again on Dec. 9th. 1874 ;
said reward will be paid only on due pioof being
furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment of said oriminals, and oxpires
by limitation in one year from this date unless otherwise ordered.
By order of the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
dec23antf
New York, Dec. 17th, 1874.

Hereby oSers

In this
city, Jan. 18, Mary M., wife of Joseph
Weeks, aged 32 years.
[Funeral services Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at No. 28 Atlantic street. Burial at convenience ot
the family.]
In this city, Jan. 18, suddenly, Calvin Jordan, aged
21 years 1 month 28 days.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 2$ o’clk,
at Pine.Street Church.
In this city, Jan. 19, Miss Catharine Cushman,
aged 74 years.
[Funeral services Thursday forenoon at 10 o’clock,

New York Stock and Money Market,

affidavit iu his hand trom L. E. Chittenden of
New York, that he was the person who had received the money, (Laughter.)
A telegram was also received from D. W.
Voorbees and Boyd Winchester, persisting
against the allegations made against them in
connection with the Pacific Mail subsidy, and

in KCboiic

ne.

financial and commercial

FIRE

OF

some

COAL

UNDERWRITERS

DIED.

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1009 bush cornmeal to G• W
True & Co.

uM uau au

THE

BOARD

NATIONAL

6, Freeman W. Carter and Miss

In Bluebill. Jan.
Vasta A. Wilson.

Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Moravian—6 packages
H
to
& A Allan,12 packages earthen ware
machinery
to Hayes & Douglass, 19 packages do to C E Jose &
to J E Prindle, 500 boxes
merchandise
1
Co, package
tin plates to order, 5 packages hard ware to Ahent G
T Railroad, 35 do merchandise to Canadian Ex Co.
7 do do to J Porteous, 47 do do to J E Prindle, 1456
rails and 557 bdls fish plates to J Hickson, 23 packages merchandise to C M Bailey, 2 do do to J E Priudlc, 134 do do to Canadian Ex Co.

cific B. B. Beferred to tbe Committee on Bailroads.
Tbe Senate went into executive session at
4.40 P. M. and soon adjourned.
HOUSE.
Mr. Storm of Pennsylvania, made a personal
explanation in reference to tbe chtrge of being
implicated in the Pacific Mail subsidy, and denied indignantly the truth of the charges.
Mr Sypher of Louisiana, made a similar denial in reference to the charges against him.
Mr. Chittenden of New York, also repudiated an intimation iu the Chicago Tribune and
Chicago Post connecting him with the receipt
of money for the subsidy.

In New

ly Billington.

flontoK Stock fiitt.

amendment,

eiassaonuseits, saiu

In this city. Jan. 19, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, Capt.
Albert D. Barnard and Miss Orissa E. Greene ot
Portland.
In Surry, Jan, 1, Edward N.Osgood and Miss Emi-

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
Name.
From
Date.
For

prices.

$500.00 REWARD.

Peering.

ISales at the Brokers’ Board, Jan. 19.
Boston & Maine Railroad.
118}
Eastern Railroad.53
Maine Central Railroad.79}

appropriating S20.000, or so much thereof as
may be necessary to defray tbe expenses of the
bureau, to be expended under the direction of
the Secretary of the Treasury. Agreed to.
Various petitions and memorials were presented, including one by the Vice President of
tbe legislature of Dakotali asking Congressional aid for tbe completion of the Northern Pa-

ivir. loawes oi

„„

at No. 2 Dver’s Lane.
In Deering. Jan. 19, suddenly, Mr. Moses Dole,
67 years 7 months.
In South Freeport, Jan. 18. Mr. John H. Thomas,
b ged 45 years,—formerly of Portland.
In Gorham, Jan. 18, Mrs. Abigail Richardson, wife
of the late Isaac Richardson, aged 79 years 9 months
and 24 days.
[Funeral to-morrow (Thursday) afternoon.
In Westbrook, Jan. 19, Mary E., wife of Peter W.
Files, aged 43 years.
[Funeral services Thursday afternoon at 1J o’clock]
In Gray, Dec. 25, Mr. Josiah Skillin, aged 83 years
9 months 13 days.

note in

to.

Mr. Morrill of Maine moved

C. WAY & CO.,
Corner Cumberland & Myrtle Street. de22sn3m

In this city, Jan. 16, by Rev. Geo. W Bicknell,
Clarenton Lord aud Miss Anna Scribner, both of

lound

he

can

BEST

Portland, Jan. 16,1875.

WUAUr,

BROWN'S

or

where

BUT AND TBV.

STREET,

COMMERCIAL

230
HEAD

Messrs C. Way & Co:—
or j.iaug1 have used your Compound Nyrup
do not
worl and And it all you recommend, and
hesitate to pronounce it the best remedy for a cough
thatl have ever used. Yours truly,
CHAS. H. FRENCH,
No. 1 Brattle Street.

MARRIED.

removed his Coal Yard to

has

_

READ,

Liverpool, Jan. 19—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
active; Micldlmg uplands 7|d; do Orleans at 8d; sales
18,000 bales, Including 4UoO bales lor speculation and
export.

The Times correspondent ai Berlin telegraphs
that the Prussian bishops have been asked by
the Vatican whether the means exist of filling
the vacant dioceses iu Prussia without infringing on canonical or Prussian laws.
By a fire in a tenement house in Brooklyn,
last night, six persons were killed either by
suffocation or jumping from windows.
Since the passage of the act of Jan. 14th the
Comptroller of tha Currency has receivad applications for the organization of two national
banks in .Vaiue.
The Boston Journal and Advertiser says
Hoar cannot be elected and advise bis withIt was reported last night that the
drawal
Hoar men had determined to coalesce with the
Bets are freely
Democrats and elect Adams.
made that Adams will be elected to day.
C. K. Fox. the well known actor, is dead.
The Spaniards claim that the Cuban insurgents have met with a defeat.
J. N. Vaughan has sued Gens. Sheridan,
Emory and De Trobriand for forcibly ejecting
him from the legislature.

ent

jail)

Erie 26.

Portland Wholesale Harken*.
Tuesday, January 19.—The tone of the market
remains firm. T.as show a very strong lteelingand
it is thought that there must bo a change in prices
Pork and lard are dull and prices remain unsoon.
changed. Grain shows no change and tho market is
well supplied. Sugars are steady with no change to

CAnoJn.

#~I__
with*

FOMENT CITV NTABf.EN,
Nlnie Nt.
«. Ni., 4 Moor* above
»"15-

Count’,

DENNISON

E.

W.

sions to take i.ar tics these moonlight eveuings, In any
number from four to sixty st snort notice, uu<l on
most reasonable terms.

European riarkeis.
London, Jan. 19—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 92§ @ 92$
for money and account.
London, Jan. 19—12 30 P M.—American securities
—United States 5-20s, 1865, old, 107$; new 5s at 102$.

superstition.

_

COAL.-REMOVAL.-WOOD.

FEMIVAIsO & HAWVEB,
prepared with party Sleighs of diBereat dimen-

arc

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

SLEIGHING.~

Savannah, Jan. 19.—Cotton is quiet and firm;
Middling uplands 142c.
Mobile, Jan. 19.—Cotton is firm and generally
hold higher; Middling uplands 14£c.
New Orleans, Jan. 19.—Cotton is quiet and
firm; Middling upandsat 142c.

The Missouri state Senate Monday passed
the Louisiana resolution adopted by the House
last Friday,
There was a revolt at tbejjefferson City, Missouri, penitentiary Monday, of some three hundred convicts, on account of the alleged bad
quality of the food. It was suppressed by the
citizens arriving and manning the walls, when
the convicts seeing no prospect of success, retired to their cells.
The families and relatives of the negroes recently hung on Long Island refuse to have anything to do with the dead bodies, on account of

Pacific Mail Investigation.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

19.-Cotton firm; Middling up-

lands 14J (& 14gc.

The Cook county national bank of Chicago
closed its doors yesterday.
It is reported tliat Tweed’s counsel have obtained a writ of error from Judge Rapallo of
the Court of Appeals, with a supersedeas attached, to the court below, the effect of which
will be the taking of Tweed from Blackwell’s
Island by habeas corpus, aud then his release
on bail to wait a review of his case before the
full bench of the Court of Appeals.
Governor Beedlo of New Jersey was inaugurated yesterday. He denounced the military interference in Louisiana in his address.
Kalakaua is in St. Louis.

__

P_A'HI'- ,1
VI IJ 'XU*» «

Charleston, Jan.

day.

WASHINGTON.

wheat.
wheat.

Receipts—2600 bbls flour, 34,000 bush
Shipments—6,100 bbls flour,8,000 bush

VIINOIC IKIiEORAJH.
Worcester Spy ami Western Uniou
Telegraph offices were damaged by fire yester-

to Mr. Beecher and relating to myself;
of the card published by Mr. Beecher in
the Kagle iu 1873, was made by me; they were
made by Mr. Kiusella before published; counsel read the letter stamping tbe story against
him, Beecher, as false); I do not know why
these charges were made, hut they were all the
work of Mr. Kiusella; 1 told Mr. Beecher I
thought it was a mistake to call the investigatin'' committee, and in accordance with tbe
views of my legal adviser, Gen. Butler, 1 refused to let Mr. Beecher have copies of the letters
and documents in my hands; Gen. Butler was
my friend aud adviser, but he never was paid a
fee by me or my firm ; he never was counsel for
us against the custom house, but he was counsel for Mr. Jayne, special agent of the Treasury Department.
Counsel was going on to show that the witness had been iudicted and was pursued under
civil suit for statements by him, but these the
court rnled could not be brought in as evidence.
Keccss.

judicial

besubpoeued.
Mr. E. R. Hoar of Massachusetts, offered a
resolution for the appointment of a select committee of five to inquire whether the privileges
of the House have been violated by the arrest

NEW YORK.

FIFTY-FOURTH LEGISLATURE

Hamlin, 57; absent,

('

Tuesday morning the cook spoke the schooner
Judith Anu, and reported her situation, and
the skipper put three men on board to bring
her to this port. It is feared the crew are lost
Two of them belong in
or frozen to death.
Kittery. The vessel has not arrived yet.

fices might be united. It was voted to meet at
S.
the Preble House, Portland, Feb. 16tb,

present.

nn.l

The skipper
left in charge of the cook.
and crew of 7 men were out in a boat to attend
A blinding snow storm preventto the trawls.
ed them finding their way back to the schooner.

delegation to-day askappointment of Senator Cutler as
the port of Bangor.

roted for Hannibal Hainlin, and the three
The result of
Democrats for John C. Talbot.
he vote was: John C. Talbot, 3; Hannibal

Vnnnnnr nf Ttoc4or.

was

licans of the Penobscot

A111 o’clock the Senate proceeded to vote
for United States Senator, the Clerk calling
the roll, and each member rising in bis 6eat as
]js name was called, and giving the name of
bis candidate. It was a strict party vote. All
he Senators except Mr. Cross of Bridgton,
All the Republican members
vere

Ti

Maine Seamen boat in a Severe Storm—
fears that they have Perished.
Portsmouth, Jan. 19.—The schooner Fred
and Elmer of Provincetown, fishing, from
Portlaud,while off this harbor Monday morning

Montville, Feb. 2d.
A petition was circulating among the Repub-

stead.

A

Perils

Towns have made the following assignments for bearing: Auburn division. Jan. 2(1; Hampden and Bangor, Jan. 29;

the Insurance Department.
Mr. Emery asked to be excused from serving
Du the Committee on Stato Printing and Binding, and Mr. Atwood was appointed in his

4

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

on

ing of

meeting.

|

requesting

hold that when the case is proven they have no
right to recommend the change of the sentence,
Wagner will be hung the same day.

receipts and expenditures, including the print-

to

M. Patten, Tlios. W. Hyde, E, S. D. Bailey,
and Henry W. Svranton of this city. A dividend of 87.50 per share has been declared.
Boothbay harbor is frozen over to-day.

voting against commuting
Messrs. Grindle, Mason,

lishers Associatior, Wednesday evening for
their annual meeting; also an order requesting
the Governor to furnish a full account of the

below, according

Bath, Jau. 19.—At the annual meeting of
the Eastern Steamboat Company, held here today, the following gentlemen were chosen

document.
The Executive Council concluded the review
of the Gordon testimony to-day and voted 5 to
2 that he shall be hung on the'last Friday in

several parts to the proper committees.
An order was passed offering the use of the
Senate chamber to the Maine Editors and Bub-

was

The Weather.
Bath, Jan. 19.—The weather here has been
unusually cold for the last fortnight, and this
morning it was 18 degrees’ below zero—the

surprised that the whole Legislature do not
fall to abusing His Excellency instead of saying it is the right thing. Indeed, when those

Peitions, bills, etc., presented and referred:—
To report the act to allow citizens of Ells
worth to draw water from the Halcove pond;
of citizens of Vassalboro for the abolition of
death penalty; remonstrance of citizens of
Waldo county against the same; of David Bugbee and others to incorporate the Bangor &
Ellsworth Steamboat Co.; an act to incorporate
the Waterford Cheese and Butter Association;
petition of Commissioners of Aroostook Co. to
organize townships 1G and 17, range 10, into a
plantation; petition of-Cook, for
payment for property sold them by the state
without a title; bill an act to legalize the doings of Joshua H. Lamb, as justice of the
peace.
The report of the Joint Select Committee on
the Governor's message reported referring its

to

that the case ought‘to he investigated
H.
by the authorities.
[To the Associated Press.]
Fire at Famport.
Eastport, Jan. 19.—A smoke house owned

parties have been conjuring up a terrible bug-aboo and now that it is out they are very much

passeu

Co,—Adjourned.

opinion

other members of the Legislature be consulted.
The special communication of the Governor
to the Legislature commanded the strictest attention of the House while it was bei ng read.
For several days the imaginations of several

last Din was

the

indicate that there had been foul means used.
She was enciente, and had commenced a prose,
cution against a man in this town, charging
him with being the father of the child. She
has been away from this village most of the
time for the last three months, but returned
here about three weeks ago. Her death has
caused a deal of talk, and not a little excitement in this village, and it is the general

He sugwould not be successful.
gested that when a particular subject had been
decided on, that itlbe submitted to the Legis-

at

we jearu luat

amend

more

[Special

provision

to the

to

Fnforlnuntc.
Press.]
Springvale, Jan. 19.—Miss Harriet Wentworth, a girl eighteen years of age, died in this
village this morning under circumstances which
One

The Governor thought it desirable that sheriffs and county attorneys should bd appointed
by tbe Executive, who is charged with the execution of the laws, but feared that such a

(Special

Whitcomb,

Suspicious Death.

sequent vote?

the

iv/i

MATTERS IN MAINE.

Tenth—Should not the power of municipalities to incur debt be limited?
Eleventh—Whether or not it is advisable to
have a section providing that charters granted
by one Legislature may be amended by a sub-

ing for

Wakefield,

Mr. Morse of Bangor.
Passed to be enacted—Bill
charter of the P. & O. R. R.

comprehensive?

Those

*unu

jhcscuu

Withee.
A special communication from the Governor
and referred to the
was received and read,
Committee on Financial Affairs on motion of

Eighth—Is it advisable to create the office of
Auditor or Comptroller and do away with the
Executive Council.
Uir th—Are not more general provisions required on the subject of taxation, making the

The Committee

Tapley,

Gardiner,

absolutely?

February.

iM.‘i>uum/auo

members were absent:—Brawn, Denison, Hall,
Haley, Hanson, Macomber, Merrill of West

general

more

UU5

Hamlin. All the Democrats, except Mr. Talbot and two Independents, Keegan and Kiff,
voted for J. C. Talbot. Mr. Little of Brunswick voted for Gen. Chamberlain. Messrs.
Hoyt of Fort Fairfield, Judd of Presque Isle,
and Roberts of Westbrook, classed as “Inde
pendents,” voted for Sidney Perham. Mr.
Talbot voted for Mr. Haines. The following

ple?

system

The vote stood as follows:

of his choice

changed

than

to

Senate.
The hour having arrived for the election of
United States Senator, as provided by the laws
of the United States, the Speaker announced
that fact, and as the Clerk called the roll each
member arose in his place and named the man

was that no general revision is necThere were, however, several points
essary.
which it had seemed advisable to change or
amend and a few additions which many
deemed desirable.
First—Shall the time of the state elections be
from September to November? In

ascertained

lature and thus tbe work might be hastened
forward. He also thought that next September would be a better opportunity to submit tbe
question to the people because of tbe absence of

$3,024,736.88

account,

Te legraph,
City of Portland Bonds,
Bills Receivable,
Interest on Funded Debt,
Interest on City of Portland Bonds,

meeting cf the CoiiNtilutiounl Committee
—The Npreinl Message—Gordon to be

laws?
Seventh—Shall tbe Governor have power to
pardon conditionally in certain cases rather

735.78

and Incidentals,

Matters.

Legislative

ize under

19,172.64
2,171.43

Fuel,

Oil and Waste,
Salaries. Insurance,

FROM AUGUSTA.

JD Out bLI-OUitU

-$172,205.90
Expenditures,
$28,584.19

Stations
Trains,

BY TELEGRAPH.

lion in the House

2,497.93
2,250.00
2,287.38

monstrance of inhabitants of Hampden against
petition for change of lines in said town; petition of Bangor for change of R. S. to authorize
cities to elect school committees of more than
three persons; for a normal school in Lincoln;
of Biddeford Iufantry for reimbursement for
money paid for uniforms; of N. R. Bike, et
als., to incorporate the Bure Blood Jersey
Cattle Association; an act to incorporate the
North Wales Slate Co.; petition of city of
Bangor for act to loan credit in aid of Piscataquis R. R.; of same for act to loan its credit to
build Northern Aroostook R. R.; of Cumberland county Central R. R. Co. for extension of
time in which to complete its line; several for
deeds of land, aid to budd roads, etc., iu Aroostook county; of J. A. French, et als., for
change in time allowed for fishing in the waters
of the Androscoggin; several relative to chango
of time and place of holding the Supreme
Court in Washington couuty (relating to the
term now held in Calais); of Commissioners ot
Aroostook county for increase of pay; an act to
prevent throwing edgings and refuse in Salmon
Falls River, in the towns of Berwick and
Lebanon; of S. J. Jellerson, et als., to take
water from Moose Bond in Otisfield to the outlet of Saturday Bond.
Orders passed—Directing the Judiciary to inquire if legislation is not needed compelling
cities and towns to record the departure and
arrivals of all persons therein wicli reference to
paupers; directing Committee on Legal Affairs
to report a bill to legalize the doings of Dist.
No. 4 of Lamoine; directing the Agriculture
Committee to inquire into the expediency of
amending sec. 16, chap. 30 R. S., relative to
killing birds.
The hills read a second time yesterday were

72 Devonshire Street, Boston.

Write

jal6eotl3m

dec I

Mold by all Druggist*.
sneodaeow6m

To Be Eet.
after Jan. 1,18T5. the chamber in second
itory now o cupied by F. M. Kuler & Co., cm the
lorner of Cross and Middle Sts.
Apply to
On ami

deJtentf_
Kor CoushN.
heniost approved

HENBY
No. 65

_

DEKKING,
Exchange St*

folds and
Ccntumnllon,
and reliable rcmo.lv is the well,
VEGETABLE Pld.Mu s \HY BALSAM
So careful to got tlic genuine.
Price, large bottles
It; small (old style) 50 cents. CCXLKK'Buos *
x>.. Wholesale Itrugg sts, Proprietors, Boston.
n°2d
snW&S&lamwlO
mown

THIS PBESS.
THE PBESS
ot FesMay be obtained at the Periodical DepotsAndrews
senden Bros., Marquis, Bruneli & Co..
and
Chisholm
B.
Kendrick)
N.
Wentworth, .Vloses,
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeiord, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon,_
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J.O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.

AND VICINITY.
New AdrertidemeeUi

To-Day*

Samaritan

Entertainment—City

Hall.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Concert Train— Theodore Thomas.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted—House.
To Let—8 Floors.
Notico—Harmon, Paine & Co.
Notice

AUCTION COLUMN.
Furniture—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Wreck for Sale—J. B. Coyle Jr.
Household

Nnpreme Judicial Court.
BEFORE JUDGE WALTON.

Tuesday.—Harriet N. Wood vs. John C. Procter.
Trover for five $1090 city of Portland bonds converted by defendant August 12tb, 18G7. Plaintiff
says you, as real estate broker, procured a sale ot
and
iny house lot in Portland to John E. Donnell
D. F. Emery at $50,000, one-third in city Portland
bonds and tho balance iu notes secured by mortgage.
1 made a deed directly to Donnell and Emery for the
consideration of $15,000 paid to me, you retained
for
$5000 of the purchase money in the bonds sued
which I discovered only a few days before the six
this suit.
yean* expired and immediately brought
Defense—True, as to the sale, the consideration
paid and the amounts received by you by me, but I
I had a sixty day
was not acting as your broker.
bond for a deed from you for $45,000, and within the
life ot tho bond I procured purchasers and you received as much money as if you conveyed directly to
in the
me, aud received from me the sum named
bond. You have received what you was willing to
sell for aud have no just cause of complaint.
Reply—True, I gave you such a bond but you paid
mo no consideration for it, aud elected uot to take
the deo«l directly to yourself. You would be entitled
to retain 1 per cent, commission—$500, but not $5000
as you have done.
eicctea

as

manei

ui

wuv«uicm,o

Kejomaer—i
merely to save $45 in U. S. stamps to have the deed
and Emery
pass directly from Mrs. Wood to Donnell
iustead of going thiough me. John H. Wiggin and

William L. Putnam, j our attorneys, knew all the
tacts and Mr. Putnam, by direction of your general
agent Wiggin, paid to me with his own hands this
$5000, and the rest, by my consent, to Mr. Wiggin for
yon, and as a part of this arrangement your bond was
cancelled.
Plaintiff again—My agents had no authority to dispose ot my money in that way, and your commission
out of this is all you can legally or equitably receive.
Defendant—A trade is a trade, you got all the
property was worth and what you agreed to take.

Jury having been out two hours without
agreement the case, by consent of counsel, was withdrawn from the jury and reported to the full court
The

determination.
S. C. Strout with Putnam tor plaintiff.
A. A. Strout lor defendant.

tor final

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.
Tuesday.—James Wade and William

Vagabonds. Thirty days

son.

Hayes. The New York men are two well known
‘professionals,” named Thompson and Crawford, and known to the police in that city by

to this city the
many aliases. These men came
second week in December, and fell in with
Hayes. The three planned the robbery of the
Hayes was put upon the
couuty treasury.
and soon found out Mr. Pennell’s office

day.
Thompson was the short,thick man who struck
Mr. Pennell, and Crawford the tall man in a
light coat who stepped into the office just as Mr.
Pennell fell to the floor, Immediately after securing the raoaey the men hastened to Hayes’
house and passed the night there. Next morning
they engaged a hackman, and the three men
were driven out to Saecarappa.
From there
they took the Portland & Rochester train to
New York.
On the day of the robbery there was a detective at Saco in pursuit of Thompson and Craw-

ford, who

suspected of the big jewelry
Deering store iu Boston. He at

were

obberv of the
thought that the two robberies might be
the work of the same hands, and so hastened
to this city. By good luck be fell in with a fellow named Hammond, who is an old comrade
of the New York rascals, who was knowing to
the facts of the Boston robbery, and who knew
something in relation to the treasury robbery,
which made him a valuable acquaintance to a
once

What Hammond had to tell strengthened the
suspicions of the detective. He at once went
to work on the clue he had, and going to New
York he found Thompson, Crawford and Hayes
there.
The men appeared to have plenty of
money and were spending it royally. Measures
were then taken to secure a requisition from
Gov. Dingley for their arrest. As has been
stated the requisition was sent on to New York
Saturday. The necessary papers were obtained
from Gov. Tilden of New York, Monday, and
the detective proceeded at ouce to New York
city to arrest his men, they being under surveillance.
There are elements of improbability In this
story, and certain facts which have come to
light militate against it. Considering the situation, however, we are not disposed to comment on the version.
“Mouse” Hayes may be
a delusion and a snare, and the other men may

change places.
Last Saturday “Mouse” Hayes came on to
this city, and has been here ever since. Yester-

day

II, Hender-

each.

John Norton. Common drunkard. Thirty days.
Hugh Doherty. Open shop on Lord’s day. Fined
Larrabee.
$10 with costs. Appealed.
Emery B. Bruce and Miehael Clancey. Search and
seizure. Fined $50 each with costs.
Fined $50
Search and seizure.
James Woods.
Williams.
with costs. Appealed.
John Gerard and John Kennedy. Breaking, entering and larceny. Probable cause. Ordered to recognize to State in sum ot $1000 each with sureties.
Committed.
H. B. Cleaves

The Advertiser of last evening contains subthe following version of the county
treasury robbery:
The Portland man is the notorious “Mouse”

stantially

perfecting plans for the speedy and safe execution of the “job.” The rascals reasoned that
the treasurer would have a large amount of
money on hand on the closing day of the year,
and so concluded to undertake the robbery that

hereby given.

for Government.

Jottings.
The new hall in East Deering will be called
Ilsely Hall in honor of Hon. Isaac Ilsley.
The Scandinavian arrived at Moville yesterBrief

afternoon he was seen twice on Fore street
and once lounging about the wharf of the AlThe man who saw him on Fore
len steamers.
street had quite a conversation with him, but
did not touch upon the “delicate subject” of
the robbery. Hayes appears very cool and un-

concerned, and does

make any attempt to
conceal himself. He has been here much during this month, and was a witness before the
grand jury in liquor cases during it’s last sesnot

sion.
Besides the requision from Gov. Dingley
there is also a requisition for the rascals from
Gov. Gaston of Massachusetts, on the charge
of the Ijewelry robbery.
Very likely there will
be a contest between the two states for the pos*
session of the scoundrels, who richly deserve
conviction and imprisonment in both.
The

day.
There will be a temperance meeting at the
Methodist chapel, Woodford’s Corner, Thursday evening at 7£ o’clock,
The house and barn occupied by Mrs. Matilda Bamsdell, at Falmouth
Foreside, was
The
burned at 11 o’clock yesterday forenoon.
fire caught in the hay in the barn, which adhouse.
Wm. B. Leavitt, who keeps a boarding house
on CeDtre street, cut his throat with a razor
Monday, but did not cat deep enough, and will

joined the

Museum.—There was a large house at
the Museum last evening to witness “The
Streets of New York.” The play is not of that
high order of excellence which calls for extended laudatory criticism, but it is sufficiently
entertaining and affords scope for some startling scenic effects. That it will prove popular
and will have a long and successful run is indicated by the temper of the audience last evening, the house being very prodigal of applauseMr. Richards, the scene painter, has acquitted
himself well in the Union Square and fire

recover.
Barnahee

will give one of his humorous

en-

tertainments at City Hall, Wednesday evening,
Feb. 3d.
The Bines are preparing for a grand masquerade ball at City Hall the 22d of February.
A. Slocum
Chandler is to furnish the music.

furnish, the cos-

& Company of Boston, will
tumes.
The American Bible Society have furnished
Bibles to be put on every car run on the Grand
Trunk road.
A large lot oi cabbago are being brought
here daily for shipment.
They sell for §20 per
ton.
The Portland Machine Works are at work on
a forty horse power portable steam engine to go
into the factory of D. G. & S. H. Beatties at
North Stratford.
The funeral of the late Mrs. Greer took place
at 1 o’clock yesterday from her late residence
Her scholars furnished a
on Congress street.
very handsome floral wreath for the casket.
The Union Marine Insurance Company of
Bangor, which is represented in this city by A.
Marwick, has declared a dividend of five per
cent.
It was 7° below

zero

in this

city yesterday

morning at day light.
Bev. Mr, Dalton will preach at the Allen
Mission chapel this evening, services commencing at half past seven. The public are invited.
A sailor fell from the main mast of a schoonwas seriously
er in the harbor, Saturday, and

increased thirty minutes in

have

The days
length.

v

Several steam tugs were kept busy yesterday
morning breaking ice in the harbor.
The steamer Chas. A. Warren returned yes.
terday morning from the wreck and the committee will report the steamer a total loss. The
cutter Dallas returned last evening and report s
that none of the eargo can he saved.
The Cadets had a very pleasant dance las1

evening.
The lufantry
uniform

new

boards which people wilt crowd the theatre to
see.

Mr. Little carried off the honors of the even*
ing, and his impersonation of the returned Californian and victim of the Vigilance Commit
tee was an excellent one, sufficiently marked
in its outlines to command the enthusiastic approval of the audience, who called him before
the curtain. Mr. Calder’s appearance, the first
since his illness, was the signal for loud applause. As Dan he was very happy, Miss Isaadora Cameron’s interpretation of the character of Alida Bloodgood was characterized by
her usual ease and finish of acting. Miss Victoria Cameron did excellently well as the poor
Mrs. Pulley lost nothing in the
sewing girl.
hands of Mrs. Grattan.
The Thomas Concert.—Arrangements have
been made for special trains on roads running
ont of this city on the evening of the Theodore
Thomas concert. This will afford ont-of-town
people an opportunity to hear this admirable
orchestra not to be missed. The appearance of
Miss Cranch is an event of

no

ordinary inter-

est.

A special train will run from Yarmouth on
the Grand Trunk railroad, and on the Boston
& Maine railroad from Biddeford and Saco.
There will be no train to Brunswick or Bath
after the concert.
Odd Fellows’ Mutual Relief Association.—At tho annual meeting of the above
association, held last evening, the followiug
officers were elected for the ensuing year:
Chas. H. Rich, President; Daniel W. Nash,
Vice President; 'Joshua Davis, Secretary; Nathaniel G. Cummings. Treasurer. The association is in a flourishing condition, having a
—

injured.

are
a

talking of having for their

white

bear skin cap, white

coat and light blue pants.
The “old fashioned folks.” “our boys and
girls” and “other folks” are intending to have
Samaritan entertainment
a good time at the

Friday evening.
The Young People’s Literary Association
are to give a Lady Washington Reception in
the Free street vestry—when the costumes of
next

will be worn, and tea and
A
refreshments served to all who will come.
grand good time is in store for those who are

Washington’s time
present.

Explanatory.—Some of the officials concerned have commented rather harshly upon the
coarse of the Press in publishing the item in
yesterday’s issue relating to the robbery of the
County Treasury. In justice to ourselves we desire to say that the news was not published until
it had become to a certain extent public proper-

membership of 1257 od the first of January,
1875. There have been only six deaths during
the year, and they have distributed $6742 to the
families of deceased members, and this is one
of the prominent features in the order.
Steamer Arrival.—The Allan mail steamer Moravian, Capt. Graham, from Liverpool
the 1st inst., arrived here yesterday afternoon
at half-past three. She brought 15 cab'n and
28 steerage passengers. The captain reports a
hard passage and the ship is coated with ice.
The last six or eight days she had head winds
all the way.
We are indebted to the purser for late
lish files.
TKn Pornuinn ia tlio nDvf stoomor

Eng-

Temperance.—The temperance meeting at
S. of T. Hall Sunday evening, was a very interesting one. The hall was well filled and all
felt that it was good for them to be there. The
meeting was very enthusiastic over the progthe cause is making. One speaker thought
it a good idea for the temperance peoplo to
hold a mass meeting at City Hall.
ress

Sergeant Ambler.
This unfortunate man has just

thing,—books, clothing, papers,

lost everyscenery and

the fire in Harri man’s hotel,
Bangor, and is now entirely destitute, without
fuel or food for himself and family. Shall
he be left to perish,—he who has done so
Neal.
much for

occupation—by

Governor had issued his requisition
telegraphed from Augusta a little past
midnight yesterday, and from that moment the
facts we have set forth were patent to the

Annual Meeting.—The annual meeting of
the Portland Steam Packet Company was held
yesterday afternoon and the following directors elected: J. B. Coyle, J. T. Sanford, Chas.
Fobes, E. Clark and H. J. Libby. Tbo board
organized as follows: President, Dr. ;E. Clark;
J. B. Coyle, Manager and Treasurer and J. F.

was

that the

was

world.
No sileuce

part would have aided in
of the facts.
No announcement on our part could have materially aided
in the dissemination of a report that was known
to so many men and that had already reached
the

on our

suppression

the telegraph wires.
It is but just to say that our information was
not obtained from any of the officials connected with the affair. The facts commented upon
were known about the street twenty-four hours
before we printed them, and the only news we
really conveyed to many people was the announcement of the Governor’s requisition, and
that was obtained from Augusta.

The officials
information,

were very particular to give
hut appear to have been rather “leaky” in othThe news came by telegraph
er directions.
early yesterday morning, and we did what othWe published only those
ers would have done.
additional facts that were current on the street
We broke faith with no one, for no confidences
We published no confidenwere made to ns.
tial communications, and made no promises to
us no

keep the

quiet.
promises.

matter

make any

We were not asked to

Dr, IIebbard's Lectures.—This evening
I)r. Ilebbard delivers at Congress Hall the
The simple annext lecture it* bis course.
nouncement is sufficient to fill the house.

evening tlio Itev. C. W. Lack delivered
in the M. C. M. A. course, to u large and interested audience, a lecture entitled “God in the
Constitution,” of which we present an abstract.
There is a movement on foot at the present
time to have the Constitution of the United
States so amended that it shall acknowledge
God as the author of the nation’s existence. Jesus Christ as its ruler, and the Li*
blo as its rule of ’conduct and thus indicate
this to be a Christian nation, and place Christian laws, institutions and usages on a legal basis. A second object is to make “Sunday laws

Almighty

and religious practices in schools constitutional,’’ meaning by Sunday laws such as shall relate to religious observances, as other Sunday
laws are already constitutional. The workings
of these laws would lead to the enforcement of
belief in Deity, in Jesus Christ as ruler of the
nation aud the Bible as the supreme rule of
action. The speaker proceeded to show that

proposed amendment would not promote
godliness in the people, but that the attempt to
the

such

the enterlainmeut will be

Fire.—About half past six o’clock last evening some one passing the flour store of Abel
discovered a fire near
Baker on Federal

street,

the stove. The door was broken in and the
The
fire put out with but little damage.
“hooks” were on hand, but were not needed.
Beal Estate.—Thomas Wilder is laying the
foundation for a large house on Cumberland
street, between State and New High streets.
Mr. Cyrus Cressey, having sold his bouses on
Cumberland street, has commenced the erection

of

a

house on New High street.
Pern»nnt.

Paymaster Edwin Putnam of Bath, ha3 arrived from the Benicia, which bronght over
Kalakaua, and is ordered home to settle accounts.

9

an

Contract Between the Maine

Central and

the Portland A Rochester.

The directors of the Maine Central Railroad
had a meeting at the Falmouth last
evening. Ex-Gov. Morrill, Messrs. Wood and
Strickland of Bangor, Gov. Coburn, Patten,
Pierce, Alden, were among tbe number present. Among other matters was the appoint-

Company

ment of a committee to take into consideration
a
business contract with the Portland &
Rochester Railroad Company, in accordance
with a request from that company. Messrs
Ward, Patten and Wood were appointed.
A committee from the Nashua & Worcester
Railroad Company, consisting of President
T. H. Kenuicut and C. H. Turner, nnd a committee of the Portland & Rochester Railroad
Company, consisting of President Lynch,
Bobie and Wescott, have had a conference with
the Maine Central directors in regard to the
business relations of the several railroad companies thus represented. The policy of the
Maine Central Railroad Company has already
been set forth in its contract with the Boston
& Maine and Eastern Railroad Companies. It
is of a liberal character, and this company proposes to give to the Portland & Rochester Railall

nml

««

fnr

nrap.limhlp

the same facilities for business which it has
granted to the other roads going west from
Portland. We understand that the connecting
railroad companies from Portland to Worcester
are satisfied with the arrangements which are
to be made with the Maine Central Railroad
Company as explained by their directors.
The receipts of the Portland & Rochester
Railroad have been largely increased since a
direct route has been opened to New York, and

there seems to ho a steady increase. Our
Eastern traveling public will find this a very
desirable route, and close connections and selling tickets along the line of the Maine Centra*
will materially add to the business of this new
western route.

stateIt will be se?n from the accompanying
ot tne
ment that the aggregate expenditures
sums
state during the last year, after deducting
was
which simply passed through the freasury,
was ou
$1,528,643. Of this amount $1,14-*,073purposes,
account of debt and for educational
aud $60,304 for special and exceptional approas the correct ordi-

charge.

I have already recommended such legislation
as will not only make the office of Commissioner of Insurance self-sustaining, but also will seInasmuch as it
cure a revenue to the state.
account
was intended that all expenditures on
should be paid
Commissioners
Railroad
the
of
railroad
I
the
several
corporations,
suggest
by
legislation providing that tbe expense of their
be
included
in
the
assessment.
annual report
The expenditures for printing and binding (during the past year were about $33,000. of which
a little more than $7000 was for binding,a little
less than $20,000 for printing. At least half of
the expense of printing, however, consists in
the paper used. The large expense for printing and binding is not due to excessive contract
rates, for so far as the conttacts apply to most
of tbe classes of printing and binding, tbe prices are very
low, but to the large amouut of
printing and binding ordered by tbe LegislaThe printture or required by existing laws.
ing contract should establish a definite rate
It
per page for each engrossed bill or resolve.
will be seen that the printing and binding of
the Legislature, the agricultural report and the
reports of the Superintendent of Common
Scoools and of the Insurance Commissioner—
all of which may be reduced—comprise more
than three fourths of all the expenditures for
these purposes. Probably you will find it expedient to so modify existing laws as to reduce
tbe amount of printing aud binding to a very
considerable extent. As the expense of printing aud engrossing the numerous acts of incorporation which are for the benefit of private
parties is large, it might be wise to impose a
charter fee on such private legislation as is
uyuo 111

uiduj

uiuu

auuco.

I suggest legislation providing that all the
stationery and other supplies required by the

and the Legislature be
purchased by some state officer under the direction of the Governor and Council, and accounts be kept of the distribution of the same.
Also that the public documents distributed to
towns be placed in the hands of the Librarian
or Superintendent of Public
Buildings to be
Should it
forwarded by him in one package.
a
considerable sum
be deemed advisable,
saved
be
those
docby
distributing only
might
uments which will be likely to be of advantage
to the public generally.
Without indicating further appropriations
which may be reduced if it shall seem advisable, I submit the accompanying detailed statement of expenditures for your careful considNelson Dingley, Jr.
eration.
several state officers

WAR

EXPENDITURES.

On account of war debt.
.$671,100
Pensions to soldiers.?....
22,838
Aid to Batli asylum.
10,000
Aid to Bangor asylum.
2,000

2,104

86
44
00
00
30

$707,043

60

....

STATE

NEWS.

Miscellaneous pensions.

HANCOCK

COUNTY.

several
Steamer Katalidin was detained
hours at Bucksport on Saturday, battling with
the ice, but succeeded in forcing her way
through it, and reached Winterport about 7 o’clock in the evening.
KENNEBEC COUSTY.

repeated.

earnestly
end,

_

Lisbemb Secretary.

perfectly

To the Senate and House of Representatives:
I have the honor to lay before you a detailed
statement of the expenditures of the state uurhave a
iug the year 1874, in order that you may
ot
full understanding of the nature and extent
and
the disbursements for every public object,
the
appropriations
thereby be able to reduce
be done
wherever, in your judgment, it may
inaswithout injury to the public interests.
or
Auditor
an
much as this state has never had
ot
duty
the
special
Comptroller charged with
thora
auditing bills and claims, and keeping °* r®“
ough system of accounts, with a v,ew
porting to the Legislature the expenditures
the disdetail, it has been difficult to analyze
bursements entirely satisfactory.
aarecent
It will be seen, as indicated in my
dress to the Legislature, that the expenditures
ot
of the state are controlled by considerations
in public
economy to an extent rarely observed
for
affairs, and that the opportunities far as there
ment are comparatively few. So
in any dimay be a reduction of expenditures
1
rection without injury to the public interests,
to that
action
recommend legislative

amendment was a waste of energy which the condition of society loudly demanded should be used in other directions, instead of trying to “put the name of God on the
people, these well-meaning persons might, with
justice devote themselves to fostering godliness priations, leaving $326,177
in the people.”
nary expenses of the state.
that
History shows innumerable cases of the dan1 have already indicated my judgment
the
ot
ger resulting from a union of church and state.
the annual expenditures ou account
about $670,The government of Cromwell “which considpublic debt Should be reduced from
views
ered religion its surest basis and religious disci
000 to $450,000, and 1 need not repeat my
here. Justice to the brave meu who periled
pline its first duty, ended in heartless sensualia.
and
honor
requires
of
their lives in defense of the country,
ty, in the dissolution of all ties
morality.” Not only does morality suffer,but continuance of aid to soldiers families, ne
may
life is cheapened, cruelty is stimulated, and resuggest that whatever appropriations
ligious zeal degenerates aparo to become a hereafter made to the Bath Home and th a
oe
shall
The
greatest
cloak tor malignant passions.
Bangor or any other orphan asylum,
admitblot upon the historic page is just thjs usurpafixed sum for each orpbau of a soldier
or
tion, by human government, of God’s empire ted to either institution on recommendationthe
over human thought.”
the Governor and. Council. In this manner
If the desire is to make this a Christian naaid extended will be confined to the soldiers
the retion. the surest, and indeed the only route to
orphans as intended. I suggest that
that end is through the electoral, not the docusolves providing for miscellaneous pensions,
bo
a
to
time,
For
“what
constitutes
time
from
constitution.
mental
which have been passed
state? Men, high minded men.” Make the
carefully examined for the purpose of ascerrepeople Christian, aud the state will need no
taining if some of them should not be
That making
label to indicate its position.
pealed.
*\c .1,..
f,-,v orlrmatiATial nnrnnsps
in
schools
conaud
Bible
laws
reading
Sunday
stitutional will not lead to the desired end, a
uearly 5400,000 is divided among the several
glance at seme of the evils which most militate towns and cities, aud reduces municipal approIn
will
nation
a
Christian
against our claim to be
priations for public schools to that extent.
teachers
Would the name of God in the Constishow
ray judgment the attendance upon
tution have sooner lead to the destruction of
institutes has been so small for the past few
slavery? If belief in the Bible as the supreme years that the state is not justified iu furtherI
rule of conduct had been in the Constitution,
purpose.
continuing the appropriation for this
would the stain of slavery been sooner resuggest that instead of this the State Superinmoved? The Bible was as impotent against
tendent visit each county, hold meetings of
slavery as it is against intemperance. Tbe school committees, confer with friends of educonstitution cation, address the people at various points on
God
in
the
name
of
eviis
tne
was
as
powerless
against
educational topics, and, by every means in his
of slavery as it
is against the
danger power, endeavor to awaken new interest in our
not to the wording hue to the pemaneuce
public schools. A small appropriation for exto carry
cf the constitution, in the constantly widening
penses will be all that is ueccessary
and deepening gulf between the rich and the
out this plan.
I simply direct your attention to the expenpoor; in the threatening increase of the money
power which Mr. Beecher says must iu 20
ses of the Legislature and doubt not that you
a
revor
about
either
a
reformation
years bring
will give them the attention which they deolution; in the neglect of children and the con- serve. I suggest that the full compensation of
sequent increase of ignorance and crime, and in the subordinate officers of the Senate and
the divided allegiance of Roman Catholic citiHouse be established by law in the same manzens.
The amendment which is proposed and
presidner as that of the members and of the
all the laws which would grow out of it would
officers. I suggest also that the amount of
ing
be powerless to stay the course of the moral
to be annually distributed to each
stationery
evils growing out of an unsound currency, nor
member of the Legislature by the Secretary of
could it restrain the rising generation from
State be determined by law, and not be left to
catching the gambling mania.
doubtful custom which calls for an annual exNeither would it be efficacious in the departpenditure of about $3700 for that purpose.
Rev. Dr. Cummings’ plan
ment of theology.
As the laws are promulgated by means of
of having the atheist qr infidel “treated as a
“extras” distributed by all the newspapers of
criminal, and restraiued as a scourge and the state soon after the close of each session,
curse,” would create ten infidels where now is there would seem to be no necessity for longer
If his doctrine is the legitimate outcome
one.
continuing in force the resolve for them to
of Christianity, away with Christianity!
advertised also in the state paper.
The mention of these social ills which the
For several years the Messenger of the
constitutional amendment could not remedy,
Council has also served as private secretary to
shows what a wide field there is for philanthe Governor, in addition to performing other
thropic labor, and what a waste it would be to miscellaneous duties. I recommend that hereturn it in the direction proposed by these dogafter a messenger be employed only when the
matic persons. What meaus then shall be takCouncil is in session, and that the appropriaen to ameliorate the condition of the people*'
tion for this purpose be reduced accordingly. 1
First—Social Science must be studied with refalso recommend that the compensation of
erence to present need, for that alone can anCouncillors, both when acting on committees
swer the cry “What shall be done?” of that
instead of
or recess, be made definite by law
numerous body of men and women, who are
made to depend upon the construction
being
thinking that something must be done, who are
which has so loug been given by custom.
ever trying to make out what it shall be, who
If county attorneys are to continue beyond
even sometimes make a guess and act accordthe control of the state authorities, there
ingly, as Carbonari, or as Iuternationals, or in would seem to be a propriety in having their
“It is wrong to regard
other combinations.
salaries paid by counties instead of the state.
them as wanton disturbers of the public order;
I suggest that the expense of arresting fugithey are sufferers, seeking relief.” Something
tives from justice ought not to be borue by the
must be done to help them and also to stop
state, but by the counties, as in tho state of
bedistance
the
increasing
war, pestilence,
New York.
tween rich and poor, and that most fatal form
I also direct your attention to the practical
of unbelief—unbelief in human virtue.” Anworkings of the law authorizing Justices of the
other remedy would be found in a wider use of
Supreme Court to allow compensation from the
Christian principle aud method—the principle
state treasury to couusel for prisoners.
of humaneness and the method of the golden
Attention is directed to the expenditures of
rule—such a cultivation of sympathy as shall
the several departments. Undoubtedly care
I
lead those above want to wish habitually—“If
will be taken to restrict the appropriations for
only the needy were decently clad and fed.
deputies, clerks, postage, printing, binding, etc.,
“If religious thought could be in some measure
within the narrowest limits consistent with the
withdrawn from the grisly errors of the past
public interests. I am assured that the heads
and the miserable terrors of the future, from
of the several departments, and the State
tradition behind and perdition before, to conLibrarian and the Superintendent of Public
template the pressing urgencies of the everlast- Buildings will heartily co-operate with the
ing now, the gain would be great.”
Legislature iu every measure to this end.
Edmund Burke says “When bad men com1 miaori»st. t.he nroftrietv of discontinuing the
so
if
all
must
the
associate,”
perbine,
good
appropriations for tbe transportation of public
sons interested in the welfare of others would
documents. Towns and individuals that decombine, they could bring about compulsory sire documents printed at the public expense
to
a
the
could
change
penitentiary
education,
ought not to ask the state to also pay for
Liuuse
reiormauuu, uuuiu nasicu mu uuiu
transporting them.
when woman would accept her proper half of
Tbe appropriation for the State Volunteer
the task of governing the country; in short,
Militia and an annual encampment, as well as
would make themselves felt in all avenues of
those for restocking our rivers with food fishes,
facial activity, redeeming or regenerating the
will undoubtedly he carefully considered. A
nation.
little more tliau half of the $18,000 expended
one
each
methods
of
reform
Besides these
for objects relating to the encouragement of
can help on in a way best suited to himself.
agriculture is appropriated for the voluminous
Fortunately, all reformatory measures are co- and valuable report of the Secretary# embodyoperative—“Every valuable influence put in ing not only the proceedings of the Board of
operation is a potent ally of every other.” Agriculture, but also all the papers read in full
The saviors of society are of two classes—those
in two volumes containing about 700 pages. If
who work directly on tbe ignorant and vicious,
a smaller number of copies of a pamphlet in
and “those who, by thought and study by
paper covers, of less than half the size, emspeech and pen,’ labor to foster the regenerabodying only the proceedings aud a brief abtive tendencies of nature.” For “there is one
stract of the papers, could be substituted for
note with which the human mind is radically
the present report, thousands of dollars might
in sympathy, it is the note of progress.”
be saved, should the Legislature consider such
or
and
unheard
the
note
sound
die,
Many may
a course advisable.
unheeded, but at last, humanity shall reThe expenditures on account of the Insaue
spond.
Hospital (including about $8000 on account of
Hence it would be better to educate God in
of the hospital iu 1873), Reform
expenditures
the people, instead of ingrafting God on the
School, State Prison, support of paupers in unpeople.
incorporated places, education of deaf, dumb
and blind, and aid to ludians, have exceeded
ANOTIIER RAILROAD LOVE
$130,000. I invite special attention to tbe
FEAST.
appropriations for these objects. The expendi-.
tures of the several state institutions are made
by the several boards which have them in
secure

us._John

Dramatic Entertainment.—The dramatic
entertainment at Congress Square vestry last
eveniog was a graud success. The vestry was
crowded and the entertainment was excellent.
The young man who took the part of the colat home. This evening
ored man was

Executive Department, J
Augusta, Jan. 19,1875. )

Last

Pomnonr

nrripp

known to our certain knowledge to a
large number of men in this city Monday,and to
several men two days before that, and was discussed at least at one public table at which
many people were sitting, The announcement
ty. It

from Governor Dingle?.

A

Rev. Mr. Blake has resigned his position as
principal of the Gardiner High School, and the
school will be continued by Mr. Harry G.
White of Gardiner as principal.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Sunday evening, about 8 o’clock, the dwelling house of David Bonney of Paris, was totally consumed by fire with all its contents. The
tire originated from sparks falling upon the
roof from a burning chimney. lusured for $300.

The barn also took fire but was saved.
The dwelling house of Fuller Foster of Newry was burned Tuesday, between 8 and 0 o’clock in the evening. A family by the name
of McGill moved out of the house during the

doy.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

287 committals to the Bangor
during 1874 of which 130 were for drunk-

There

jail

were

enness.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Mr. Wrn. Colby of Westport, while chopping
wood near his home, Monday afternoon, cut
his leg so severely that ho lived but half an
He was fifty-nine
hour after the accident.
vears ol age, and leaves a wife and five children.
WALDO COUNTY.

On Monday morning the harbor of Wintertime in many years, was
port, for the first
frozen over.

EDUCATIONAL.
On account

of school—mill tax.$213,365 84
Bank tax. 134,830 06
Int. on school fund...
19,793 93

Resolves of Legislature.

Fixe high schools.
Interest of Madawaska school iund.
Teachers institutes.
Normal schools.
Interest on appropriations to literary institutions
Salary of superintendent of schools.
..

Expenses
Clerk in educalional department.
Printing and binding for department....
Postage.
Stationery (about).

572 0?
83
258 25
3,108 84
12,682 44

38,584

2,220

(0

1,800 00

349 29
1,200 00
4,549 62
311 29
400 00

$434,029
SPECIAL AND EXCEPTIONAL

Governor.$2,500
Pay roll of Council. 3,855
Contingent expenses of Council. 2,891
Messenger. l,2i»0
444
Printiug and binding.
200
Stationery.
200
Postage..

00
70
44
00
76
00
00

$11,291

90

Salary and expenses

FVRTHbR PABTICIfliABS,

watch,
habits, the best time of day to surprise him,
and the best methods of escaping from the
building after the robbery should be accomNearly three weeks were devoted to
plished.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

in the Conatilution.

Rod

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JAN. 20, ’75

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.

State Expenditures.

C. n. A. COURSE.

M.

THE COUNTY TREASURY ROBBERS.

41

APPROPRIATIONS.

Agricultural College (app’n).$12,500

00

284 00
Printing, etc.
Industrial school for girls.
12,500 00
Maine General Hospital. 25,000 00
Appropriations for roads and bridges. 8,285 00
Bounties on wild animals. 1,825 00

of

MEDICAL.

ALLAN_L!NE.

CURE^fHAT

Clerks.

Postage.

Clerk in
Clerk in

Library,

3,533
3,000
1,826
2.350

TO

CO.,

Nil E ERE HD &

Inquire of SHEPHERD & CO., LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. THuMPSON, Lowell,
ja20tf
Mass,, Box 117.

87
00
00
82
00

of
CHARLES S. PALMER, late of Brunswick,
in tho County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having debonds as the law directs.
mands upon the estate ot said deceased, are required
to exibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called ui>on to make payment to
AMHERST WHITMORE, Adm’r.
with Will annexed.
Ja2Udlaw3w*w
Brunswick, Jan. 19tn, 1875.
estate

35
17
00
QO
00
65
55
00

she Inow lies
Head, on the

as

Coast, ot Maine, win oe soiu at aucnon, at romaim,
Sales rooms of P. O. Bailey & Co., on
Pore Street. for the benefit of all concerned, on
SATURDAY, Jan. 23,1175, at 2 P.M. Fall particulars may be obtained by applying to

Maine, at the

Portland,

■•f

a

BY trally located for
Portland, Jan. 19

of a house centerm of years. Address
A. B. O., 533 Congress St.

a

1875._j*20'f

of CHAS. PAINE, in our firm
ceases this flay.
BARRON, PAINE & VO.
d3l*
Portland, Jan. 1,1875.

THE

Interest

_

TWO
ja!3

Fllt\ITIRIi

82

$1,000

00
14
53
00
00

Now is the time to buy.
WE

ated places.
For education of deat, dumb and blind....

Miscellaneous pension services.
Indians.
Passamaquoddy Indians..

05
233 00
70
4,173 56

8,379

than ha* been

Commissioner.
Printing reports* *.
Bank Examiner’s salary.
Printing, etc., for same.
Printing for Railroad Commissioners.
Stationery for same ..
For printing for Insurance Department. 2,135 32
Less amount raid into treas-

ury...1,422

Telegraphing for

various

00

departments.

deceased cattle killed by municiPaid
pal officers.
tor

$500 00

242 40
265 00
162 69

Spring Beds,
OF

expenditures

OF

DYER,

MORGAN A

prescribing

are

OF

—

—

Diamonds,

Watches,

this

wonderful remedy, well knowing
that its results arc so certain that
by its use the person will be
brought back to perfect health.
An old Doctor says:

AND

—

—

JEWELRY,

FINE REAL GOLD
At

our

well known Hale. Koona.

19 EXCHANGE STREET.

“GERMAN SNUFF

ottered at fttblic Auction, Sole* comon THURSDAY, Jan. 21st, at 11
o’clock, and continuing each day at the same hour,
untill all is sold.
The attention of Ladies and Gentlemen is reriuested
at these sales, as the Stock is extensive and valuable.
MORGAN & OVER, Auctioneer.
dtit
jail
be

WILL
mencing

is a perfect cure, and I know of
nothing better for Catarrh.” Another well-known M. D. writes as
follows; ••When one complaius to
me ot a bad Cold or a Heavy Head.
■

n«

nnnn

supply

uilvifiO

f

_

a

Ill'll! tO ItrAf.llFO SI

Easy, Fancy

Eeception Chairs;
Slipper Pockets,

Brackets, Wall &

PAINTED CHAMBER SETS.
Fine Assortment
found in the State.

We have

a»

as

GERMAN SNUFF.

On the 31st day of December, 1874.

Capital Stock all paid in. is $600,000.
Surplus Over Capital $1,252,302.82.

for in a practice of near twenty
years I have daily been pleased
with its results.” A Doctor whose
word is authority on all medical
questions, says: “I call the compound known to the world as

The Asset* of the

GERMAN SNUFF

and Painting
done to Order.

ST.

£XCIIMG£

51

You Trill

see our

Hang from

Banner

our

Building.

BROS.

DEANE

Portland Daily Press

LIABIL

Outstanding
HENRY
A. IV.

are

as

it

and other Claims,.

ROAD TO FORTUNE

were

living witnesses ot
season

_

Job

Fire in Denmark.—About half-past twelve
o’clock this morning, a fire broke out in the
store occupied by A. H. Witham in Denmark.
The store and contents were all consumed, hut
by great exertions of tbs citizens, the fire wa3
prevented from burning the slore of F. J. Bennett. which stood withio thirty feet of the
burning building. The building was owned by
IuGray & Peudexter. Loss about $1200.
sured $700. Witham was insured for $1000,

Printing

OFFICE,

his loss.

MARKS,

WM. M.

Willet’s patent last holder will be for sale
by an agent this week. It is the smallest and
most convenient holder made.

—

MONEY

and Stock bought
Address

r'nK.Ja

Tniwi

can
once

P.O. Box 5046, NEW YORK.

d3mis

de4

BARGAINS
IN

—

CAPS,
AND

IN THE

BONDS

Tilton may not agree, but the
public are nearly unanimous in pronouncing the
Elmwood and Warwick Collars the best in the
world. Take no others.
and

Portland
Bath
Belfast

....
...
*

Bangor

Cleveland 0.,
“

■

■

Toledo

■

Chicago
Cook County
Louisville Ky.,

•
■

•
•

Maine Central R. R.
£. & N. Amerl.au R. R. Gold

Just received ten thousaud yards remnants
l eached cottons, which will be sold cheap.
Vickery & Leighton.
janlG lw

FOB SALE

Mrs, Manchester is still at the TT. S. Ho-

6’s
6’s
6’s
6’s
6’s
7’8
8’s
7’8
7’s
7’s
7’s
6’s

BY

SWAN & BARRETT,

_

Master your cough at once with Halo’s
honey of hofehound and tar. Every affection
of the lungs, chest, or throat tendiug to consumption, is not oul.v relieved but absolutely
obliterated by this wonderful vegetable pulmonic. Crittenton’s 7 Gib Avenue. Sold by
all druggists.
Pike’s toothache drops cure in one minute.

MAHER & CO’S.,

and passing to llic lungs and stomach. simply adds that which time
may never remove, for the system
has become poisoned, and all because the individual did not take
proper care at the commencement.
How often do we hear pceple say,
“.Uy head is thick and I cannot
think.” Don't yon know what is
You have Catarrh ;
the trouble ?
it has just commenced to take possession of your hotly. Now, if you
a few
arc wise, you will take
pinches of the

OPP.,POST OFFICE.
Jal6__'llw
HARRIS & LITTLEFIELD.

Wholesale

87

eep24

tesodbl

FLOUR DEALERS,
143 COMMERCIAL ST.
PORTLAND,
BENJ. F. BARKIS

Does Advertising Pay?—There is no instance on record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My success is owing to my liberality in ad

FOE

SALE

.BY

not

vertising.”—Bonner.
‘I advertised my productions and made money.” —Nicholas Lon'/worth.
“Constant and persistent advertising is a sure
prelude to wealth.— Stephen Girard.

II. m. PAYSON & CO.,
32

“He who invests one dollar in business should
invest one dollar in advertising that business
—A.
T. Stewart.
$60,394 00 I
“Advertising hag furnished me with a comLEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT.
petence.”—Amos Lawrence.
Pay roll of Legislature, including officers. .$40,677 00
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
190 0j
Pay roll of Indian delegates.
havedone nothing in my speculations. I have
Printing of Legislature. 5,652 60
Adthe most complete faith in printer’s ink.
903 97
Binding.
Engrossing. 3,402 52 vertising is the royal road to business.—BarYear Book.
I,0c0 00
num.
Stationery. 3.700 00
Journals of Senate and House.
500 00
—■»
*■
Slate prison investigation.
Bonds and Moi tgages.
2,107 29
720 18
Expense of Legislative committees.
selected Western Municipal Bonds
Promulgating laws on newspapers. 2,751 22
J and Real Estate Mortgages and Trust Deeds.
617 74
Advertising laws in state paper.......
Inquiries, Collections and Remittances promptly atNewspapers for Legislature. 1,414 33
CHARLES M. HA'.VKES,
tended to.
:
96 MlddleSt.
angl7TuTb&Sly2ap
$63,937 15

I

Exchange St.,

Portland.
eodtf

my 27

purchase

the first of

desirWharf.” (a

tbo very

of which is now occupied by W. E. Dennison,
portion
will be offered on a lease ot one or more years.

one

LITTLKr IM.D

PICTOU COAL.
TOSS

1000

SUPERIOR
—

Steam

or

FOR

COAL

—

Household Purposes,

Acadia Seam Drnmmond Colliery, ricton,
N. S. For sale by
A. D. W HIDDEN,

from ll>o

No. I A I’uion

ja5

Whnrf.

islm

WEDDING CAKE.
are prepared to furnish the vftry best quality
of Wedding Cake In small or large quantities
at the shortest jiossible notice.
Abo plain aud tancy cakes that can't be beat.
Candy of our own and Boston manufacture, warranted pure.
Oysters served at all hours of day an 1 evening,
liot Biscuit furnished at two hours notice.
We supply the most ot the Druggists in the City

WE

bov of

with Chocolate Droi»s by
S. A. ULUIEB & SON.
061 CwwRreaw Wircet,
ai43m

Price 35 Cents.
For sale

HKNKY

jan1j8(l3w

GERMAN SNUFE.

Valuable Property on Commercial
Street to be Let.
January next,
able lot at the bead of ‘‘Merrill’s
AFTER

SNUFF

and rid your nose aed head of that
Do
which in lime will kill yon.
yoii doubt it S Well, siilfcr away,
tse up three or four handkerchiefs
a day ; go round a walking mass
of rottenness, witii HEAVY' HEAD.
DULL EYES, BAD BREATH, and
OF
SPIRITS, a
DEPRESSION
curse to yourself and a nuisance to
all who come in contact with you,
if you must be so obstinate as to

Portland 6*s.
Bangor 6’s.
Bath 6’s.
Cincinnati 7’s
Chicago 7’s.
Cleveland 7’s.
Toledo 8’s.

Job Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, aud at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 09
Wm. M.Marks.
R’xchange St.

GERMAN

Grocers

-AND—

tOO MIDDLE STREET.

jal4-d&wlw

—

HEAD,
■

•

Lewiston

Mechanical Tinkering cannot arrest the
decomposition of the teeth. Nothing will do
this but that pure disinfectant and preservative
which, under the name of SOZODONT, has
become a staple of the toilet throughout the
jalGdawlw
world.

—

HATS,
—

notice.

CO.,

34 Sc 36 Kroadway Sc 7 Exchange. Cut,

if al-

POISON

A’o-. nrinted at. short

margin.

BANKERS & BROKERS,

Bills, Bill Heads,

Posters, Hand

three per cent

on

DAWAGH, BRIDGES!AN &

cold
nose

LIQUID

Concert Train.—To-morrow (Thursday)
evening the Boston & Maine will run a special
train from Kennebunk, Biddeford and Saco to
Portland, to accommodate all who may wish to
attend the Theodore Thomas’ grand concert.
The traiu will leave Kennebunk at 6.40 p. m.,
stoD at all stations, and return after the concert. Tickets tor me round trip nve cents less
than half fare, good on any regular train to
Portland on Thursday, aud to return in special
train only, leaving Portland at 11 p. m.

—

invested in Puts, Calls and double Prisile es has paid from 00 to 150 per cent profit
the past month. Small or large amonuts pay proportionately. The Welthlest Operators protect themselves with these contracts, and also use them as
Capital to buy an i sell stocks against. Pamphlet
Gold
giving lull information sent on application.

M. -A. 1ST .A. Gr E R

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

IN

WALL STREET.

GERMAN SNUFF
so when they suddenly lake
and teel all the organs of the
and head stopped up. they
promptly take a remedy to at
loosen the mucous, which
lowed to stay becomes

98,401 79

..

KELLOGG, President.
J1LLSON, Vice Prest.
D. W. C. SKILTON, Sec'y.
GEO. H. BURDICK, Asst., Sec’y.

Office 40 1-2 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.
jal8is02w&wlt

from the grave,
it* great virof the year,
tue. At this
when people, by undue exposure
and the sudden changes in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
we advise them to carry in the
pocket a box of

saved

On Visiting Committee to State Prison—Buf«
fum.

Losses

TIES.

H. D. LITTLE & C0„
AGENTS,

SNUFF

GERMAN

follow*:

$1,852,392.82

blessing to mankind, for its low
price of 35 cents places it within
the reach oi all.” We might biing
forward hundreds ol testimonials,
but of what avail J Its proud record is enough, and the thousands
ot people who have been by the
use of

a

eod2m

no28

are a*

Company

Cash on hand in Ihe bank, in hands of
Agents and in course of transmission,.. $393,901,33
Real Estate,. 153,716.63
Bills receivable for loans, secured by Real
1,000.00
Estate,.
120.000.00
United States Stocks and Bonds,.
State, County, and Municipal Securities,. 263,2*6.11
Bank Stocks,. 612,017.75
Railroad and other Corporation Securities, 30ft.340.00
1,038 oo
Interest accrued,.

Upholstering, Repairing

REMEMBER THE NUMBER,

Co.,

Insurance

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

be

can

THE

OF

ol

fall laine of

and

TOE CONDITIO*

STATEMENT OF

Phcenix

EVERY KIND.

gusta.

(TAREFULLY

GERMAN SNUFF,

Phjsicians

PATENT FOLDING BED LOUNGES, &c.,

Buffum.
On Library—Richards, Warren, Grindle.
On Pay Roll—Warren. Grindle, Perkins.
On Visiting Committee to Insane Hospital—
Richards, Buffum, Mrs. G. W. Quimby of Au-

tel.

•

remedy,

Mattrasses and Bedding

Also

Indian Affairs—Williamson, Richards,

Beecher

ftUldtf

Private Sale.
M.-& D. are agents tor the sale of “Herring & Farrel's champion Safes. “Wiegands” Pateot Sectional
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blake*
Pa'ent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Chenclcal
Fire Engine,

tin,

ot

MORGAN, I
DYER.
J
At

Center, Library and Fancy Tables

_

cover

use

people

A Large and Valuable Stock

Parlor, Hall, Library, Chamber
and Kitchen Furniture,

constituted:

which will probably

will

offered in Portland

CONSISTING
713 00
304 69

On Warrants—Griudle, Perkins, Warren.
On Accounts—Mason, Grindle. Bnffum.
On State Prison and Pardons—Buffum,Richards, Perkins.
On Election Returns—Perkins, Williamson,
Griudle.
On Taxation and Expenditures—Buffum,Mason, Richards.
On Public Lands and Buildings—Mason Buffum, Williamson.
On State Beneficiaries and Pensions—Williamson, Warren, Mason.
On Reform School—Warren, Mason, Perkins.
On Insane Hospital—Richards, Buffum, Williamson.
Buffum,
On Public Instruction—Perkins,
Williamson.
On Military Affairs—Grindle, Perkins, Ma-

S°On

Why
by the

—

No. IS Exchange St., Portland.
A. M.
15. B.

be
can
this horrid complaint
cured. It may not be generallyknown, but most ot our leading

First-Class Furniture

Executive Councillor Committees.—The
following are the executive council committees
as

AND

Commission Merchants,

WE HAVE A FELL CINE OF

12130
91d 00
1*591 08
348 69
30 00

35,413 93
The total amount of all the
above given is $1,529,259.13.

suffer when

COMPETITION.

DEFY

ram ior uubcciiiiucuub »umwwu6.

Paid for advertwiug state.
Paid for legal services.

AUCTIOKEERS

and will

19

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENDITURES.
Tax

ever

MORGAN ft DYER,

THE

Ten per Cent. Lower

15,314

Total.$32,316

FOR

WILL

SELL OCR STOCK

$4,215 88

Penobscot

Brothers.

NEXT 60 DAYS

00

$22,339 67
Paid for support of paupers in unincorpor-

on FRIDAY, Jan. 22, at 10 o’clock
n
A. M., at house No. 68 Spring St., the furniture consisting of
anestry and ingrain Carpets,
Parlor and Chamber furniture. Dining Room ami
Kitchen furniture, Crocker? aud Glass Ware, Magee
Parlor Coal Stove, Magee Range No. 8, Ac., Ac.
F. O. BAILEV A CO., Auctioneer*.
d3t
ja20

Catarrh killed them.
Consumption.

$20,208
215
704

AT AUCTION.
YY/E shall sell

And if yon doubt the fact, look
back and call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh, and last

AT

Dean

..

Household Furniture

—

00
00
00
82

100
Appropriations for library.
290
Delegates to Prison Congress.
All other current expenses are paid from
receipts for lahor oi convicts.
Rebuilding workshops and losses by fire... 17.COO

tion, which, when fastened on a
the grasp ot the
person, is like
hideous anaconda. There is no
escape until death relieves them
tiom its torture and they arc la«d
Friends may say
in the grave.
they died ot Consumption. ’1'IS
FALSE.

Board.
three boarders can be accommodated with
board in a private family. Booms newly furnished. inquire at 44 St. Lawrence street.
*l"<f

Current expenses, exclusive of receipts
from labor ot boys. $14,000
42
Interest on Sanford legacy.
Repairing buildings. 6,000
166
Printing and binding.

Inspectors.

records show

that in nine cases out of
ten the disease known as Catarrh
was the forerunner of Consump-

or

$55,663 74

State Prison.

Yes, tlie medical

as

plainly

Notice.

00
1.191 50
970 00
43.970 49
5,000 00
385 25
236 25
80 25

Salary of Warden ..
Printing and binding.

piece ot land in said Raymond, being a
homestead of Eunice Murch.pntl bounded
follows: commencing at the somberly end of a
stone wall on the easterly side of the county road
that leads from Portland to Bridgt<m, then running
northerly by *»kl road and wall fence thirty-six rods
and eight links to a post, thence easterly on a
straight, line to the end ot another wall on the sonth
side of a wood road, thence southerly on said wail to
the south end of said wall, thence on a straight line
to the tirst mentioned bounds, together with the
buildings thereon, containing eight acres more or
AMOS S. KING,
less.
jal5dtd
Assignee of Fultou & Ricker.

DOOM !

YOUR

Me.

Wanted.
responsible party, the lease

——

ot Cumberland.
Also all tbe right, title and interest which the said
Fulton had on the said 19tb day of February, A. J).
1875. on which tbe undersigned as assignee of said
tain other
pait of ihe

B. COYLE Jr., Agent,

J.

ja20dlt

Insane Hospital.
Salary of Superintendent and officers. $4,200

Reform S'liool.

RE

WILL

wreck of the iron S. S. Georgia, with her

THE
engines and all appurtenances
the North Triangles Shoal oil White

STATE INSTITUTIONS AND CHARITIES.

hospital.

DEATH

Wreck for Sale.

00
00
00
53
00

additional.

new

IN

that the subscriber hag

is

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court of tAs
United States, Maine, ss.
In the matter ot
Fulton & Ricker, Bankrupts, Public notice is hereby given that the following described property belonging to said Bankrupt estate, unless previously
disposed of at private sale, will be sold at public
am-tiou on the twenty-first day ot January, A. D.
1875, at 2 P. M., at the office of F. O. Bailey & Co..
Auctioneers, in Portland, in the County of Cumberland and State of Maine, to the highest bidder fberefor. viz: all the right, title and interest which James
E. Fulton, one of said bankrupts hat! on the nineteenth. day of February. A. D. 1872, being the day
when the petition for an adjudication of Bankruptcy
against tbe said Fulton & Kicker was filed in said
Court, in and to the south-westerly halt of lot No. 1
in the third range of lots in Raymond in said Corset y

OR

hereby given
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
NOTICE
trust of Administrator with the Will annexed of the

$18,054 71
Expense of transporting report is about $4C0

Plans for

AT

Below /he Boat-Office.

33
34
1,000 00
387 91
6,308 00
3,301 10
170 00

Trustees.
State support of insane paupers.
Fire quarters.
Fitting up chapel for patients.
Commissioner on new Insane Hospital....
Printing and binding.

ROOMS 176 Fore Street, on THURSDAY,
Jan. 21st., at 10 o’clock, we shall sell an eatra
fine lot of poultry consisting of light and daik Brahmas, Buft and Partridge Cochins, Leghorn*, Polish,
&c., Rouen anil Mnacovy Ducks, Pigeons ot tbe
leading varieties, one bound volume Wright’s Poultry
Books. This collection is worthy ol the attention of
Fanciers and others. Can be examined on Wednesday before sale.
IP. O. BAILEY A Co.) Auctioneer*.
d4t
jal8

SNUFF!

SOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

217 67

same.

DECKS, PIGEONS &C„
BY AUCTION.

GERMAN

Wholesale Fancy Goods,

Agricultural societies. $5,853
Board of Agriculture.
1,334

Stationery for

Me.

Poultry,

Bred

Choice

Jobbing House,
OVER

1,000 00
2,420 19
2,038 50

Expenses for same.
Printing for same.
Binding for same.

Street, Portland,

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M

First-class

a

on

Salary of Secretary.

Plum

RAEDER’S

JLET.

3 Floors fitted up for

$11,709,53

OK

Carriage Mart,

Horse and

No. 3 India Street.

Paid express for transporting documents
to the several towns. $1,527 04
Military purposes. 11,315 88
Fish Commissioner’s salary.
Fish Commissioner and Wardens’ expenses
Paid for propagation of fish.
Printing for same.

Co.,

AUCTIONEERS,

Portland, Nov. 15.1874.nolTdtf

$2,766 20

Su|>eriutendent public buildings, salary... $1,000

Furniture and repairs.
Fuel, lights and labor.
Pay of two night watchmen.
Ventilation of State House.

WITH

Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, a''ply to
JAMES L. FARMER,

236 20

$3,810

Oc3dtr

For

Printing and binding. 1,659 67
300 00
Stationery (about).

STATE HOUSE EXPENDITURES.
salary of Librarian.$1,000
Librarian for distributing documents.
200
Assist ant Librarian.
350
638
Printing and binding.
and
77
Stationery
postage.
500
Purchase of books.

at 9 o’clock A. M.

Consignments solicited.

F. 0. BAILEY &

Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to acccommodations).870 to 880
Payable in Gold or its eouivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H & A ALLAN, No. 1 India St.

00

$6,295
Land agent’s salary.- 1,500
Clerks. 1,600
316
Printing and binding.
20
Stationery.
to
of
Com’r
claims
Compensation
to settle
settlers in 1873.
373

mencing

vious day from Montreal.

pension department. 1,200 00
military department. 1,300 00

Postage.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
every Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street, com-

Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the pre

15

$7,581
Adjutant General’s salary.-.$1,600

CATARRH

8ATURDAYf January 93rd, 1875.

00
00
00
52
20
00
77

337
199
2u0
244

€. W. ALLEN.

F. O. BAILEY.

MORAVIAN, Capt. Graham,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on

983,65
545 50

2,800

(OiUre 15 Exchange Street.)

THE

and Liverpool.
Lie turn
Tickets
granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

CO
00
00
150
laws.
Consolidating
00
Dep. Sec. of State. 1.500
Clerks in office ot Secretary. 3,431 00
300 0o
Stationery for

Printing and binding.
Expenses in office.
Stationery (about).

CARRYING OF

FOR THE

derry

25

$8,710
State Treasurer’s salary.$2,000
1,800
Dep. Com’r sinking fund.

€o

Passengers booked to London-

DEPARTMENT EXPENDITURES.

Secretary...

Steamship

F. O. BAILEY A CO,
Auctioneers and Commission Merehans
Salesroom 170 Fore Street,

Canadians and United Staten Mails.

Secretary of State salary.$1,500
Making journal ol council 300
u

Postage, including newspaper postage.
Printing for Secretary’s office.

CONTRACT

UNDER

justice.

$38,778

Ocean

Montreal

JUDICIARY DEPARTMENT.
Salary of Justices of S. J. C.$24,000 00
Salary of Judge Suprior Court, Cumberland. 2,500 00
Salary of Attorney General. 1,000 00
545 88
Expenses of same.
261 17
Printing and binding of Attorney General.
30 00
Stationery.
Salaries of county attorneys.
7,200 00
Extra compensation in capital cases.
1.972 50
422 64
Paid sheriffs and coroners.
846 06
Cost of
from

arresting fugitives

AUCTION SALKS!

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

by all Druggists.

ICE.

Esq.)

by, say 350 feet, of solid earth work. The
property being located near the center of Commercial
street, and conveniently reached by rail and navigain
tion, offers special inducements to parties engageddeit
the coal, lumber or any extensive business,
be obcan
Street
lots
on
Commercial
si>’e<l,
facing
tained lor mercantile or mechanical business.
For information, please apply at either the office of
DANA & CO.
tho Wharfinger, or
I
aiBtf
decl
The lot is 75

If you are remote from the city send 50 ceuts to the
Agents and receive a box by return mail. General
Agents lor the United States, SMITH, I>OOLTITLE
& SMITH, Wholesale Druggists, 26 Tremont street,

CARGOES OF

\ C E
Fnrniahrd and fthlpprd by

N. O CRAM,

Boston.

oc28

Cm

Is

PURE

I

deSdistf

^

or^conni-

The Fine Old Atom-Molccnle.

packets,

Air—“The Fine Old English Gentleman
be sung at all gatherings of advanced Socialists
and “Scientists.”

1 To

We’ll sing you a grand new song, evolved from a
'cute young pate,
Of a fine old Atom-Molecule of pre-histone date,
In size infinitesimal, in potencies though great,
And self-iorined for developing at a prodigious rate—
Liko a fine old Atom-Molecule,
Of the young world’s proto-prime!
In it slept all the forces In our cosmos that run rife,
To stir creation’s giants or its microscopic life;
Harmonious in discord, and co-operant in strife.
To this small cell committed, the world lived wltn his

wife—
In this fine old A tom-Molecule,
Of the young world’s yroto-yrime 1

In this auto-plastic archetype of protean protein#

Lman

space has room
makes a day,
From the sage whose words

All the

lor,

or

for whom time

of wisdom prince

parliament obey.

the parrots who but prattle, and the

To

but

asses

or

who

bray,

So full wis this Atom-Molecule,
Of the young world’s proto-prime!

upward

move,

“happy family,” check-by-jowl and

a

hand-in-glove.

In this fine old Atom-Molecule,
Of the youug world’s proto-prime!

In It order grew from chaos, light out of darkness
shined.
Design sprang up by accident, law’s rule from hazard blind,
The soulless soul evolving—against, not after, kind,
life

lifeless

the

As

developed,

and

mindless

the

ripened mind.
In this fine old Atom-Molecule,
Of the young world’s proto prime!
Then bow down, Mind, to matter; from brain-fibre
will withdraw;
Fall man’s heart to cell ascidian, sink man’s hand to
monkey’s paw;
And bend the knee to protoplast in philososlnc awo—
Doth creator and created, at onco work and source of
And our Lord be the Atom-Molecule
Ot the young world’s proto-prime!

—Punch.

MAIL.

UNITED STATES

Post Office Department, )
J
Washington, Dec. 1, 1874.
received at the Contract Office of
will
be
Proposals
tb*s Department until 3 p. m. of March 1, 1875, for
the
conveying the mads of tne United States onarriroutes aud by the schedules of departures and
vals herein specified, in the State of

MAINE.
Serrice July 1, 1875, to June 30,1877
Decisions announced on or bofore March
40, 18*75.
229—From Albany to Bethel, 8 miles and back, twice
Leave Albany Tuesdav and Saturday at 1.30 p. m.
Arrive at Bethel by 4 p m.
Leave Bethel Tuesday aud Saturday at 5 p. m.
Arrive at Albany by 7.30 p. m.
Bond required with bid, $100.
232—From Bath, by North Boothbay and Boothbay,
to Hodgdon’s Mills, 15 miles and back, twelve
5th
times a week to Boothbay only Irom
to September 15th, and six times to residue,
and Squirrel
Westport,
Southport,
supplying
Island, 15 miles and back, six times a week to
to SepSquirrel Island only from July 5th
tember 15th, and three times to residue.
in
winter.
Wiscasset
at
commence
to
Service
•

July

SUMMER SCHEDULE

Arrive

and Squirrel Island at 3.15 p.
at Bath by 11.30 a. m.
WINTER SCHEDULE :

m.

Leive Wiscasset daily, except Sunday, at 4 p.
m.

Arrive at Westport by 6 p. m., Southport by
6.15 p. m., Boothbay by 6 30 p. m., North
Boothbay by Ip.m., aud Uodg ion’s Mills by 8

•

Lcav™ Hodgdon’s Mills

daily, eacept Sunday,

at

m„ North Boothbay at 8 a. in., Bootha. m., Southport at 8.45 a. in., and
Westport at 9 a. m.
Arrive at Wiscasset by 11 a. m.
Bond required with bid, $700.
7.30

a.

bay at 8.15

233—From Matinicus to Kockland, 20 miles and back,
once a

wee*

Leave Matinicus Tuesday at 7 a. m.
Arrive at Kockland by 4 p. m.
Leave Kockland Wednesday at 7 a. m.
Arrive at Matinicus by 4 p. m.
Bond required with bid, $230.

234— From ;ackson Brook to Forest City (n. o.), 12}
miles and back, twice a week.
Leave Jackson Brook Tuesday and Saturday at
4 p. m.
Arrive at Forest City by 8.30 p. m.
Leave Forest
Tuesday aud Saturday at 9

City

Arrive at Jackson Brook bv 12.30 p.
Bond required with bid, $300.

m.

235—From Franklin, by Eastbrook (n. o.), to Waltham, 14 miles and back, twice a week.
Leave Franklin Monday and Wednesday at 8 a.
m.

Arrive at Waltham by 12 m.
Leave Waltham Monday and Wednesday at 2
p. m.
Arrive at Franklin by 6 a. m.
Bond required with bid $300.

Brownfield, by Eaton Centre, to Conway
(N. H.), 14} miles and back, three times a

236—From

Leave

Brownfield Tuesday. Thursday, and Sat-

»t/4qv at 1

n

rn

Arrive at Conway by 5 p. m.
Leave Conway Monday, Wednesday,
day at 8 a. m.
Arrive at Brownfield by 12 m.
Bond required with bid, $500.

and Fri-

237— From Bar Harbor to Long Pond (n. o.), 9 miles
and back, twice a week.
Leave Bar Harbor Monday, and Wednes ay, at
3 p.m.

m

Arrive at Long Pond by 5 p. m.
Leave Long Pond Tuesday and Thursday at 8
a. m.

by 10 a. m.
Bond required with bid, $200.
238—From Waltham by East Mariavftle (n.*o.), to
Aurora, 10 miles and back, once a week.
Leave Walt bam Friday at lp.m.
Arrive at Aurora by 4 p. m.
Leave Aurora Saturday at 8 a. m.
Arrive at Waltham by 11 a. m.
Bond required with bid, $100.
239— From Freedom to Centre Montville, 6 miles and
back, three times a week.
Leave Freedom Monday, Thursday, and Saturday at 10 30 a. m.
Arrive at Centre Montville by 12 m.
Leave Centre Montville Monday, Thursday, and
Saturday at 2.30 p. ra.
Arrive at Freedom by 4 p. m.
Bond required with hid, $2C0.
Arrive at Bar Harbor

240— From Buckfield. by Chase’s Mills (n. o.), to Turner

6 miles and

back,

six times

a

week.

Leave Buckfield daily, except Sunday, at 8.30 a.
m.

Arrive at Turner by 10.30 a. m.
Leave Turner daily, except Sunday, at 5p. m.
Arrive at Buckfield by 7 p. m.
Bond required with bid, $ 100.
241— From West Poland to Webb’s Mills, 4 miles and
back, three times a week.
Leave West Poland Monday, Wednes lay, and
Friday at 5 p. m.
Arrive at. Webb’s Mills by 6.30 p. m.
Leave Webb’s Mills Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday at 8 a. m.
Arrive at West Poland by 9 a. to.
Bond required with bid, $200.

242—From Mercer to Norridgewock, 7 miles and
back, six times a week.
Leave Mercer datlv, except Sunday, at 8.30 a. m.
Arrive at Norridgewock by 10.30 a. m.
Leave Norridgewock daily, except Sunday, at
5.30 p.

m.

Arrive at Mercer by 7.3C p. ra.
Bond required with bid, $500.

OATH OF MAIL CONTRACTORS AND CARRIERS, REQUIRED BY ACT OF CONGRESS,
JUNE 8,1872.
I,-, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will

all tie duties required of me, and
abstain
everything forbidden by the laws in relation to the establishment of post offices and postmark within tlie United States: and that I will honostly and truly account for and pay over any money
belonging to the said Unitod States which may come
into Juy possession or control. So help me God.

perform
faithfully
from

By section 16 of the act of June 8, 1872. every peremployed in the postal service is subject to all
the pains, penalties, and forfeitures for violation of
the laws relating to such service, whether he has takson

en

the above oath

or

affirmation

or

not.

or

The Postmaster General has no power, under the
law. to release bidders and contractors and their
sureties from their liabilities, on the allegation of
real or sup nosed mistakes vj any kind in making
proposals. Hr particularly requests that, before
be
oidainr, the fullest inquiry and investigation
made in regard to the route, distance, service, weight
all expenses existing
and
stock
cost
of
feed,
of mails,
and likely to occur during the contract term, and
with due consideration of the consequences imposed
by law on delinquents.

cause

to be deposited, at any appointed place, for the purletter or packet, and
pose oi being transmitted, any
for every such offense the party so offending shall
forfeit and pay fifiy dollars.
Sec. 231. That no stage-coacli, railway-car, steamboat, or other vehicle or vessel which regularly performs trips at stated periods oil any post-route, or
from anv city, town, or place to any other city, town,
or place between which the mail is regularly carried,
shall carry, otherwise than in the mail, any letters or
packets, except such as relate to some part ot the
cargo of such steamboat or other vessel, or to s me
article carried at the same time by the same stagecoach, railway-car, or other vehicle, except as l roviied in section two hundred and thirty nine; and
for every such offense the owner of the stage-coach,
railway-car, steamboat, or other vehicle < r vessel
shall forfeit and pay one hundred dollars; and the
driver, conductor, master, or other person having
of the
charge thereof, and not at the time owner
whole or any part thereof, shall in like manner forfeit and pay for every such offense fifty dollars.
m
(Section 230 permits conveyance of letters
stamped envelopes otherwise than by mail.)

CONTRACTS TO BE EXECUTED AND FILED IN THE
DEPARTMENT BY THE FIRST DAY OF JUNE.
Under the provisions of section 245 of the act approved June 23, 1674, the Postmaster General has
prescribed the 1st dav of June, 1875, on or before
which day the contracts of accepted bidders must be
received at the Department In Washington executed
in due form.
Accepted bidders not complying with this regulation shall be considered as having failed to comply
with their proposals, and the Postmaster General
the service with other
may proceed to contract for
parties according to law.
Contracts received at the Department
by
after June isr will not be considered
THE POSTMASIER GENERAL.
......

in which proposals shall he made and
the LIABILITY OF POSTMASTERS.
Sec. 245. That every proposal lor carrying the
mail shall be accompanied by the bon 1 of the bidder,
with sureties approved by a post-master, and in
cases where the amount of the bond exceeds five
thousand dollars, by a postmaster of ihe first, second
Pestor third class, in a sum to be designated by the
masfer General in the advertisement of each route;
to which bond a condition shall be annexed, that if
the said bidder shall, within such time after his bid
is accepted as the Postmaster General shall prescribe,
euter into a contract with the United States of America, with good <tud sufficient sureties, to betheapproved
service
by the Postmaster General, to perform
he shall
proposed in his said bid, and, further,to that
his
contract,
service
according
I>eriorm the said
then the said obligation to be void, otherwise to be In
failfull force and obligation in law; and iu case of
contract to perure of any bidder to enter into such
m
a
contract,
executed
having
form the service, or,
to his
case of failure to perform the service according
for the
be
liable
shall
his
sureties
and
ho
contract,
amount of said bond as liquidated damages, to be recovered iu an action of debt oh the said bond. No
be acproposal Bhall be considered unless it shall
shall have been
companied by such bond, and there
affixed to said proposal the oath of the bidder, taken
before an;olticer qualified to administer oaths, that
he has the ability, pecuniarily, to fulfill his obligaand
tions, and that the bid is made in good faith,
with the intention to enter into contract and perform
manner

FORM OF PROPOSAL. BOND & CERTIFICATE.

Proposal.
The

..,Bidder.

Oath required by section 245 of an act of Congress
approved June 23.1874, to be affixed to each bid tor
carrying the mail, and to be taken before an officer
Qualified to administer oaths.
I.of., bidder tor carrying tne
to ..•••» do
mail on route No.. from
to tulhll
swear that I have the ability, pecuniarily.,
is mace m
mv obligation as such bidder; that the bid
coninto
to
enter
intention
good faith, and with the
be
tract and perform the service iu case said hid shall
accepted•
Sworn to and eubscrlbed before me,......
.,

Directions.
in
(^“Insert the names ot the principal and sureties
full in tbe body of tbe bond; also the date. The signatures to the bond should be witnessed, and tbe
certificate on the iDside should be signed by a justice
of the peace, adding his official title, or, if signed by
a Notary Public, he should affix his seal.
Know all men by these presents, that...>
of.. in tbe State ol.. principal, and
.and., of.. in the State of
!....., as sureties, are held and fimly bound unto the
United St ates of America in the just and fu l sum ot
.dollars, lawful money of the United States, to
be paid to the said United Slates ot America or its
duly appointed or authorized officer or officers; to
the payment of which, well and truly to be made and
done, we bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, and ad
ministrators, jointly and severally, firmly by these

^Sealed with

shall be lorever disqualified.

Failin'l bidders and contractors. Contracts may be
extended and temporary contracts made.
Sec. 251. That alter any regular bidder whose bid
has been accepted shall fad to enter into contract for
the transportation of Ihe mails according to his proto
posal or having eutered into contract, shall tail

..

of the service

Witness:

SECTIONS OF THE ACT OF CONGRESS “TO REVISE, CONSOLIDATE, AND AMEND THE
STATUTES Ri LATINO TO THE POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT,” APPROVED JUNE 8,
1872.

laws here presented, and also the forms and instructions at the end of this advertisement, in order that
bids may be made and liaoiliiies assumed understandingly, and that all misapprehensions or cause ol complaint hereafter may be avoided.
Postmasters are required to make themselves familiar witli these laws and instructions, that they
may be able to inform and direct others.

Subsc ibed and sword before
.Ib7

STATE OF.1
COUNTY OF. I

Postmasters, Clerks, &c., cannot be Contractors.
Sec. 78. That no postmaster, assistant postmaster, or clerk employed in any post office, snail be a
contractor or concerned in a contract for carrying the
mail.
Persons in the employ of the Post Office Department
{including postmasters) cannot become interested in
a mail contract, nor act as agent of contractors or
bidders.

Sec. 12. That no person employed in the Post Office Department shall become interested in any contract tor cairying the mail, or act as apent, with or
without compensation, for any contractor or person offering to become a contractor in any business
before the Department; aDd any person to offending
shall be immediately dit-mi^ed from office, and shall
be liable to pay so much money as would have been
realized lrom said contract, to be recovered in an acttnn ot debt, for the use of the Post Offlec Depart-

ment.

Bv regulation of the Department,

carrier should
be employed who is under sixteen years of age; and
no bidder will be accepted who Is under twenty-one
years of age, or who is a married woman.
no

Conveyance of letters out of the mail.

Private Ex-

presses, &c.

Sec. 2/7. That any person concerned in carrying
the mail who shall collect, receive, or cany any letter or packet, or cause or procure the same to be done
for evcontrary to law, si all. on conviction
erv such offense, forfeit and pay not exceedmg fifty

thereof;

dollars.

Sec. 228. Tbaf no person shall establish any private express for the conveyance of letter* er packets,
or in anv manner cause or provide for the conveyance
oftbesameby regular trips or at stated periods,
over any post-route which is or maybe established
by law. or from any city, town, or place to any other
city town, or place lie tween which the mail is regularly carried : and every person so often in g, or
aidi )g or assisting therein, shall, for each offense,
one

hundred and fifty dollars.

copies of them.
Altered bids Bhould not be submitted. No withdrawal of a bid will be allowed unless the withdrawal is received twentv-four hours previous to the
to retain

time fixed for opening the proposals.
In case of failure of the accepted bidder to ex16
of service
ecute a contract, or of the abandonment
durino the contract term, the service will be reof the failing
the
at
re-let
expense
and
advenised
bidder or contractr r.
17 The Postmaster General reserves the right, to
reject any bid which mav be deemed extravagant;
and al«o to disregard the bids of lalling contractors
ami bidders. (Actof June 8,1872, section 249.)
The bid should be sealed, superscribed “Mail
18
Proposals. State of.■” addressed “Second
Assistant Postmaster General, Coutract Office.”
19
Every proposal must be accompanied by a
bond with sureties approved by a postmaster, and in
of the bond exceeds five
cases where the amount
thousand dollars ($5,0(10) by a postmaster of the first,
second, or (bird class. Bids for service, the pay for
whicli at the time of advertisement exceeds five
thousand dollars, ($5 0- 0,) must lie accompanied by a
certified check, or draft, payable to the order of the
Postmaster General, on some solvent national bank,
of not less than five per centum on the amount of
the annual pay on such route, and in case of new or
"modified service, not less than five per centum ot the
amount of the bond accompanying the bid, if the
amount of said bond exceeds ($5,000) five thousand

of bond required with bids, and the
^The*amount
when it exceeds ($5,000) five thousand
present pay
dollars, are stated in the advertisement under the

appropriate route.
20. All checks deposited with

bids will be held until contract is executed and service commenced by
the accepted Didder. Checks will then be returned by
mail on the written request of the bidder.
21. Transfers of contracts, or of interest iu contracts are forbidden by law, and consequently cannot
be allowed. Neither can bids, or interest in bids, be
transferred or assigned to other parties.- Bidders
will therefore take notice that they will be expected
to perform the service awarded to them through the
whole contract term.
22. Section 249 of the act of June 8, 1872, pro_,.i...i ...dc mi- tlu, trsnannrlfttion of tllO
mail shall be ‘’awarded to the lowest bidder tender-

ing sufficient guarantees for faithful performance,
without other reference to the mode of such trans-

provide ffir

than may be necessary to

RAILROADS.

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.

boston

EASTERN&31AI\ECE>-

well-known Deane property

portation

celeritv, certainty and security thereof.” Under
this law, bids that propose to transport the mails
with "celerity, certainty, and security, having been
decided to be the only legal bids, are construed as
providing for the entire mail, however large, and
whatever may be the mode of conveyance necessary
to insure its "celerity, certainty and security,” and
and have the preference over all others, and no others are considered, except for steamboat routes.
23. A modification of a bid in any of its essential
terms is tantamount to a new bid, and cannot be received so as to interfere with regular competition.
Making a new bid in proper form is the only way to

The house

sale.

a

previous

one.

‘Postmasters are cautioned not to sign the apthe bond is
proval of the bond of any bidder before
signed by the bidder and his sureties, and not until
of
the
sureties.
of
the
satisfied
sufficiency
entirely
See sections 246 and 247. act of June 23,1874, accomthis
advertisement.
panying
25. Postmasters are also liable to dismissal from
office for acting as agents of contractors or bidders,
with or without compensation, in any business, matter, or anything relating to the mail service. They
are the trusted agents of the Department, and cannot consistently act in both capacities.
26. In all cases where the routes ate not fully supplied with the necessary locks, and pouches, it is the
duty of the postmaster at the head of the route, to
24.

dec30

WANTS.

—YaluabhTlron

here for the purpose of ob-

young lady
light
musical education,
BY taining
Would teach the piano forte to beginners
now

a

or

em-

some

a

children,

would do copying.

Address,
EUGENIE, Portland P. O-

jal9tf

Wantcd.
GIRL to do

18,1875.___ja!9dlw

WANTED.
Agent* of Experience, or Business Men of
Ability to

SOLICIT INSURANCE
for

one

of the

Strongest and most Desirable Life Companies in the Country.
Men who
can

cau

and will

*ecure

make their OWN TERMS.

OF

SUPT.

Works known as the Portland Machine
Works are ottered for sale. This property octide water on Comcupies about an acre of land on
a large
mercial St., in Portland, and comprises
Pattern
and
Shop. Boiler
Machine Shop, Foundry
full
1 here 1« a
compleShop and Blacksmith Shop.
and general Machinery
ment of Towk*|for heavy work
and a large assortment of patterns.
established lias a
The concern having been long
m
lift of
large and constantly increasing Is nowcustomers on
and
running
Canada,
and
New England
favorable opportunity
full time on orders. A more
For further partifor investment is seldom ottered.
at the Works,
u
*
ro the
culars apply
iimlv to
proprietor
1
cut.irs

business

Address

H

jal8ulw

ja16dtf

The best of
at
DR. BURR’S,
C33 Congress St.

sn

Situation Wanted.
Experienced Nurse. Good references given.

required* Apply

R. L. S., 19 Mayo St.

jal6*lw

rvt'irn

A

ATr\

__dtf

jal2

LOT of vacant land, situated

Clerk.

a

drawn bv How for

feet deep, and plans have been and convenient
block of seven or nine genteel
ot
and adapted

des,

v/ v;

No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

For Sale or to Let.
desirable Dots in the vicinity of
lures situated in
Portland, containing about11
Will
one mile from the city.
witidn
Cape Elizabeth,
will
be Let. For
not
sold,
it
be sold at a Bargain,

ONE

of the most

n<1°0f

,,an“r
yTg. Patterson’s- Real

linquencies.

1^er.e,12®

PATTERSON,

y

Fiuent

reference to the weight of the man, tbe condition of
turnhill roads, streams, &c.. and all toll-bridges,
any
pikes plank-roads, ferries, or obstructionsNoofclaim
he
incurred.
kind bv which expense may
on such ground, can be
based
additional
pay,
for
mistakes or misappreconsidered; dor for alleged
of service; nor for bridges
hension as to the degree
other obstructions
destroyed, ferries discontinued, or
or expense occurring
causing or increasing distance
after
the conti act term. Offices established
the conthis advertisement, is issued, and also during
the
ll
tract term, are to be visited without extra pay
distance be not increased.

during*

Lost.
Weed Sewing Machine
an unfinished! acque.
Rooms and
Tlie finder will be rewarded by leaving it at 31J Spring
jal9*3t
Street.

Thursday 14th.

between
U. S. Hotel,

WEDNESDAY

Dealer in

I

Real Estate, Office 13
oc5dtf

_

To Let wtth Board.
Front Room on lower floor at
49PLEASANT STREET,

PLEASANT

___

To Let.
Board, large, pleasant Booms, furnished
and unfurnished. 62 Free Street.

WITH

no30_tf

stands the test! Sells 23,000 yentSy,
No
is gaining friends everywhere.
book ever issued appiano instruction
and worth, and
proaches it for real merit
it in their course
no teachers regret nsing
of instruction. This work is n power In
and has
the tnusiciil advance of the day,
important agent in the recent
tremendous incrense of technical knowledge of the Pinnoforle.
The success of KICHARDSONUS NEW
most

a

is

METHOD

world-wide, and

prompts

hnt its

sale surpasses
many competitors,
it
nnd
that ot all others COMBINED,
incontestably superior to all

slauds to-day
other Piano Melhods.

Used by thousands of Music Teachers and
sold by all Book and Music Dealers
in this Country and Canada,

TWO

A.LWA.YS 3COI4 SALE
—

BY

—

HOWE & GOODWIN,
Wholesale

■jffMfjH
rigrgSB^.
Mm
■
4jg| ehe
flK

PATENT

DOLL’S CRADLES.
Name “Chichester” on every cradle. Beautiful, Cheap and
This
to
match.
Chairs
Durable. Chichester Toy
Cradle cannot be equalled tor a present to a little girl

Evjry little girl should

Birthday

or

have

one.

Holiday Gift.

It will hold a doll 20 inches long. For sale by all
toy and furniture dealers. If your dealer does not
have them, ask him to send for catalogue, aud take
none but the “Chichester.”

CHICHESTER PATENT.

SWING CRADLES.
Mothers
Mothers
Mothers
Mothers

you should have a Chichester Swing Cradle
who try them will have no other.
save your, time by using a Chichester.
buy uo other till you see a Chichester.

_ly

PBINTINI3 ol every description ncnlly
executed s*t lhi» Office.

)

Reward of

DOLLARS

for the arrest and conviction of the person or persons
who committed the robbery on the night of the 30th
ot December, 1874.

SMITH BARBER,
County
)
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND,}
Commissioners,
WILLIAM SMALL,
)

«ler.

32-page pamplet, containing a treatise on Iron
medical agent and other valuable papers, testimonials from distinguished physicians, clergyman
and others, will bo sent free to auy address. StfiTH
A

as a

W. FOVVLK &
Avenue, Boston.

SONS, Proprietors,

FOR SALE,
PINE
FLOORING and STEP
,in lots to suit purchasers, for sale low
consignment
RYAN & KELSEY
No. 161Commercial Street

SOUTHERN
close
BOARDS

300 PIANOS and ORGANS

New iind Necontl-Haud o/ First-CInsaMakers, will be sold at Lower Prices for cash, or on
Installments, or for rent, in City or Country
during thex** Hard Time aud the HOLIDAVM, by HORACE WATERS A SON.
4*1 Broadway, than ever before ottered in
New York. Agent* wanted to sell Water**
New ricule Pianos, and Coucerto Organ*.
Illustrated Catalogue* Mailed. Oreat inducement* to the Trade. A large dineount to

Churches, Lodges,

Teacher*, Ministers,
Schools, etc.

_de25t4w

EMPLOYMENT—At borne
No
J Male or Female, $30 a week warranted.
Particulars
and valuable sample
capital required.
Address with 6 cent return stamp, C.
sent free.
dec314w
ROSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.

CCONSTANT

Messrs.

7.50,10.50

Passage, apply to
MaHPMON, Agent,
70 1. »dk Wharf, Rovtoa.

F. B.

jn23-ly

LNI£

illAILi

TO

DIRECT!
The Steamship “CHASE” will
leave Portland every SATURDAY at 4 p. m. for HALIFAX,
►direct, making connections with
Min intercolonial
Railway, for
—jm\m*
New Glasgow and Ptctou, and
Truro.
Windsor,
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
Stages for Cape
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s
Rre»on,and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns
N. F.
Tgff- RETURNING wiL leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at \ P. M.
No freight, received after 10 A, M. on day of sail-

nf'or

further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.
oct28dtf

FOR BOSTON.

50 Cents.

ULeave Portland tor

Bangor, via Augusta, and for
Lewiston Bath, Rockland, Belfast and Dexter (Pull*5.00 a..nr.
man Palace Sleeping Dare.) at
3L
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 18.00 P.
at
Danville
17.55 P. M.
For Lewiston via
reLeave Biddeford tor Portland at tS.OO A. M.,

at 5.00 P. M
9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, aud the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
ticketother of the route* from Boston. Passengers
ed through bv either route.
2.00
at
Boston
in
arrives
train
The 9.10 A. M.
with the train tor
p M. in season to connect
P*M.
5.30
the
with
also
New York, all rail,
Bhrer*
(steamboat) trains for New York wto
3.15
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The
train*
arrives in Boston in season to connect with
9.30 I.
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M and
M train via Shore Line.
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
Junction with theGreat Falls and
connect at
n

ruin AT

The

Conway
Conway Railroad.
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston arrives in I ortthe
land in season for passengers to take the cars of
P. & O. Railroad.
with
connects
Boston
from
train
The 8.00 A. M.
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halitax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
...

one

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,
I should li«re to tjll you what I know about it in
der that others may have the benefit of m

EXPERIENCE.
Since this Balsam first came to my notice, in 1848,
kept it constant ly in the bouse, never allowing myself to be out of it over night. In all these
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
it has not tailed in a single Instance in my own case
to give the desired relief; and I will say the same in
regard to my mother, whose
LIFE WHS SAVED
by it as I cannot but think. Hers was aca*e of Congestion of the LuugSy and although attended by a*,
most skilful Physician, she seemed to tail constantly,
we

assure

are many imitations, be careful to get the
Price in large battles, which are much tho
cheaper, $1-00; small bottles, old style, 50 cents.
CUTLER BROS. & CO,. Wholesale Druggists,
Proprietors, Boston.

As there

by Apothecaries generally.
lawdW&lamwl7tl8

DR. K EM SON,
CHIROPODIST,

U. S. HOTEL
This Week,

Office hoar* from BOA* >!.* till
Saturday till 5 P. M.

Operation on all diseases

Are

you

Debilitated?

«o han^uid that anv
an effort than you

exertion

re-

feci capable of

try JURUBEBA, the wonderful ionic
and invigorntor, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
Then

Remedy for a!I weakucMBt* incident to Females*
Tbis is the only medicine known that will, without
local treatment, effect a cure in all eases of Ulceration, Leucorrboea, Dropsy, Enlargmcnt, Prolapsis,
World Renowned

Congestion, Inffammatiou and Weakness. It has
saved thousands to whom life was almost a burden.
Many who have beeu suffering for years, with no
prospects of relief, have been cured by this wonderful medicine. Also Cancer, Humor and Piles cured.
OFFICE 12 TE.1IPLE STREET.
Hours 10 A. M. to 5 P. M.

make the invalid feel like a new person.
It* operation i* not violent, but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And sib ntly steal
This is no new and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronouuced by the highest medieal authorities,
‘•the most powerful tonic and alterative kuowu”.
Ask your druggist lor it.
For sale bv GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,Boston, Mass.
soon

away.”

'_jal6t4w

lm#

$500 REWARD.
nt

BY —

DONALDSON,

CONSU STATION

On all disease*.

SAMPLE to Agents. Uudie* C’oniJu Ij biiaiitioii Needle Book, with C'uroSend stamp. F. P. Gluck, New Bedford,

—FROM—

(Sundays excepted).
Passengers byithisLine are reminded that they prothe excure a comfoi table night’s rest and avoid

in Boston late
pense and inconvenience of arriving

^Through

PORTpLaISTD
AND

—

“GEO.
Steamships, “GEO.

The first class

FOR THE

Cure of Nervous Debility Free.
Address,

J. F.

WIOGIK,

Chnrlintown, ITIass.

CBOMWELL,” 1000 tons each,
will form a semi-weekly line,leav~

ing Boston & Maine R. R. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York, every
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P. M.
This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Cromwell Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines tot he
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accommdations are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals 8nd births included),$3.50.
Until further notice the “GEORGE CROMWELL”
Leavwill.be the only steamer sailing in this line.
ing Portland every Saturday and New York every
Wednesday P. M.

Manufactnrers

Merchants and

the
wilt please remember that
lines of freight by this line are the
direct
liue,
same as by any other

whether special
For

freight

or

or

regular.
Office

Stop Taking Mercury
If You Would Live.
Have you Disease of the I-ungs, Heart, Kidneys,
Liver or*Spleen. Have you Scrofula, Cancer, Piles
Sait Rheum, Nervous Debility, St. Vitus Dance, or
any other subborn disease. Mercury makes them
worse.

Arc the

only

Kelley’s medicines

remedies that will positively cure
Call ami see the evidences ot

these complaints.
cures

in Maine.

J)R. S. Edwards of Boston,
the solo proprietor of these Medicines, has removed
to bis splendid parlors at the Union House, and eithDr. Wood, a most competent physician, or himself can be consulted every day upon all diseases,
free of charge. Cures warranted.
dcc9
eodtf

A. Plaisted A Son.
MANUFACTURERS of Slone Wane
have on band tuU assortment of Superior Stone Ware at their Store House. 21
Union Wharf, Portland, office 157 Commercial, corner Union St. Manufactory
at Gardiner.

addressed

Large

or

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Digby

Eastport, Calai.

and St- John,
Windsor and Halifax.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

On and after MONDAY.Jau.
4lh, the Steamer New Brunswick. CAl’T. S. H. PIKE, will
leave Railroad Wharf foot of State
'Street, every MONDAY at 6 P.M.
for Eastport and St. John. Returning will leave St.
John and Eastport every THURSDAY.
A stage coach will for the present run in oonnec- I
tion with the steamer Deiwecn nasipori aim imimo

for passengers.
Connections made at St. John for Digbv, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halilax, N. S., Shediac. Amherst, Picton, Frederickton.
OJ^“Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.
While the steamer Belle Brown is under repairs
all freight between Eastport. St. Andrews, Robinston and Calais will go by sailing vessel.
A. R. STUBBS. Agent.
dec28is5dostf

FOR NKW YORK,
AHEAD

OF

OTHERS.

ALL

This is the only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.
Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & 1 rovidence R. R. Demit daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the enIsland, every
tirely new and superb Steamer Rhode with
the elegMonday, Wednesday and Friday, and
ant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, iirivmg in New York always iu advance of all other lines. Baggag
checked through.

....

Tickets procured at depots of Boston * Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 49J Exchange St.
D. S. BABCoCK.
L. W. FILE iNS.
President.
Gen. Paeenver Ag’t. New York.

dly

STEAMSHIP LINE

I

PliBIYTBNU of evo-y
executed at this office.

description neatly

a

week.

First Class Mteamship

of Train* comuifnciag Ocr.
‘41, 1874.

York.
I/eave

Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. ra.
Exdnm Train leaving Worcester at 8.00 a. m.
connecting with Norwich Steamboat train fiom New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. in. 4.40
p. m..
i;*prc-* Train leaves Worcester at
connecting witn Express trains .caving Albany at
10 a. m., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving in
Portland at 10.43 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and bnggago
checked through to Nashua, Manchester. Concord.
Lowell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
Springfield Route, and to all important points South
and West.
Tiekefs to all the above points for sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at the
Dt'pot
WM. H. TURNER; Supt.

Grand Trunk It. R. of Canada.
ALTERATION IN TRAINS.
WINTER

ARRANGEMENT.

On and alter Monday, September 21st.
1874. trains will run as follows:
in
7.00 a m. lor Montreal and Quebec,
tr.
Express
Auburn, ami Lewiston.
for Auburn and Lewiston at 9.30
train
Passenger
Mail train at 1.29 p. m.. for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Poud, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.45 p m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. in.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40
a. m.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at fi.50a.

From

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.
—

AND

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I
To Casuda, Detroit, Chicago, Hilwan
kec*. Cincinnati, 8t. lionis, Omaha,
Dagiuaw, Si Paul, Halt Lake City,
Denver, Han Frauciweo,

Southwest
J C. FURNTVAL Agt.

TIIE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is wed equipped with tirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quick-

est frimo of any route from Portland to the Y est.
PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attach©.! to the train*
a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
at
7.00
Portland
leaving
Baggage checked from Portland w Detroit and
not
and
subject to Custom Hocse examinaChicago,
tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate oi
oue passenger tor everv $500 additional value.

eHpITLLMAN

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J.

CO.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter MONDAY, NOV. 16,1874,
and until further notice trains will run
follows :
Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 2 p. m.

Belarniag.

incermediate

stations
Leave Bemis for Portland and
at 8.45 a. m.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and intermediate stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. m. from Portland and 9.15 a. m. from Bemis
will be mixed trains,
Stage connections with 2.00 p. m. from Portland for
Cornish, Porter. Kezar Falls, Freedom, Denmark,
Bridgton, Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station in Port_

land.

J. HAMILTON, SrrT.
Portland. Nov. 13.1874.noHdtf

Eastern Railroad.
SPECIA1L

On and alter July 22, 1874, and until

Red and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON,

M.,

lers between New York and Maine. Those steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Monti eal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Freight taken at the lowest rates.
to me
Shippers are requested to send their freight leave
Steamers as eirlv as 4 P. M., on the days they
to
Portland. For further information apply
HENRY FOX, General Agent Portland.
B. R.. New York.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, PlerS*.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at ^
Street.
Exchange
f
ocl
__

J'OKT LAND
AND

P SI ILADELPHIA.
Clyde’s

Iron Line of Steamers
Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
and

______

direct

communication

to

ana

Portland and all other points in Maine, with
and beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all poiuts reached ay the Penn.
Cential and the Phil. & Reading K. R’s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
Fill untormation given by D. D. C. MfNK,
Agent, 20 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COY IA£\
Jr., Portland.
VVM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen*l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
anil ly
rom

eastern

o*

RAILROAD,
all

THE—

railroad.

CHARLES F. HATCH. Gen. Manager.

and
New

leave Pier 38 Fast River,
York,every MONDAY,WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built lor this
route, and both she and the Franconia arc fitted up
with tine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travel-

—

—

THROUGH TRAINS
—OF

Will until further notice leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland every
and
MONDAY, THURSDAY
5 P.

OF TltK

Will be taken

Franconia

at

"NOTICE.

BOSTON A* MAINE

Chesapeake

SATURDAY,

se21dtl

PORTLAND A OGDESSBURG R.R

—

YORK.

Eleanora,
and

SPICER, Superintendent.

Portland, September 19. 1874.

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

Steamers

points in the

and all

Northwest, West and

J3£55B5j9farther Ko*ice>ihQ

MAINE
STEAMSHIP
YEW

—

as

—

BLACKSTONE.
WM. KENNEDY.
ana McClellan.
From Provideuce every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwardcd from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of tbe Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
the South, W. B. Cark, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
G. H. Keitli, Agent, 76 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore A Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent. 87 Wasnington street,
Boston. And Chesapeake A Ohio R. K., W. B.Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston. named
Through bills of lading given by the above
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, R. I.
no2dtt

TO

AND

DEPOT AT FOOT OF IJJTDIA ST.

WM. CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
TUESDAY
Boston direct every
and SATURDAY.
—

ra.

Mallnom yuenec, Montreal aim west, ^cwisiuu
and Anbnrn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5,45 p. ra.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. in.

JOHNS HOPKINS.
LAWRENCE.

WM.

Philadelphia

Notice.
PERSONS requiring work done please apply to
of
W.
“Home”
C. A., No. 1G Spring St., plain
and family soaking. dress-making, copying, 4>I
in
and
wools. &c... &c._
ery
tanryXvorl.

—

WORCESTER.

AND

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
7.50 A. HI. For Rochester, Nashua and Worcesami
ter, connecting at Rochester with Eastern,
Boston & Maine Trams tor Boston, also with train*
Nashua
at
for Alton Bay and WoUboro, connecting
with Express Train for Lowell ami Boston, connecting a: Ayer Junction with trains for Mason Village
anti Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p, m..
and
connecting with trams f r Providence, Norwich, with
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and
York.
New
and
for
Albany
Bostou & Albanv trains
1.45 P. HI. For Rochester and way Stations,
a.15 P. HI. Express lor Rochester, Nashua and
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester at
9.15 i». in., connecting with Night Train for New

STONINGTON LIVE

as

decld3m

rORTLOD
Arrauscmcnt

BETWEEN

a. ra.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK!

Small orders,

above or at Gardiner, will
bo promptly filled at the lowest prices.

JtllB

the Wharf,

CLARK & SEAMAN,
86 West street. New York.

j,28tf

er

F.

ou

—

,no23

passage apply to
J. N, MAGNA, Agent.
or

E>r. IMward* lias removed lo his splendid Parlors al the Union House, epposil» the Adams House. Temple Street*
Dlt. KDU'ARDN will be nt (he Portland office on Dec. 20th and »lsi.

lir. J. Clawson

and

WASHINGTON*’

No Transfer! No Change of Cars

octlOTA

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

—

Portland to the South and West.

various

Tickets to New York via the
Souud Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. CO VI.K, JR., General Agent.

PRHSCBIPTIOST

Uoumiiniplive Inured.—When death was
Uommu motion, all remedies
having failed, and Dll H. James was experimenting, he accidentally made a preparation of INDIAN
I1EMP which cured his only child, and now gives
this recipe free on receipt of two stamps to pay expenses. HEMP also cures night sweats, nausea at
the stomach, and will break a fresh cold in 24 hours.
Address Craddock <Jfc Co., 1,032 Race St., Philadeljal9f4w
phia, naming this paper.

jal7d4wt

FIIJG G

See circular*.

Office hour* from 8 A. M. lo 8 P. M.
Portland Jau. 4,1875.
ja2 Itf

A

FOR YOU.
SOMETHING
and get it. Address, F. D. HURST,

Inhaler.

Vaporizing

hourly expected from

ja!9t4w

paid

be

For any case of Catarrh, Asthma. Bronchitis, or
the incipient stage of Consumption that cannot be
cured by bis

A MAN OF A THOUSAND.

Send stamp
75 and 77 Nassau Street New York.

Consultation tree.

Ia6d3m

forces.

It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a low r
depth of misery, but It is a vegetable tonic acting uirectly on the liver and spleen.
It'regulate* the Bowel*, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system at)

Shortest anil Most Direct Route

Noifolk, Baltimore & Washington

Something New and Important to Ladies.
MRS. DR. PALFREY’S

R. R.

FllANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

feet performed with-

pain.

Portland & Rochester

Daily, al 7 o’clock P. M„ ®n«*
P. M
WIIARV, BOSTON, daily al 5

dtf

oc2fl-3m
.

The Superio Sea Going Steamers
AID FAIaMOIJTII,
FOREST CITY
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:
Leaving

Four times

WT’PV

YOU

of

8 P. UI.,

jal2

or

ja8t4w__
HAVE YOU TRIED

quires more
making?

Monthly

Examination of the feet Free.

—

a

or

of the

out

forfeit $500. New
articles just patented. Samples sent free to all. Address W. H. UHIDESTER, 267 Broadway, New York.

Weak, Nervous,

his regular
Visit.

on

DR. N. I.

large live, family paNstories and good reading.
per, full
sectarianism, politics, pills, puffs nor adrniip
JL HJui vertisements. Only 75 cts. a year I Send 10
cents for 3 specimens before you foruet it! Splendid
Map Premium. Agents wanted everywhere. Big
Commissions paid! H. L. Hastings, 538 Washington St., Boston Maes., 608 ArchSt.,Phila. Pa. ja7t4w

ARE

it the

NO. 52 FREE STREET.

A TRIED ANB MURE KEMEBYr.
Sold by Druggists general! ?, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
d4wt
ja5

JURUBEBA

stopping

is

Tablets,
BLUE BOXES.

nn.

LUNGS,

genuine.

Will

A f'WV'TJI DBAL’ITC

grat-

you.

BLED AT THE

Wells’ Carbolic

Will prove it

most

couahed friahtfu'lii, had night sweats and was
fearlully reduced, she lett JSObb.n Jor nor country
home 150 miles away, as we supposed to die. I sent
her a bottle oi your Balsam, and soon had the satisfaction to hear that she was much better. She continued taking it foi a while and got
ENTIRELY WELL
and is living now, which fact Is to l*e ascribed mainly
to the use of the VEGETABLE PIJLftlOi'VARV BAL9AH1.
Very truly yours,
JOHN CAPEN.

USE

/I

was

quaintance, who

AND ALL THKOAT DISEASES,

Af. W

The result

Pulmonary Balsam.

RELIEF WAS IMMEDIATE
and recovery raidd. She is now over 82 years old,
Whenever she gets a severe
and is active and well.
cold, which Happens once in a while, she takes thirty
to sixty drops, according to the violence oftlie cough,
whicn has always yielded in a day or two by taking
With it the
the Balsam only on retiring at night.
IRRITATION
is at once subdued, and a good night’s sleep secured.
J will mention another case, that of a young ladyfcac-

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

Y CHRISTIAN,
mp
Ilvl
ot

or-

I have

I

train

CHARLES E. HATCH.
General Manager.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern Railroad. Portland, Me.
dtf

YEW YORK.

of Boston’s most estimable citizens.]
No. 5 Worcester Sq.. Boston, March 14, 1873.
Messrs. Cutler Bros. & Co.
In ordering another small lot of your invaluable

that

ivunuv-w.,'-';-

}Fiut Eipre-b.

Cutler Bros. & Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 13,1872.

[From

iui

•Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B. Tina
train on Saturday night ruus to Portland only.

in

Please send us 'J en gross small and Five gross
Balsam
'1 hi* Im
doubtless* the bewt Lough Medicine iu the
ALLEN <fe CO.
world.
(Signed)
p. S.—These parties have sold this Balsam for over
thirty years.

m.

Leave Portland (via Danville) for LewUton.FarM.
mington, WaterviUe and Skowhegan at tl.05 P.AuLeave Portland for Bath. Lewiston, Rockland,
at
and
Dexter
Bangor
gusta. Skowhegan, Belfast,

connection* to Prince Edward la*
lnu«l, Cape Breton aud 91. Jfohu*, IV. F.

Only

and 5.00 p.

M.

With

Fare

ni.

a

Leave Portsmouth lor Portland at $10327 A. M..
15.45 P.M., *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, and by Freight
Trains to Bath, Augusta, and Waterville, at $7.00 A.

Halifax Nova Scotia,

THE WORLD.”

large “Vegetable Pulmonary

IPOJR

PUT UP ONLY IN

86

_ja18deod£weowly

including

my28

Harrison

[From one of the Oldest and very best Houses
America.]

no25

House Furniture for Sole.
furniture aud fixtures of the boarding house
recently kept by Ezekiel McKeen, No. 34 Center, near Congress Street, will be sold very low if ai>plied for at once. The house is completely fitted out
Sebawith all the necessary conveniences,
go, gas. &cn and being centrally located furnishes a
rare cbanc* *or any one desiring to keep a boarding
house. The death of Mr. McKeen renders it necessary that this property be sold immediately. The
rent is very reasonable. Apply on the premises.
MARY F. McKEEN.
jal4dlw*

MaBS.

or

BEST COUGH MEDICINE

Bearding

I it

For Froight

‘•DOUBTLESS TJRE

For *alc

jaltf

a

«

and

Bonds stolen from the Safe of the County Treasurer’s
Office, and

to

t iir .ni' 2>i<> w «*
i.r-

r-

n

generally.

ifying

ss.

HUNDRED

’•

ih
and BXIm!Female
Co ?tAc.
plainlM,
Thousands Lave been changed by the use of this
remedy from weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to
strong, healthy, happy men and women; and invalids
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
Caution.—Be sure you get the PE It U VI AN
MYRt P” (not Peruvian Bark.) told by dealers

able

FIVE HIJIIDUED DOLLARS,
hereby offered for tlie recovery of the Money and

mos.

sailing vessels.
Freight for ttie West by the Penn. R. R., and Sout
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission,
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.

in*

btMK'iiH.ii. IN‘t>ilil>,
l)ro|Hy. Chill*.

v

despaired of her recovery, when an old
friend and neighbor persuaded her to try tbis Veget-

$1000 Reward.

Agents, Boston.

tOa. m.
insurance one half the rate

delphla, a!

Leave Portland for Portsmouth and Dover daily»
tO.IO a. m. and $3.15 p. m.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Los—
ton at$8.00 A. M., *5.45 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at $8.00
A. M, $3.15, *12.00 midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Poitland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *12.00 midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John $8.00 A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.40,

(Sundays excepted), at

T.uics

N&JlJelME

so

No rockers to wear out carpet.
No rockers to tumble over.
No rockers for child to tall upon.
No squeaking treadle to get out of order.
No cradle equal to Chichester S\^ng Cradle.
Dealers send for catalogue, to
GEORGE T. COMYIYN,
154 North Street, Boston, and
393 Pearl Street, New York.
d3m
oct29

FIVE

<

IN

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. 11. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
d&w‘2w
jaj2

to

Long Wharf, Boston, 3h.m
Fine Street W hart, Fhila

PERUVIAN

j-^fWIhI
gSfiy
,i,orw>
5K3Py.
£li<ln«

oc5

_

From
From

___

^VltUf* Vitalizes and

$3.75.

PRICE

Cumberland st., comer

Sat’d’y.

Wharfage.

ATo

Passenger trains leave Portland
for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunfavs excepted) at *1.00 f9.10 A. M.,

flat-

&

t Accommodation

TBIE

All books sent, post-paid, for retail price.

is

Wed’s’y

Blood.

the

in

fl

and

Boarding:.
2234
Wilmot, Also table board.
Boarding

WITH

Iron
•

FOR THE PIANOFORTE.

been

Leave each port every

Book for Everybody.
The Peabody Institute has also jnst published a
new l ook trea'ing exclusively of NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound u
Either of the above books are sent by mail to any
part of the world, closeiy sealed, postage paid on receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
Here is ofat the same time on receipt of oulv $4.
fered over eight huudred and fifty pages of the ablest
medical
and
bound
and best printed
|science
popular
and literature, on subjects of vital importance to all,
It
for only $4—barely enough to pay for mailing.
should*be borne in mind that these great Medical
Works are published by tlie Pmbody Medical
Institute, an honored institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what, is fully explained, and many matters of the
most important, and interesting character are introduced, to which no allusion even can be found in any
other works in our language. All the New Discoveries of the author, whose experience is such as probably never before fell to the lot of any man, are given
in full. No pei son should be without these valuable
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy
and the medical
generally highly extol these
extraordinary and useful works. The most-fastidious may read them.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bulfincli St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
N. B. The author and consulting physicians can be
consulted on all of the above named diseases, and all
diseases requiring skill and experience.
no2
eodly

COUUfMElfCING NOV. an, I8T4.

Smimshlp Line.

A

THE

BOARD.

at

Pathologically,

TRAL RAILROAD.

PHILADELPHIA

ailU l'GYCI

Richardson’s New Method

evening. January 13, a LEATH-

ER POCKET BOOK, containing a sum of
will
money. Railroad tickets, etc. A liberal reward
bn paid for its return to J. B. Curtis, cor. Foie and
•
jal5tf
Deer streets.

oc25

on

Block.

A

VERMONT J30PPERAS.

posted

Secniity, in Portland,

first class Real Estate

or

—AKI>—

Phys-

faculty

ON vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &e.,
Commission. 'Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.

Lost.
CARBUNCLE belonging to a bosom pin. The
party who found if will he liberally rewarded
by leaving it ai this office.jat9d3t

STORE

carrier.

Contracts cannot be assigned nor transferred•
Skc. 271. That no contractor for transporting the
mail wit hin or beiween the United States and any
foreign country shall a-sign or trails er his contract,
and all such assignments or transfers shall be4 null
and void.

Estate

Uloney to Loan.

A

ONE

deductions'from

S

County Commissioners’ Office,

HOUSE

That the Postmaster General may make
the pay of contractors for failures
and impose
to perform service according to contract,
He may
fines upon them for other delinquencies.
deduct the price of the trip in nil
ezceedlnz
not
trip is not performed; and
the
if ihe failure be occasioned by
the

Excbange

93

bulletin.

J/t

THREE

Sfc 266

a
resi-

fortimsame^ Enquire

mftrc9

ABOUT

service

the west side

and Danforth, Sts.
A of High, between Pleasant
fit feet and is about 194
This lot has front of'about

Cumberland,

jaltf

on

AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of
In health and disio topically and
bound in
ease, from Infancy to Old Ape. 350 pages,
beautiful French cloth. With the very best prescripPrice
$2.00.
tions fortprevai lin g d iseascs.

substantial muslin, price $2.

for sale.

UAITtiTn

UVyojL

ON

Proprietor.

j ESSENDENi

THE CRADLE AJIONG CRADLES

Wanted.
GIRL to do general housework.
references

Iron

TIIF

AGENCIES,

PORTLAND.
(^“Advertiser please Copy.

A

Works

It treats upon
MANHOOD, lmw lost, liow regained anil how perpetuExhausted
of
Vitality, 1mcure
ated. cause and
potkncy, Premature Decline in Man, Spermators
I-nssi
(nocturnal and dinrnal),
rliora, or Seminal
nypoebondria,
Nervous and Physical Debility,
Menial
Depression, Loss of EnGloomy forebodings.
of Mind and
ergy. Haggard Countenance, Confusion
Loss of Memory, Impure St ite ol the Blood, and all
diseases arising from tlie ERRORS of youth, or the
indiscretions or excesses of marure years.
It is, indeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-aged men in particular. 3U0 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $1.
A Book for Every Woman,
Entitled. SEXUAL PHYSIOLGGY OF WOMAN,

for

general housework and cooking,
good references required, at No. 41 Oak Street.
January

A

a

SALE-

FOR

CHIcnSTEEK

Wanted.

or

JCST
titled SELF-Pl'.ESERVATION.

on

MARSHALL JEWELL,
Postmaster General.
dlaw6wW

ployment.

seen

of S W. ROBINSON Real
WM. il. MORSE,
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or
jalSdtf
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.

the Contract Office of this Department for such locks and pouches before 1st July
be let.
route
the
next, provided

requisition

make

be

ran

Book for Errry Ulan.
published by the Peaboilv Medical Institute;
new Coition nt the celebrated medical work enA

ottered for
every Ihursday and
is

due

modify

State street
with com-

op

THEcontaining about 12000 ieet of land,
modious dwelling house in good repair,

the

A

anri TurrfnrTnt: hft

vp in postto b°, returned and reports made.
Sec. 70. That the Postmaster General shall furnish to the postmasters at the termination of each
route a schedule of the time of arrival and departure ot the mail at their offices, res pec1 ively, to be
posted in a conspicuous place in the office; and the
Postmaster-General shall also give the postmaster
no!ice of any change in the arrival and departure
that may be ordeied; and he shall caiiBe t«» be kept
and returned to the Department, at short ami regular intervals, registers showing the exact times of
the arrivals and departures of the mail.

STEAMERS.

__

deDeductions may be made and fines imposed, for

offices. Registers

requested to use, as far as practicable, the printed proposals furnished by the Departthe sum of their bids, and
ment, to write out in full
are

THE

Sec. 261. Til it no extra allowance shall be made
for any increase of expedition in carrying the mail
unless thereby the employment of additional stock
and carriers is made necessary, and in such case the
additional compensation shall bear no greater proportion to the additional stock and carriers necessarily employed ttian the compensa ion in the original
contract bears to the stock and carriers necessarily
employed in its execution.

Schedules to be furnished and

.,

....

incarrying the mail shall not lie in excess of the exact
proportion w hich the original compensation liears to
the original service; and when any such additional
service is ordered, the sum to he allowed therefor
shall ire expressed In the order, and entered upon the
books of ihe Depar'ment; and no compensation
shall tie paid tor any additional regular service rendered before the issuing of such order.

or

^la^lfidders

TWO

Department.

fault, of the contractor

of

....

Compensation for additional service restricted and

juice

MEDICAL

name

To Let.
CERTIFICATE OF POSTMASTER.
—, State of
BOARD, a suit of rooms at 37 corner ot
I, the undersigned postmaster at
into
ST.
of
due
diligence
HIGH
a
SPRING
the
exercise
.after
form myself of the pecuniary ability and responsithe
aforein
his
sureties
and
bility of the principal
Rooms To Let.
going bond, and ot the unincumbered real estate
Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
owned by them, respectively, do hereby approve said
single gentlemen can be accommodated J..
bond and cerify that the said sureties are sufficientpleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street. oc7tf
sufficient to insure the payment of double the entire amount of said bond; and I do further certify
Board.
that the said bond was duly signed by....,
and.. and. .r.,liis sureties, beGentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
fore signing this certificate.
with first class Board and
be
accommodated
...
.. Postmaster.
myl9dtt
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
Dated.187
INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS AND POSTMASTERS.
TO LET.
Containing also conditions to be incorporated in the
contracts to the extent the Department may deem
House to Let.
proper.
Pleasant Cottage, corner of Oxford and
1. Seven minutes are allowed to each intermediCedar Sts. Gas, Water and Furnace. Possession
ate office, when not otherwise specified, for assortgiven immediately.
ing the mails.
M. G. PALMER.
decl6deodtf
2. On routes where the mode of conveyance admits of it, the special agents of the Post Office DeTo Loasc.
partment, also post office blanks, mail bags, locks
and keys are to be conveyed without extra charge.
LOT of land situated on Littlo Cheabeagne Is3. “Way bills” or receipts, prepared by postmasland, consisting ot about 35 a^ies. Is a very
ters or other agents of the Department, will accomdesirable location for a hotel, cuts 10 tons of hay and
destinapany the mails, specifying the number and
well
i
s
adapted to farming purposes. There are sit
the
be
examined
postby
tion oi the several bags, to
uated on said land three wooden buildings which
master, to insure regularity in the delivery ot bags
Bebe converted into restaurants, etc.
could
easily
and pouches.
ing located on one of the most beautiful islauds in
4. No pay will be made for trips not performed;
a great resort for pleasure seekers in
and
Casco
be
ocBay
if
the
failure
and for each of such omissions,
summer, the above otters special facilities as a watercasioned by the fault of the contractor or carrier,
ing place. For further particulars apply to C. T. INthree times the pay of the trip will i»e deducted. For
jat2*6w
GRAHAM, 18 Commercial Wharf.
arrivals so far behind time as to break connection
not
and
excused,
sufficiently
with depending mails,
one fourth of the compensation for the trip is sub1 IF
KtUUM. J
ui me
jeer, to rorfeiuure For repeated delinquencies
kim' herein specified, enlarged penalties, proporof
the
and
importance
tioned to the nature thereof
Room in the Second Story of the
the mail, may be made.
Primers’ Lxchange. with power it
5. For leaving behind or throwing oft the mails,.or
of passenrequired. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
any portion ot them, for the admission
or ruiming
gers, or for being concerned in setting up
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
an express conveying intelligence in advance of the
Exchange Street.
mail, a quarter’s pay may be deducted.
<ltf
ocl2
6. Fines will be imposed, unless the delinquency
certifibe promptly and satisfactorily explained by
To Let.
cates of postmasters or the affidavits of other credible persons, for failing to arrive in contract time;
February first the Stores and Chambers
for neglecting to take the mail from, or deliver it inon Union St., now occupied by Caldwell
to a post ofiice; for sutteriug it to be wet, injured,
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
after dedestroyed, robbed, or lost : and for refusing,
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf
the
conas
as
frequently
mand, to eouvey the mail
tractor runs, or is concerned in running, a coach, car,
JLet.
To
or steamboat on a route.
Good Tenements to Let. One for $20, one
7. The Postmaster General may annul the confor $15, one for $10 per lqonth. Apply to
tract for repeated failures to run agieeably to conor disobeyoffice
the
laws,
for
W. W. CABR,
post
violating
tract;
lor
397 Newbury St.
dec21dtf
ing the instructions of the Department ; the refusing
Departto discharge a carrier when required by
ment to do so: for ruiming an express as aforesaid;
I’o
Let,
or for transporting persons or packages conveying
No. 3 42 Pino Street, Key at No. 144 Pino
mailable matter out of the mail.
Street. Lower tenement of bouse No. Ill
8. The Posimastcr Goneral may order an increase
of service on a loute by allowing therefor a pro rata
Spring Street, open trom 9 to 12 and 2 to 5. Both
these rents have been recently repaired. Also one
increase on the contract, pay. He may change schedhou*o in Hull Block, Carroll Streets ojien in a few
ules « f departures and ai rivals in all cas s, and parMATTOCKS & FOX.
days.
ticulaily to make them conform to conned ions with
83 Middlo St.
no28utl
railroads, without increase t>f pay, provided the runGeneral
Postmasrer
The
be
not
time
abridged.
ning
whole
may also discontinue or curtail the service, in
Let
To
or in part, in order to place on the rouie superior
half of a double Brick House, ten r>>oms
service, or whenever the public interests, in his judgPleasantly situated ou Dantortb Street. No. 33.
ment. shall require such discontinuance or curtailPossession
indemfull
given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBment tor any other cause; he allowing as
INSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middlo street.
nity to contractor, one month’s extra pay on t.ie
dtf
rata
Portland,
a
Sept., 30, 1874
and
pro
amount of service dispensed with,
compensation for the amount of service retained and
continued.
To Let.
9. Payments will be made by collections from, or
No. 33 Pium Street.
drafts on, postmasters or otherwise, alter tbe expiraApply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
tion of each quarter—say iu November, February,
No. 27 Widgery’s Wharf.
sel5dt.f
May, an 1 August, provided that required evidence
of service has been received.
to
be
subbelieved
10. The distances given are
stantially correct; but no increased pay will be allowed should they be greater than advertised, if the
stared. Haiders
points to be supplied are correctly
BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.
must inform themselves on this point, and also in

pay to be made until contracts are executed.
Sec. 259. That no person whoso hid for carrying
the mail is accepted shall receive any pay untd ho
has executed ids contract according to law and the

times

...

this-day of.,187.
[l. s.]

or tljeir bid or proposal, shall
he deemed guilty ol a misdemeanor, and, on convicviction thereof, lie punished by a flue not exceeding
live thousand dollars, and by imprisonment for a
term not exceeding twelve months.

Sec. 260.

this.day of

the.. the
I
.clerk
same being a Court of ltecord, do hereby certify
whose
genuine signature apthat.,
at the time of
pears to the foregoing affidavit, was,
a
justice of_ the peace in and for
signing the same,
the county and state aforesaidvduly qualified and
that all his official acts are such as are entitled to
fuil faith and credit.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my
hand as clerk, and affixed the seal of said court, on

Failing contractors guilty of a misdemeanor.
Sec. 254. That any person nr persons bidding for
the transportation ot tbe mails upon any route
which mav be advertised to be let, and receiving an
award of" the contract for such service, who shall
wrongfully refuse or lail to enter into contract with

regulated.
That compensation for additional

me

Note.—When the above oath is taken before a
justice of the peace or any other officer not using a
seal, except a judge of a-U. S. Court, the certificate
of the clerk of a court oi record must be added, under his seal of office, that the person who administered the oath is duly qualified as such officer.

CERTIFIED CHECKS OB DRAFTS TO ACCOMPANY ALL
BIDS EXCEEDING $5,000.
Sec. 253. That hereafter all bidders npon every
for
the transportation of the mails upon
route
mail
the Barne, where the annual compensation for the
route at the time exceeds the sum of
on
such
service
five thousand dollars, shall accompany their bids
check or draft, payable to the order
a
certified
with
of the Postmaster-General, upon some solvent national bank, which cheek or draft shall not he less
than five per centum ou the amount of the annual
bid is made; and
pay on said route at tbe time such
in case of new or modified service, not less than five
bond of the b'dof
the
amount
of
the
centum
per
der required to accompany his bid, it the amount of
Baid bond exceeds five thousand dollars, in case any
bidder, on being awarded any such contract, shall
fail to execute the same, with good and sufficient,
sureties, according to the terms on which such bid
was made and accepted, and enter upon tho performance of the service to the satisfaction of the Postmayter-General, such bidder shall, in addition to his
Iiabiiiyon his bond accompanying his bid, forfeit
the amount so deposited to the United States, and
I he same shall forthwith be paid into the Treasury
but
tor the use of the Post-Office Department;
executed and
if such contracts shall lie
or
such
draft
as
entered
aforesaid,
service
upon
( heck so deposited, and tho checks or tho drafts
same
on
tbe
other
bidders
all
route,
deposited by
shall he returned to the respective bidders making
No
such deirosits.
proposals for tho transthe amount ot the
portation of the mails where
to
bond required
aecompany tho same sball cxreed
five thousand dollars shall he considered, unless accompanied with the check or draft herein required,
together with the bond required by a preceding section : Provided, That nothing in this art shall bo
construed or intended to atl'ect any penalties or forfeitures winch have heretofore acciued under the
provisions of the sections hereby amended.

regulations

The route, the service, the yearly pay, the
and residence of the bidder, (that is, his usual
of each member
post-office address,) and the name
of a firm where a company otters, should be distinct-

REAL ESTATE.

Lost.

Bidders not released until a contract is entered into
and service begun.
Sec. 252. That no bidder for carrying the mails
from his obligation under his bid
bo
released
shall
made to a
or proposal, notwithstanding an award
a contract for tbe designated seruntil
lower bidder,
vice sball have been duly executed by such lower
bidder and his sureties, and accepted, and the service entered upon by the contractor to the satisfaction of the Postmaster Ge: eral.

of the

"u'

....

or a

No

The Postmaster General requests that bidders,
guarantors, sureties, and all persons concerned, or
intending to be concerned, in mail contracts, will
carefully read and critically examine the abstract ot

13'

BY Address,

STATE OF. ( 88.
County of.S
On this
day of.. 187, personally appearel before me.•••••• an“ •-.; •*
sureties in the aforegoing bond, to me known to be
the persons named in said bond as sureties, and who
have executed the same as such, who being by me
duly sworn, depose and say, and each for himself deIia bns executed the within bond.
that his place of residence is correctly stated therein,
that he is the owner of real estate worth the sum
hereinafter set against his name over and above all
debts due and owing by him, and all judgments,
allowmortgages, and executions against him, after
ing all exemptions of every character whatever, the
to
($.).
total sum thus assured amountlug
dollars-

mail route shall fail or refuse to
contractor
said route according to his
perform the service on route
shall be established,
new
a
when
or
contract,
when from any other
or new service required, or
a
contractor
be
not
legally hound
shall
there
cause
or required to pertorm Mich service, the Postmaster
for carrycontract
a
make
temporary
General may
ing the mail on such route, without advertisement,
not
in
be
any case
as
necessary,
may
for such petiod
exceeding six months, until the service shall have
to law:
made
a
contract
under
according
commenced
Provided, however, That the Postmaster General
at
on
route
service
any
shall not employ temporary
who
a higher price than that paid to the contractor
the
last
tire
service
preduring
have
shall
performed
ceding regular contract term. And in ail cases of
regular contracts hereafter made, the contract may,
in the discretion of thePostmasterGeneral.be continued in force beyond its express terms for a period
not exceeding six months, until a new contract with
the same, or other contractors, shall he made by tbe
Postmaster General.

/'..r. 1 jn .(ka fiirm

'with

.. fa- s.l
.,[L.B.]

any

—

187

proposal

immediately

—

seals, and dated this. day of

act of Congress approved June 23,
Whereas, by
the
1874 entitled “An Act making appropriations for
Office Department for the fiscal
Post
service of the
hundred and
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
1b provided:
seventy-five, and for other purposes,” it
“that every proposal for carrying the mail shall be
with sureties
tbe
bidder,
ol
bond
the
accompanied by
whereof,
approved by a postmaster,” in pursuance
and in compliance with the provisions of said law,
this bond is made and executed, subject to all the
terms, conditions, and remedies thereon, in the said
act provided and prescribed, to accompany tlie aforeof the said..
going and annexed
Now. the condition of the said obligation is such,
that if tbe said .. bidder as aforesaid,
as
shall, within such time after his bid is accepted
the Postmaster General has prescribed in said adver1st
tisement of route No. .to wit, on or before the
with the
day of June, 1875, enter into a contract
United States of America, with good and sufficient
Postmaster
the
General,
sureties to be approved by
to perform the service proposed in his said bid, and
to lus
service
said
according
further shall perform
void, othercontract; then this obligation shall be law.
in
and
force
in
full
obligation
wise to be
In witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands
and seals this.day of., 187
., LL. s. |

next lowest bidder for the same service, who will enunter into a contract for the performance thereof,
less the Postmaster General shall consider such bid
such
re-advertise
he
shall
case
which
in
too high,
service. And if any bidder whose bid has been acto percepted and who has entered im o a contract and
in
form tbe service according to his proposal,
the perhas
entered
his
contract
upon
of
pursuance
formance of the service to the satisfaction of the
Postmaster General, shall subsequently fail or refuse to perform the service according to his contract,
the Postmaster General shall proceed to contract
with the next lowest bidder for such service, uoder
the advertisement thereof, (unless the Postmaster
General shall consider such bid too high,) who will
to
enter into contract and give bond, with sureties,
faithbe approved by the Postmaster General for the
same penalty and
the
in
thereof,
ful [Kirformauee
with the same terms and conditions thereto annexed
which acas were stated and containei in the bond
each andeveiyof
companied his bid; but in case
whose resuch
service
for
bidders
lowest
the next
the
spective bids are not considered too high byconmto
to
enter
refuse
shall
General
Postmaster
tract and give bond as herein required for tne faithful performance of his contract, the Postmasteradvertise tor proposals to
General shall
perform the service on said route. Whenever an ac-

a

our

an

stipulated
commence
performance
in his or their contract as therein provided, the Postto
shall
General
proceed
master
contact with the

tv

11. Bidders are cautioned to mail their proposals
in time to reacli the Department by the day and
hour named in tlio advertisement, as bids received
after that time will not be considered in competition
bids of reasonable amount received in time.
Neither can bids be considered which are without
the bond, oath, and certificate required by section
245, act of June 23. 1874.
12 Bidders should first propose for service strictly
according to the advertisement, and then, if they deand if the regsire separately for different service;
ular bm be the lowest offered for the advertised serbe
considered.
vice the other propositions may
There should be but one route bid tor in a proposal Consolidated or combination bids (‘‘proposing
cannot be considone sum for two or more routes”)

.■

whatpromised to give or perform, any consideration
for any
ever to induce any other person not to bid
is a
so
offending
if
and
any
person
such contract;
be
contractor for carrying the mail, his contract may
so ofthe
person
offense
first
ihe
for
and
annulled;
for
contract
carrying
fending shall be disqualified to
the mail for five years, and for the second offense

intn r.ont.rap.t.

[SEAL]

BOND.

Combinations to prevent bidding prohibited.
Sec. 250. That no contract for carrying the mail
or
shall be made with any person who has entered,
to prevent
proposed to enter, into any combination
the making of any bid for carrying the mail, or who
has made any agreement, or given or performed, or

ontpr

tbe.of.this..day

Note.—When tbe oatb is taken before a justice of
extbe peace, or any otl.er officer not using a seal,
tbe certificate
cept a judge of a United States court,
be
added,
must
.unof the clerk nta court of record
der bis seal of office, that the person who administered the oath is duiv qualified as such officer.
Bids of $5,000 and upward must be accompanied
bu a certified check, or draft, on some solvent national Bank, payable to the order of the Postmaster
General, equal to 5 per centum on the present annual
not less
vay on the route; or in case of new service,
than 5 per centum of the amount of the bond accomexceeds
bond
$5,000.
if
said
the
bid,
panying
The proposal must be signed bv the bidder or bidders, and the date ot signing affixed.
Direct to tbe “Second Assistant Postmaster GenD. C.,
eral, Post Office Department, Washington,
marked “Proposals, State of.”

former contract.

tn

lor

#••«•••

of.,A. I). 187 and in testimony whereof 1 hereunto subsciibe my name and affix
my official seal tbe day and year aforesaid.

Service to be awarded to the lowest bidder. Bids of
failing contractors may not be considered.
Sec. 240. That all contracts for carrying the mail
shall be in tbe name of tbe United States, and shall
be awarded to the lowest oidder tendering sufficient
other
guarantees for faithful performance, without
reterenee to the mode of transportation than maybe
due
for
the
certainty
celerity,
necessary to provide
and security thereof; but the Postmaster General
shall not be bound to consider the bid of any person
who has wiltnll> or negligently failed to perform a

0V.0II Coil

•§.*••

4

guilty

on

whose post-office

of
tisement of mail service.
Dated......

ter whatever.
Sec. 247. That any postmaster who shall affix his
bond of a bidder, or
signature to the approval of any
to the certificate of sufficiency of sureties in any conis signed by tbe
or
contract
bond
the
said
tract before
bidder or cont ractor and his sureties, or shall knowdue
of
exercise
diligence, apthe
without
ingly, or
insufficient sureties,
prove anv bond of a bidder with
cerfraudulent
or
false
make
any
or shall knowingly
tificate, shall be forthwith dismissed from office, and
office
of
the
from
holding
be thereafter disqualified
of a mispostmaster, and shall also bo deemed
be
thereof,
on
conviction
punished
demeanor, and,
bv a line not exceeding five thousand dollars, or by
imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both.

l.s.j.irv-

._.■

particulars

Sec. 24C. That before tbe bond oi a bidder provided for in the aforesaid section is appro ed, there shall
be indorsed thereon the oaths of the sureties therein,
taken before an officer qualified to administer oaths,
that they are owners of real estate worth, in the agsaid bond,
gregate, a sum double the amount of the
and
over and above all debts due and owing bv them,
executions
and
against
all judgments, mortgages,
them, after allowing all exemptions of every charac-

the

undersigned

wiuities to be approved by the postmaster isenorai,
in the time prescribed in said advertisement.
This proposal is made with,full knowledge of the
to be
distance of the route, the weight of the mail
in reference to the
carried, and all other
examinaafter
careful
route cind service; ana, also,
the laws and instructions attached to advertion

service described in bis

*

forfeit and pay

deposit,

duly

EXTR1CTS FROM LAWS, ETC.

s

or

:

Leave Bath daily, except Sunday, at 3.15 p. m.
and 8 a. m.
Arrive at Westport by 5.30 p. m. Southport by
6 p. m. Squirrel Island by II a. m. aDd Boothbay by 7 p. m. aud 12 mLeave Hodgdon's Mills at 7 a. m. North Boothbay at 7.15 a. m. Boothbay at 7.45 a. m. and 3
at 8.15
p. m. Soiubp. rtat 8.15 a. m. Westport
a. m.

agent of such unlawful expiess.

The

All brute life, from lamb to lion, from the serpent to
the dove.
All that pains the sense or pleases, all the heart can
loathe or love,
All instincts that drag downward, all desires that
Were caged,

BBv act of Congress approved April 21,1808, no member of Congress can be a contractor, or be concerned
directly or indirectly, in any contract with th
act it is made a high
government; and by the same
misdemeanor lor any officer of the United States to
enter, in its behalf, into a contract with a member of
Congress.
it
[But if a member withdraw from a contract
may be concluded with the other partners.— Opinion
w
one
ith
of Attorney General, 4, 47. A contract
w ho is elected a member of Congress during its continuance is not artected by such election.—Ibid ) 5,
697.]

That the owner of every staee-coucli,
railway car, steamboat, or other vehicle or vessel,
which shall, with the knowledge of any owner, in
whole or in part, or with the knowledge
vance of the driver, conductor, master, or other person having charged of the same, convey any person
acting or employed as a private express forinshe conand actually
possesveyance of letters or
sion of the same for the purpose of conveying them
of
and
meaning
intent,
the
to
siirit,true
contrary
this law, shall, for every such offense, forfeit and
dollars.
and
one
hundred
fifty
pay
Seo. 230. That no person shall transmit by private
or deliver to any
express or other unlawful means,

Seo. 21'9.

POETRY.

July

21.1874.__y-l'tt

BOSTON

&

MAINE

RAILROAD.
WINTER

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after December 30, 1874,
Passenger trains will leave Port*
for Ifo-iou, at 6.15, 9.10 a. m.
p. in., arriving at Boston at 10.50
;i. ra., 2.00, 8.00, j». hi. Returning, leave
Bomioii at 8.00, a. m 12, m. 3.15, p. iu. arming
at Portland at 12.45. 4.45- 7.45, p. m.
For l.ovrell (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15, 9. 10
a. m., 3.15 p. m.
For C'ourord and ManrheMlrr (via New
Market Junction) G. 15 a. m., 3.15 p, ui., (via Law*
rence at) 9.10 a. m.
For Great Fall** at G.15, 9.10 a. in., 3.15, p. iu.
For For turn oulh (via Dover) at 6.15 a. m.
For Korhiwtcr, nod
Farming ion, (via
Dover) at 6.15, 9.10, a. m., 3.15 p. ni.
Alloa Bay. (via Dover) at 9.10 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
A train will also leave Portland for Keime*
bank and lVny StatiouH at 5.15 p. m. Return*
ing, leave Kenurbuuk at 7.30 a. in., arriving at
Portland at 8.35 a. m.
Passengers from nny point oh the .Mniue
Central Knilrond will change cars at, and have
their baggage chocked via HoHton A .tlaiue
Transfer Mtalion.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Boston 8.00,
JAS T. FURBER, Geu. Superintendent
S. II. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
no21
tf

r7^ar~~1.15.
—

Feed for Cattl«\
of feed for Cattle and Hogs at Casco Brew.
ery, opposite Portland Co.’s Works, Portland
P. McGUNCHY. Prop.
Me.

LOTS

6m

